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Background
Scott Wilson, through all its various name changes, published the following in-house magazines and
newsletters containing, among other things and in varying degrees over the years, news and
information about people, projects, events, corporate issues, births, marriages and deaths:Pontifact 1-36 [Christmas 1960-Summer 1977] [printed]
SWKP / SWK Today 1-54 [Nov 1972-Oct 1995] [printed]
SWK News/ ScottLight 1-476 [July 1995-Dec 2004] [printed]
Exchange [July 2004-Spring 2010] [printed]
Communiqué [June 2005-Dec 2005] [electronic] [Scotland & Ireland]
Benchmark 1-6 [Dec 2006-July 2009] [electronic] [Scotland & Ireland]
Interchange 1-251 [Jan 2005-Dec 2009] [electronic]
SW1 1-19 [Dec 2009-Sept 2010] [electronic] [Global]

Pontifact
Articles from Pontifact [Christmas 1960-Summer 1977] relevant to the history of Scott Wilson in
Scotland are recorded below. These form a history of the events that staff or management chose to
submit for publication and are not, therefore, a complete history of events but, rather, snippets of
information that provide a flavour of events at the time and give clues as to what might be found
elsewhere in papers, job description sheets and other records.
Northern Ireland/Belfast Newsletters and other information is included for information as are some
references to Tuen Mun Road Hong Kong.
Significant or notable projects, people and events are highlighted as follows for ease of reference:Projects/Disciplines People Issue/Date Actions
The original two column format and font have been replaced with a standard A4 width format and
Aerial [10] font throughout.
Scans of the entire known collection of Scott Wilson Newsletters, including Pontifact, are included for
interest and reference in Doc 15 Appendix 3.

JP McCafferty
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PONTIFACT 2 Easter [April] 1961……………………………………………………………………………
Partners' Notes [Johnstone]
CM Johnston became a Resident Partner of the Nyasaland Firm on January 1st, 1961. Mr RF Meff
retired from the Nyasaland Firm and became a Consultant to them on the same date.
Congratulations to KW Innes and KA Phillips who, in autumn 1960, were awarded the Diploma of
Imperial College in Soil Mechanics and Structural Engineering, respectively.
The Firm has undertaken the following commissions since Christmas:
6106 Imperial Chemical Industries, Ardeer, Ayrshire.
6108 East Kilbride—Town Centre Development.
Hong Kong Newsletter [Kowloon Foothills Road; Fratar; TAMS; GIRR; Lindsay]
Work has now started on the first contracts in connection with the Plover Cove Water Scheme. These
consist of the formation of access roads and the earthworks for the Treatment Works. The
construction of the Airport Terminal Building has also started.
Towards the end of last year Mr. Lindsay gave a brief talk to the Kowloon Rotary Club on some of the
investigations carried out for the Harbour Crossing Report and also spoke to the Hong Kong
University Engineering Society on the subject of "Civil Engineering Specifications and Bills of
Quantities". Reggie Millburn's paper on the investigation and design of the Kowloon Foothills Road
was discussed at a meeting of the Engineering Society of Hong Kong early in February. It was
introduced by HP Pooley and was well received.
We have recently had brief visits from Mr HR Lupton and from Mr and Mrs TJ Fratar. Mr Lupton's visit
was a dual-purpose one, primarily to attend his son's wedding here and also to familiarise himself with
the Plover Cove and Hebe Haven Scheme on which he is giving advice to the Joint Engineers, Mr.
Fratar is a partner in the firm of Tippetts-Abbett-McCarthy-Stratton of New York and will be known to
those concerned with the Glasgow Inner Ring Road Scheme.
Footnote-Those who are familiar with Hong Kong will no doubt have feelings of nostalgia on learning
that the Chinese New Year of the Ox was welcomed with the usual two-day nonstop fusillade of firecrackers! JF Lindsay
PONTIFACT 3 Summer [July] 1961…………………………………………………………………………
Traffic engineering and the Glasgow inner ring road [Hodgen]
A paper presented by Roy Hodgen of our Glasgow Office to the Scottish Section of the Town &
Country Planning Association
One of the most striking phenomena of the post-war years has been the rapid and accelerating
increase in the use of motor vehicles. More and more use is being made of the motor car both for
business and for pleasure, and there is a parallel if slightly less violent growth in the use of goods
vehicles.
Is there an end in sight? If we are to take experience in America as a guide the end could still be a
long way away. Already the national average ownership in America is above the level of 1 car per
family. In contrast the figure for the United Kingdom is less than 1 car or motor cycle for every 2
families, and the conception of 1 per family must be regarded therefore as a likely level to reach in the
foreseeable future. There is considerable support for allowing for 3 or 4 fold increases in the future
level of vehicle registration.
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It may well be said that the important thing is not the total number of vehicles but the total amount of
travel. In fact there appears to be no great change in the mileage per vehicle with the growth of
registration, and the figures here are quite comparable to those in the U.S.A.
It can be taken then that the growth in registration will be accompanied by a growth in travel of the
same order—except where conditions are so congested that the growth is physically unable to occur.
The size of the problem is illustrated by the traffic volumes measured in a survey carried out in
Glasgow in 1960. It was estimated that the volume of traffic intercepted by a cordon around the centre
of the city would be over 300,000 in the 24 hours of an average week-day. These results have since
been confirmed and expanded by a continuing programme of volume counting. If the volume of traffic
is even to double—the load will be far more than the existing streets can bear.
Planning Opportunity and Urban Traffic Study
This situation presents both a problem and an opportunity. The first thing that must be accepted is
that the trend towards the motor car age cannot be reversed. Whether we like it or not, no reasonable
way has been found even to halt it. It is possible and desirable to keep individual areas for pedestrian
precincts, but the town as a whole must be designed to accommodate the motor vehicle. If it is not, it
is possible that it could kill the town centre as we now know it.
At the same time this negative aspect of an inescapable problem has too often been stressed. At
times the very great booms that the motor vehicle has brought both in business and in pleasure have
been ignored. Here is a factor which can alter the whole concept of accessibility in an urban area.
Plans should not be based on merely alleviating the worst effects of congestion. Instead they should
aim to allow the motor vehicle to play a truly constructive part in the life of a city. The first step is so
doing is to build up a comprehensive picture of the problem by an urban traffic study.
The form to be adopted by a highway system will finally be decided as a matter of Council policy. The
object of an urban traffic study is to ensure that any proposed system will be capable of carrying the
future traffic load and if not to suggest revisions or amendments which will enable it to do so. It is
important to note that it is not just a traffic engineer's efforts that are required. The project stems from
the politician and his aims and objectives for the future of the city. It is carried out both by planners
and by traffic and highway engineers and to be a success it must be a concerted effort. The process
can be summarised as follows:
(1) Various planning proposals including a future highway system spring from the policy of the city.
(2) Factual information on future population, economic growth, land use, traffic and highways is
collected.
(3) This information is used to build up a picture of future traffic.
(4) The effects of this future traffic on the proposed highway system are analysed and the proposed
system adjusted in the light of the possible capacity of the existing street system and of the total load
imposed by the future traffic.
Every one of these steps represents a very considerable study. Economic forecasts are concerned
with the overall economic growth of the area (since the projection of traffic growth is of course based
upon a continuing prosperity), with basic economic trends which may be evident (such as a shift in
emphasis from heavy industry to a more diversified product) and with the growth of traffic in the area.
A population forecast is necessary since in fact "people make traffic" and an increasing population will
in itself increase the traffic. Studies of land use and population as it exists at the moment are required
to build up a picture of future land use and population.
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Predictions are always an uncertain business but the uncertainties can be reduced by a sound
knowledge of existing conditions, of existing trends and of such future projects as are known at the
time. For example in the Glasgow area any future plan must allow for:–
(1) The projected overspill of 200,000 people from the city;
(2) The predicted rapid growth in the population of certain suburban areas;
(3) The predicted growth of the new towns of East Kilbride and Cumbernauld;
(4) Such projects as the Rootes Group factory near Johnstone.
These are of course just salient features. The full studies will cover each part of the study area in
detail.
The initial traffic survey carried out for the Glasgow Ring Road was an origin and destination study
which is well suited to such a purpose. Several forms of origin and destination study can be adopted.
A series of roadside interviews on a cordon line was used in Glasgow during September, 1960. It is
one of the simplest but not the least effective.
The form of the cordon line survey is as follows:(1) An imaginary line is drawn around the city centre;
(2) This line is continuous and ideally every vehicle which crosses it should be interviewed;
(3) For reasons of expense and to avoid undue interference with traffic the interviewing is usually
confined to inbound traffic during the daylight hours and usually only a percentage of these can be
interviewed, in fact it had been found that this percentage will give an adequate degree of accuracy);
(4) Each of the drivers interviewed is questioned as to his origin, destination and the purpose of his
trip;
(5) Each vehicle is counted so that if, say, only 1 in every 2 vehicles were interviewed it would be
assumed that each interview was typical of 2 vehicles.
In order to make use of the information the study area is divided up into smaller subdivisions or
"zones" and a numbered coding system adopted for the purpose of identifying each zone. A numerical
system of coding permits the tabulation of the results of the O-D study in a form suitable for analysis.
One form in which the results of the O-D survey can be presented is the "desire-line diagram". In
addition to the origin-destination studies it is pertinent also to collect information on existing traffic
volumes. Flow maps can then be drawn up of existing traffic movements in the city. These are of
particular importance in assessing the traffic loads which are at present carried by the existing streets
in relation to their probable capacity.
In order to test the proposed road system the traffic load along each length of the road and at each
point of entry or exit must be developed. This requires a much more detailed analysis than that shown
graphically by the "desire line diagram". To do so it is necessary to examine the movement from each
zone to every other zone and to decide whether or not it is likely to use the road and if so which path it
will follow. There are nearly 5,000 possible movements between [00 zones so it can readily be seen
that this "assignment" process can become a formidable task. For this reason it is frequently carried
out by computer techniques. The process is:—
(i) To draw a layout which seems to be suitable from a general knowledge of the traffic problem and
the physical control features;
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(ii) To develop by assignment a movement diagram;
(iii) To decide whether the first layout is suited to the traffic as developed by assignment and to check
each section and each entry exit for overloading or underloading.
Urban Motorways
I do not think there is any doubt that a study of the traffic in any of our major cities will show that the
only solution which will accommodate the projected growth in motor vehicle usage without intolerable
congestion is the segregation of the majority of this traffic into separate motor roads or motorways
designed exclusively for their use. There are many other measures which can temporarily alleviate
local congestion by making maximum use of the capacity of existing streets by parking regulations,
the use of one way streets and the like. Such palliatives are needed and should be applied—but they
will not offer a final solution. It should also be remembered that they frequently result in an increased
load on busy shopping streets which are basically un-suited to heavy through traffic because of their
mixed use.
The amount of traffic which can be carried by a city street is controlled by the junctions with other
streets which cross it. Traffic must stop and start at intersections and a certain amount of time is lost
at each. Unless volumes of crossing traffic are unusually light the street is unlikely to carry more than
600 vehicles per lane at overall speeds of 15 to 20 m.p.h. and with frequent stops.
In contrast, a motorway has no direct crossing traffic. Vehicles can travel without interruption.
Accidents are kept to a minimum. The capacity of the motorway is of the order of 1,500 vehicles per
lane at speeds of 35-40 m.p.h. It is this question of capacity which finally forces the adoption of the
motorway system. There is no other practical way to accommodate the growing volumes of traffic.
The Inner Ring Road
What form should be taken by a system? There are many possible solutions and the answer for one
city does not necessarily correspond to another. One feature that frequently develops in the larger city
however is the inner ring road or inner distributor. This is the result of:(a) the necessity to connect incoming radials to each other;
(b) the necessity to distribute incoming traffic to the city streets as closely as possible to its final
destination.
This inner ring road is a feature of many of the urban freeway systems which are being developed in
the major American cities. It should be remarked that very few are actual geometric rings, but all have
the feature of connecting radials to each other and to the city streets by a circumferential route
passing completely around and not too far away from the heart of the city.
The remainder of the typical system is likely to be basically radial in character with perhaps an
intermediate and/or outer ring depending upon the traffic characteristics revealed by the
transportation study. One feature of a motorway system is that its great freedom of movement and its
comparatively high speeds will draw traffic considerably out of its straight path. This will permit
planners to deviate from the "spokes of a wheel" radial pattern which is typical of our present towns.
In so doing, use can be made of those areas where road construction will result in minimum land
acquisition costs, and of such routes as will cause a minimum of disruption to homogeneous areas.
Motorways, whether in urban or rural areas, whether elevated or depressed, need not depreciate the
amenity of any area—particularly if they are planned as a part of the entire area and not just as a road
passing through it.
We are paying heavily now for the congestion in our cities—in increased operating costs, in accidents,
in loss of time, in frustration and in many other incidental ways. The cost of this congestion is rising as
14
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traffic grows. It is very likely that our economy will pay a higher price to keep traffic moving under
conditions of congestion than for the cost of an imaginative programme of construction to defeat this
congestion.
Staff News [Watson; Hopkins; Dodd et al]
Congratulations to the following on their marriage: Michael Heard on March 25th, 1961; David Lyon
on April 15th; and Maurice Watson on July 5th.
We offer congratulations to the following on the birth of children: -On May 18th, 1961, to Mr. and
Mrs. D. E. Thorp, a son, Julian Edward. On July 2nd, to Mr. and Mrs. D. Sutton Mattocks, a daughter,
Heather; and On July 4th, to Mr. and Mrs. WM Hopkins, a daughter, Joanna Mary.
The Resident Staff for the Birmingham/ Preston Motorway.
With the letting of the two contracts in which we are interested, i.e., Sir Lindsay Parkinson & Co. Ltd.
on Contract No. 1 in South Cheshire, and Tarmac Ltd. on Contract No. 2 in North Cheshire, the
resident site organisation is in process of being built up.
Most readers will know that in South Cheshire we are responsible for a little over nine miles of
motorway together with the bridges and culverts connected with it and in North Cheshire, some thirtysix bridges, the road works in this case being the responsibility of the County Surveyor of Cheshire.
Many of the names of the staff already appointed will have a familiar ring. So far these are as
follows:—
Contract No. 1—South Cheshire Dodd, LS - Chief Resident Engineer.
Mr Dodd was previously Resident on the Ross By-Pass and Ross/Tewkesbury Spur Motorway where
he watched the interests of both the Herefordshire County Council and ourselves in respect of the
works for which we were responsible. His Resident Engineer (Bridges), Don Dudeney, worked for him
in a somewhat similar capacity at Ross although there are many more bridges involved in this case.
Norman Beaton, Michael Heddon and "Tea" Pernba from London, are all taking up site appointments
on this contract as are Len Parker, David Lyon, Trevor Phillips and Joe Heath from the Sandbach
office.
Glasgow Newsletter [Traffic studies; GIRR; Cullen; Grace; Fratar; TAMS; Hodgen]
Summer and the survey season have both come round again and open season was declared by the
firm on the motorists of Glasgow for three glorious weeks in June of this year. Fortunately, this year's
activities have been somewhat removed from the city centre and delays to traffic have been
negligible. In total we have now carried out over 130 roadside interview stations in and around
Glasgow. Thirty of these were completed in September of last year and a method of analysis has
been worked out with International Business Machines to incorporate these and the June 1961
surveys into a fairly comprehensive picture of all vehicular movements in the study area.
Our work in the Glasgow office is concerned not only with traffic studies but also with the design
proposals for an inner ring road to motorway standards. A preliminary design was drawn up for this
road by the office of the City Architect and Planning Officer before we arrived on the scene. We are
required to review this both as to its location and operational features. At the moment we are
concentrating on a study of possible alternative routes. We have, however, already suggested very
radical modifications to the junction design which we believe should allow for the eventual connection
of the ring road to a complete motorway system facilitating movement throughout the city. We believe
that we can support the need for these changes by figures developed in assignment studies using the
data developed from the first 30 survey points carried out fast year. To further our studies we have
constructed a model of one of the junctions which was on display at the Conversazione of the
Institution of Civil Engineers.
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In the course of our work we are also required to give evidence at Public Inquiries in support of the
Corporation proposals. We have already weathered one of these and are preparing for (if not looking
forward to) the next. We believe in a high standard of production both at home and work and during
the course of the year John Cullen added a boy to his family, and Angus Munro started his off with a
girl. Further developments are expected later this Summer. Though too far away to share in the firm’s
Christmas party, we had a very pleasant substitute when Mr Grace gave a dinner party for the staff
earlier this year which was also attended by Mrs. Grace and by Mr and Mrs Fratar of Tippetts, Abbett,
McCarthy, Stratton.
One of the most interesting features of the Glasgow work has been our co-operation with this New
York firm. Mr Fratar has already paid us three visits and is becoming quite a well known figure in
Glasgow. He is also maintaining a guiding hand on the work by correspondence. R Hodgen
PONTIFACT 4 Christmas [December] 1961…………………………………………………………………
Congratulations to R Hodgen and M Watson: election to Associate Membership:
R Hodgen—Institution of Traffic Engineers. M Watson—Institution of Civil Engineers.
Impressions of university life in America By a bachelor: Brian McKenna
As I took a taxi from the airport and the driver's cigar smoke blew into my eyes, as I handed a coin the
size of a shilling to the hotel porter for carrying my bag and was firmly told that it was not enough, as I
received four cents of postage stamps for every five cents I put into the slot machine, I wondered
whether I was really going to enjoy a year's stay in America. I had just landed in New York on my way
to Illinois University and these were my first impressions. The remainder of the journey to the campus
at Urbana, Illinois, was uneventful although I was amazed by the size of the cars in Chicago when I
took a walk outside the airport killing time between flights. The skyscrapers and the multi-lane
expressways did not make a strong impact on me as I had seen them so often before on films.
Having arrived at Urbana I spent a week filling in forms, having medical and dental inspections,
learning my way around campus and getting used to that look of amazement when I asked for
something quite ordinary such as "boiled sweets" and found after an involved discussion that the
correct term is "hard candy".
The American University year is divided into three terms; the fall and spring semesters and the
summer session with about two weeks holiday between each. Taking a "Master's degree" at Illinois is,
believe me, a full time occupation and anyone who thinks that he has come for a rest cure is soon
awakened to the facts of life. During term time students are expected to work and you exist with your
life split up into studying, eating and sleeping with very little time for anything else. I soon discarded
any clothing that required ironing and lived in a world of drip-dry shirt and washable trousers.
Illinois University has an excellent reputation in the civil engineering field and this is reflected in both
the number of post-graduate students (255, the biggest post-graduate college on campus) and the
high academic standard. You are required to obtain nine units of work for a Master's degree and it is
in the variety of courses available that the strength of the University lies With something like 100
courses to choose from, you can pick the subjects which interest you; that is you can study a la carte
rather than being confined to table d’hôte. I took the following units; Applied Soil Mechanics, Earth
Pressures and Related Problems, Earth Dam Design, Soil Mechanics Laboratory Course, Foundation
Engineering Case Histories, Geology for Civil Engineers, Behaviour of Reinforced Concrete
Members, Behaviour of Reinforced Concrete Structures, Analysis and Design of Prestressed
Concrete Structures, Advanced Structural Analysis, Behaviour of Steel Structures, The Application of
Computers to Civil Engineering, and could quite happily have taken another dozen before being
satiated but both time and money curtailed my stay. It cost about £100 per month to live as a student
on campus.
As at any University there are numerous clubs to join and of these I chose the Newman Club. Every
Sunday after Mass it ran a graduate breakfast and thus provided a meeting place for students from
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every college and every nationality on the campus. The campus, incidentally, is the collective noun for
the University buildings and surrounding land. Most of the buildings are brick, about four stories high,
and are separated from one another by about 50 yards of grass and trees, giving rather a relaxed
atmosphere to the University. With something like 22,000 students, the campus covers an area about
one mile long by one-half mile wide and the majority of students are residential. About a quarter of the
undergraduates live in fraternity and sorority houses, with the remainder living in hostels. I lived in the
graduate dormitory, having a small single room and sharing a bathroom with my next-door neighbour.
This was the first mixed dormitory on campus, although, of course, the girls were in a separate wing.
As a foreign student one is given the opportunity of meeting an American family through an
organisation known as the "Friendship for Peace Committee". If a student wishes he can be "adopted"
by an ordinary family with similar interests to his own, and by this means get to know their way of life.
My "foster parents" were a young geologist and his wife and I spent a number of very pleasant
evenings and holidays with them. I do not know whether a similar organisation operates in England,
but, if not, it certainly should do as this introduction gave me, as a foreign student, a much happier
and more balanced view of America and I am sure that the same would be true of foreign students in
England.
One of my criticisms of America is that apart from the "educational" stations all broadcasting and
television is controlled by "sponsors". This means that the programmes must appeal to the widest
audiences and hence are reduced to the common denominator with excessive interruptions for
advertisements. If you like to study with a background of music I would recommend that you take a
tape recorder and a supply of your favourite music. The New York Times was the only paper that I
found to be readable and even then the news from England was rather limited, hence I would
recommend the airmail edition of the Times Weekly Review as a worth-while investment. One of the
other English students had a short-wave receiver on which we used to listen to the B.B.C. with rather
the same feeling that members of the resistance movements on the continent had during the war
when they listened to "London Calling". It was in this atmosphere that I really appreciated the
friendship of my American family,
The size of America has to be experienced to be understood. During the Easter vacation, I went on a
Y.M.C.A. tour of the Southern States and although we followed roughly a circular route for 1,300 miles
we only saw part of five states. The east and west coasts of America are 2,000 and 3,000 miles
respectively from Urbana and that is an awful lot of miles.
Well, these are a few impressions of my year's stay in America. On completing my course I was really
sorry to leave behind so many good friends. My journey through New York on rny way home was
more pleasant this time, as my friends had warned me that New York is always an aggressive city.
The difficulty of writing an article about America is that my opinions are based on my own rather
limited experiences in a country whose size is enormous. It is impossible to be dogmatic as another
person's experiences may be the exact opposite to my own. However, my overall impression of
America was that the people are most generous, hospitable and kind, and I would strongly
recommend a visit to other prospective students.
As the majority of readers will know, Brian McKenna and John Measor have recently returned to Head
Office after taking M.S. degrees in Civil Engineering at Illinois University. It was thought that their
experiences might be of general interest and particularly useful to Engineers who are contemplating a
visit to the States.
Staff News [Hodgen; McKenna; Johnston]
We offer congratulations to the following on the birth of children: On August 14th, to Mr and Mrs Roy
Hodgen, a son.
At the end of the academic year John Measor and Brian McKenna returned from Illinois University
and were appointed to AS McDermott's and DE Thorp's Sections respectively.
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Mr CM Johnston, MC Earwaker and AHL Kellam, from Nigeria, and J Wiseman, from Hong Kong, are
all home on leave for Christmas.
The President of the Sports Club has been pleased to appoint the following Secretaries for
1961-62: Squash Rackets - BR McKenna
PONTIFACT 5 Easter [April] 1962…………………………………………………………………………….
Glasgow Newsletter [Milburn; Watson; de Waal; GIRR; Heath; St Andrews; Hodgen]
Spring is on the way in Glasgow and we are all glad to be travelling to and from the office in daylight
once again.
The engineering staff has recently been extended. Reg Millburn is here to give us a hand for a short
time while Maurice Watson and Louis de Waal are here on a more permanent assignment. The
additional help will enable us to push ahead with location studies for a full motorway system for
Glasgow, of which the Inner Ring Road will become the first component. We especially welcome
Louis de Waal who is on a study visit from South Africa and expects to remain here for about one
year. We hope he enjoys his stay and that, while he is here, the weather shows some improvement
on last year.
An interim report on our work is in the draft stage. We have already had several drafts. Since the
report must have the approval, not only of our own Partners, but of three other independent members
of the Panel of Consultants, it is likely that we will have several more. However, in the meantime the
Panel have agreed on the location and preliminary design for the Inner Ring Road and the
recommendations have been transmitted to the Corporation by letter. The Corporation is now
investigating the procedure which should be adopted to initiate the Ring Road project.
We have also been elevated to the dignity of a two-job office since Peter Heath arrived to look
after the St. Andrews project. This has resulted in a supply of our own headed notepaper, and
occasional reference to our Scottish Office, in place of the Glasgow job. Otherwise Peter's operations
remain as mysterious to' the rest of us, as do the magic methods he must adopt to keep his enormous
and venerable automobile on the roads. R Hodgen
Staff news [de Waal; Hodgen; Young; Dowling; St Andrews U]
Our welcome to the following, who have recently joined the firm:
L de Waal to London office in January, and thence transferred to the Glasgow Office in February,
where he swells the ranks of Roy Hodgen's "traffickers". Mrs M Young and J Dowling, also to
Glasgow Office.
Other site appointments have been:
PJ Heath, from London, to Glasgow Office, as Assist Eng on St. Andrews University Extension.
PONTIFACT 7 Christmas [December] 1962…………………………………………………………………
PB Edwards’s Section [Heath; St Andrews University] [Extract]
Until recently Peter Heath (who has now left the firm), Doug Brown and Don Mattocks were in our
section, working on St. Andrews University but have now joined Ken Innes and moved to other offices
to work up the design, to allow for our future expansion to meet the demands of the Liverpool project.
We wish them success on this most interesting project. PB Edwards
PONTIFACT 9 Michaelmas [September] 1963………………………………………………………………
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Partner’s Panorama [Belfast; Irish bridges Co Tyrone] [Extract]
FM Bowen has made one or two flights to Belfast to talk about Irish bridges in County Tyrone. So far
things don’t seem to have progressed much beyond talking.
Fact or Pontifact [Johnston; Ramsay; McKenna] By Plumstead
Comings and goings—Mr Johnston was home from Nigeria for two days, J. J. Gandy was also
home for a short visit, while 50 per cent, of the Amman staff, i.e., Ron Hedges and Peter Erridge, are
in London for a few weeks, which is presumably why there is no Jordan newsletter.
Several members of the firm have received degrees or professional qualifications: Willy
Ramsey of the Glasgow office, BSc, Raymond Roberts, AMIStructE, Bob Spence, AMICE, and Jim
Blake, AMICE, and AMInstHE.
Plumstead likes to try and give the impression that he is up to date and modern in his engineering
outlook. He was, therefore, keenly interested to hear that Richard Colman adapted Brian McKenna's
computer programme to calculate the settlement of a building. The only snag with the whole business,
apparently, is that the first run through placed the building about 100 miles up in the air. Never mind,
Richard, Mr Muil will soon find a place for you as a space engineer.
PONTIFACT 10 Christmas [December] 1963………………………………………………………………
Glasgow Newsletter [Townhead Interchange; Cullen; GIRR; Canal Piping; 4 Park Gardens;
McKenna; Breakey; Taylor; Hodgen]
The big news from Glasgow since our last letter is that we have been commissioned to design the
Townhead Interchange. This was a very pleasant morale boost for the Glasgow office particularly for
those of us who can remember John Cullen's first drawings and the doubt and disbelief with which
they were received in many quarters. The one drawback to planning roads (or anything else) is the
faint suspicion that the plans may never come to fruition. The fact that Glasgow Corporation have now
commissioned the final design of roughly one-third of the Inner Ring Road (divided between ourselves
and WA Fairhurst & Partners) has given a reality to all our planning work and a fresh zest for its
completion.
We have also been commissioned to prepare final designs for piping the canals within the Townhead
area in preparation for the roadworks, and to prepare a report on the future of the Glasgow sections of
the Forth and Clyde canal system.
We had an enforced move from our old home at 4 Park Gardens which was sold from under us with
one month's notice. Fortunately, we were successful in obtaining new accommodation at no great
distance from our former office, and in a very pleasant setting (with ample free parking).
We were very pleased to welcome Brian McKenna who is to lead the structural team for the
Townhead Interchange. We have also been joined by JM Breakey who is in charge of the canal piping
contract, and will transfer to the drainage work for the Interchange, and by Hamish Taylor, fresh from
the Birmingham course, who is at work on Townhead. There are still a few seats to be filled before we
have a full complement for the work in hand, and we hope to obtain these over the next few months.
We have to thank the Partners for a very pleasant sports outing held at Ayr in July which started with
golf and tennis, and after a traditional Scottish high tea, finished with indoor bowling (American style).
Roy Hodgen
PONTIFACT 11 St. George’s Day [April] 1964………………………………………………………………
Partners’ Panorama by CJ Sang [GIRR; TAMS; Hodgen(Associate); Belfast-Castledawson
Motorway NI] [Extract]
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One sphere of expansion of the Firm about which the majority of the staff will know little is the
Glasgow Office. This office was set up in the autumn of 1960 to undertake a study of the traffic
problem in that city and, thereafter, to report on the layout of a new ring road for Glasgow. In the
course of this work the staff has increased to 28 in number in the charge of Mr. Roy Hodgen. Over the
period our "stock" in Glasgow has risen and we have been appointed recently by the Glasgow
Corporation to carry out a transportation survey of the Glasgow area and this will be done with the
assistance of our American friends, Tippetts-Abbett-McCarthy-Stratton. Apart from London, Glasgow
is the only other city so far to commission such a survey and, therefore, we are in the forefront for this
work in the United Kingdom. Mr. Hodgen joined the Nyasaland firm in 1952 and, apart from a short
break away from the Firm in Canada, he has spent most of his service with the Firm overseas. To fit
him for his Glasgow role he studied traffic engineering at Yale University and later gained practical
experience of this branch of engineering in the offices of Tippetts-Abbett-McCarthy-Stratton in New
York. It is, therefore, with pleasure that the Partners invited Mr Hodgen to join the ranks of the
Associates with effect from April 1st, 1964, and I think it will be agreed that it is a well deserved
promotion.
Just before going to print we have received confirmation from the Ministry of Transport of our
appointment to carry out the detailed design and supervision of the construction of the LancasterPenrith Motorway. This work will be carried out in sections and our immediate task is to take the
central section of this roadway, i.e. the Tebay-Sedbergh section up to contract stage, the remaining
sections following later. In addition to the Lancaster-Penrith Motorway we have been appointed
Consulting Engineers for 25 miles of the Belfast-Castledawson Motorway in Northern Ireland and so it
goes without saying that the Roads Section will not be without work for the next few years.
The Firm has undertaken the following commissions since Christmas:
64009 St Andrews University-Hostels
64010 Glasgow Transportation Study
64015 Belfast-Castledawson Motorway

From Glasgow with Love by Billy Holmes, Eddie McKenna and John Dowling
Once there was an engineer,
An honest lad, who liked his beer,
A man whose wants were simply met;
Tobacco, cards, his daily bet,
Oh! Happy Engineer.
His flat was small; one table, chair,
One bed, one sofa (real horse hair!)
His weekly parties bothered none,
(The neighbours long ago had gone!)
Oh! Carefree Engineer.
Alas, one night an old friend came
and said: “Let’s go and find some game.”
Not understanding what was meant,
Our hero donned his coat and went!
Ingenuous Engineer!
The “Union” dance was in full swing,
When our brave hero staggered in.
In no condition to resist,
He fell a victim to the “Twist”.
Terpsichorean Engineer!
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He saw her dimly through the haze
And accidently met her gaze
And thereupon was surely done;
A manless girl. The only one!
Entrapped Engineer!
From that night on his fate was sure
Great agonies he would endure,
But struggling couldn't change her plans.
And soon the preacher read the banns.
Engaged Engineer.
Four years did pass, and took their toll
A broken man he was, poor soul,
Yon happy lad without a care
Now wrinkle-browed, with greying hair.
Oh! Married Engineer.
No car, his house a single-end
Five Children drive him round the bend,
His shoulders bowed with H P debts
Which take four-fifths of what he gets,
Oh! Broken Engineer.
This fable do not take in jest,
For this has happened to the best,
So take heed now 'ere 'tis too late,
Or this sad tale may be your fate!
Beware, O Engineer!
Lament for a Festive Occasion by Eddie McKenna
The night of 7th February, will be remembered long,
As a time of happy revelry, and drunken, bawdy song
For 'twas on that night S.W.K.P.,
Held their annual jamboree,
In a palatial but’n’ben,
Half-way up wild Campsie Glen.
Wee Angus organised the dance,
Not a thing was left to chance,
For even cigars were provided,
(Tis easily seen 'twas he decided!)
By previous visits to the site,
Even if these visits many
Cost the Firm a pretty penny!
We all arrived there dead on eight,
(John Cullen wasn't really late!)
And soon began to settle down,
All our work-day cares to drown;
At last to dinner we were led
By all the young-bloods at our head
And to a beanfeast tucked in O
Of duck, and steak, and free-flowing vino.
Close on ten when all were sated,
(but booze still flowing unabated)
The two Munro's got up to dance,
And round the floor they both did prance
Until at last the crowd was milling,
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And soon in eightsome reels was whirling,
Even Hamzat caught the mass hysteria,
(Do they wear kilts in Nigeria?)
Then the tempo the band did change
And through Brazilian rhythms began to range,
Until the whole assembled throng
Was in a "Conga" snaking long,
With Mrs. Breakey in the lead
Between the tables we did speed,
In line ahead—or India fashion
We jogged along with fire and passion,
By all this dancing tired out,
Some unknown person began to shout,
For songs from Dave,
whose talent's known,
For ditties such as "Westering Home".
Then the rafters were sent ringing,
With Ina Cullen's Gaelic singing,
Even Billy was "persuaded",
and with a guitar masqueraded,
Singing songs almost profane, "Johnny Lad"—"Wee Magic Stane".
Then, despite requests, some drunken lout,
The "Engineer's Song" belted out,
With such a raucous, shouting chorus,
How could the other guests ignore us?
Too soon, I fear, it came the time,
For us to join in "Auld Lang Syne"
So with crippled feet, and spinning heads,
We all crawled homewards to our beds.
And so this ode I must conclude,
For I have lost my lyric mood,
But may those gentlemen long be praised.
By one of whom, the night was Graced?
PONTIFACT 12 Christmas [December] 1964………………………………………………………………
Partners’ Panorama by Henry Grace [GIRR; Lambie; TAMS; Munro; Transportation Survey]
[Extract]
Other editions of Pontifact have given a résumé of our history so. I need not repeat this. However, I
should like to say something about certain developments which have taken place in our organisation
which may not be known to all our present staff. Our traffic survey of Glasgow was the first survey of
this type undertaken in a major British city, and the proposals for a comprehensive system of urban
motorways which resulted from this survey was something quite novel for British cities.
The soils section was originally started in 1943 or 1944. It has grown steadily until today our soils
laboratories operate in such widely separated locations as Hong Kong, Tanzania, Nigeria, Belfast,
Kendal and London.
In the last Partner’s Panorama. Mr Sang mentioned the motorway work which we are undertaking in
Glasgow, Kendal and Belfast. Since then we have recruited almost 100 new staff to help us with this
work. Quite a number of these staff, including two ladies, have come from overseas. We are very
pleased to have these new staff with us and we hope that they will enjoy working on these interesting
projects.
Before concluding this article I want to make a brief reference to the Glasgow Transportation Survey
which we are carrying out jointly with our friends, Tippetts-Abbett-McCarthy-Stratton of New York. The
Director of the Survey is Thomas Lambie of TAMS with Angus Munro of SWKP as Deputy Director.
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They have a staff, including temporary personnel of about 100. The survey will last about 2 years
and will produce recommendations for a balanced system of transportation in Glasgow. It now
appears to be Government policy to insist on a Transportation Survey before approval is given to any
major scheme of Urban Motorways and for this reason we attach great importance to this work. It is
usual at the end of the Partner's Panorama to include a list of births, marriages, engagements and
academic attainments. When I called for a list of these happy events I was presented with five sheets
of foolscap. Having already overshot my allowance of 1500 words I suggested to the Editors that
these announcements should be included in some other part of Pontifact, However, I should like to
give my congratulations to all concerned and to send my very best wishes to all the staff and their
wives and families for a very happy Christmas and New Year. Henry Grace.
The Firm has undertaken the following commissions since the last issue of Pontifact:
64024 Rutherglen—Roads and Traffic.
64037 Blochairn Industrial Area. Glasgow.
64038 B.E.A. 40 Buchanan St. Glasgow.
64040 Glasgow Inner Ring Road, Woodside.
64210-15 Belfast North Approach Road.
London Newsletter [Belfast Office; Belfast-Castledawson Motorway]
Since the last issue of the magazine, the London office has seen many comings and goings, mainly
associated with the motorway projects which are now so prominent. A new office has been set up
near Belfast to handle the soils survey and design for the Belfast-Castledawson Motorway.
Belfast Newsletter [Antrim Rd Office; KCW James et al]
The Belfast Office was officially opened on1st July, 1964 when we took possession of a four storied
house on the Antrim Road about two miles from the City Centre. During the past war the building was
used by the American forces as an officers’ mess and various outbuildings were added at this time.
One of these, the laundry, has now been converted into a soils laboratory. Since the war, the building
has been used as a hostel for young girls, and in spite of our plaque on the front door, we are often
asked by doting mothers to look after their young daughters who are visiting the City.
Our first three months in residence were devoted mainly to converting the building into suitable offices
and we were constantly moving from room to room to avoid the carpenters, electricians, painters and
others who were noisily getting on with the job. The conversion is now complete and our offices are,
in many ways superior to Victoria Street. We have our own off-street car park and it is a long forgotten
pleasure to be able to drive to the office and be sure of a parking space outside the front door.
We had hoped to introduce the new members of our staff in Belfast to the rest of the firm by means of
a group photograph. However, as so often happens n these occasions, the enthusiasm of our
amateur photographer was not matched by his results and we hope he will be able to produce
something better for the next issue.
The past six months has seen a considerable build-up of staff. The first arrivals were local men—
Terry McDowell who is in charge of the first road design team and George Eakin, in charge of the
Soils Laboratory. Ken Wigmore, who is in charge of the second road design team, arrived at the end
of September though officially he doesn’t start work until the 1stMarch 1965!
Roddie Tyndale-Biscoe arrived on transfer from the London office in October, complete with a young
daughter and an old car (our congratulations on both). His main worry in life is trying to show that
three and a car can live as expensively in Belfast as two in London. Joshua Oyedepo was transferred
from the Bridges Section in London at the end of August and hopes to spend the rest of his stay with
the firm in Belfast. More recently Frank Byrne and Tom Bambling have arrived from England and
John Colman from Scotland, all new appointments.
The rest of our staff have been recruited locally. In the soils laboratory, Bob Kinkead is busy training
our technicians, Denis Galbraith, Arthur Bowron and Alwyn Pollock. Bob will be moving to the roads
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side early in the New Year where we already have Gordon Allen, Doll Lee, Kingsley (Straight-line)
Nutt, Noreen McMurray and Brendan McKenna.
On the secretarial side, Pat Lauder started with us in the early days and has now been joined by her
sister Iris Hall (both from Dublin)and, more recently, by Jacqueline Watts.
At the time of writing, our total staff numbers twenty-three and by Christmas we are expecting several
more new arrivals. David Lyon is due to join us from the Cheshire contract early in the New Year.
With the rapid increase in staff we have had little time to develop the social side of life in the office.
We have a few golfers, tennis and cricket players, but our numbers are not sufficiently great to
consider taking on the London Office. Our best prospects are in the wine making and beer brewing
fields where we have several enthusiastic home brewers and an even greater number of more
enthusiastic tasters. We would be interested in any challenges—either brewing or tasting.
Only one notable quote this ‘term’, by an Ulsterman regarding the lack of breweries in this country—
”Ireland isn’t really a drinking Country.” KCW James
Glasgow Newsletter [Lambie; TAMS; GGTS; McNab; Hodgen; Royal Exchange Office]
We would like to welcome Mr and Mrs TJ Lambie to Glasgow. Mr Lambie is an Associate of TippettsAbbett-McCarthy-Stratton who has been appointed Study Director for the Greater Glasgow
Transportation Study. This project is a joint venture with TAMS and deserves a whole story to itself in
PONTIFACT. A number of our staff have been seconded to Mr Lambie's team and a new office has
been opened for the project in Royal Exchange Assurance Building.
Mr James McNab has just joined the Glasgow office as a Senior Engineer after serving abroad for
some years and we hope to benefit from his wide experience in design and construction.
The rate of increase in staff since our last newsletter is such that even Mr Hodgen was heard to say
"Does that chap work here". (Note to the Partners—he is employed and does work). It is worthwhile
noting some of the names of the other new members of staff if only to keep the Glasgow staff (and
myself) in the picture.
We welcome [Corfield; Gumming; Dorman; Fisher; Fraser; Henderson; Morrison; Samuelson;
Witt; Davidson; Murrison; Lee; Wickenden]
Glasgow Office (6 Park Circus): Mr P Corfield, Mr L Gumming, Mr W Dorman, Mr S Fisher,
Mr G Fraser, Mr D Henderson, Miss J Morrison, Mr A Samuelsen, Mr R Witt
Glasgow Office (GGTS): Mr D Davidson, Mr H Murrison, Mr F Lee, Mr P Wickenden.
We are glad to report that Franklin Lee is recovering nicely from his recent tragic accident.
Congratulations [Cullen; Port; Hodgen; Portland; Davies; Munro; Murrison; Cummings;
Corfield; Taylor]
John Cullen (Senior Engineer), Stan Port (PhD).
Since the last newsletter Mr and Mrs Hodgen, Mr and Mrs Portland, Mr and Mrs Davies have been
presented with daughters, and Mr and Mrs Munro, Mr and Mrs Murrison and Mr and Mrs Cummings
have had sons.
Peter Corfield, who has recently passed his professional interview, has become engaged to Helen
McCluskie, who was on the temporary staff.
Angus Munro is awaiting election to AMICE and Hamish Taylor has gone to join a Transportation
Studies Course in Chicago.
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Because of the increasing diversification of the office activities there was a general feeling that it
would be desirable to maintain, as far as possible, the old situation when the number of staff was
smaller and when everyone had a general knowledge of all the office design activities. Resulting from
this feeling a series of informal lectures were (and will be) held when a representative from each
section took the floor and discussed their problems and design techniques. These "seminars" have
been well received and attended by the staff. The fact that these meetings are held in the local hotel
with bar service bears no relation to their success.
Projects [Townhead Interchange; Glasgow Highways Study; Rutherglen Traffic; Abbotsinch
Roads; GGTS; M Watson; GIRR Woodside; Canal Piping; Vaughan; MacNeill; Aitken]
At the moment in the office all available hands are at the pumps to complete the Contract Documents
for Townhead Interchange. Nevertheless, the studies of the Glasgow Comprehensive Highway
system are steadily advancing in addition to other new jobs such as the Rutherglen Traffic Study,
Abbotsinch Air Terminal road pattern, Blochairn Industrial Area, and of course, the Greater Glasgow
Transportation Study (. . . nearly forgot about "Wandering [Maurice] Watson", however, we see so
little of him that the omission is understandable).
Maurice may be setting up another branch office somewhere "down there" in the Teesside area
around Christmas. (If there is one critical path Maurice knows anything about it's the road between
Glasgow and Middlesbrough),
We have very recently been appointed to do the final design for a further section of the Glasgow Inner
Ring Road [Woodside]. It is gratifying to know that the experiences gained in Townhead Interchange
can be continued through to this new project. We have already placed a Contract for an aerial survey
and it is hoped that design work will start early in 1965.
The Canal Piping Contract under the supervision of Mr Vaughan and his inspectors Messrs MacNeill
and Aitken is now well advanced. Except for one incident, when some enterprising youth managed to
block temporary culverts in the canal causing it to overflow, but fortunately without creating any
damage, the Contract has proceeded smoothly and should be completed on schedule. Mr Vaughan
and his staff are looking forward (with bated breath!) to taking over the supervision of Townhead
Interchange, Stage 1.
Social [Cricket; Walker; Taylor; Cullen; Golf; Holmes; Dowling Moncreiff]
Due to the increase in staff this year we managed to scrape up a side to play in a cricket league.
There is a deliberate avoidance in calling the participants cricketers because their abilities ran the full
range from "questionable" to "Oh, he has played the game before". Nevertheless, we acquitted
ourselves quite well and ably captained by Gavin Walker and assisted by some remarkable stops by
Mike Taylor('s leg) finished 2nd in the league.
Unfortunately, we did not manage to repeat last year's summer outing and this can be put down (with
some exaggeration) to a fault on John Cullen's part. Being a very fair and democratic type he
circulated all staff members asking them for suitable dates and suggestions for the outing with the
result that he got replies varying from "If I don't go, can I get the money instead" to "A day's holiday at
the London office". However, the office golfers are a determined bunch and they had an evening's
excursion to Troon where the surprising winner and runner-up were Messrs, Holmes and Dowling
respectively, who curiously enough marked each other's score card.
We in the Glasgow office .would like to wish our fellow members of the staff a Merry Christmas and a
Guid New Year. David Moncreiff
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Cartoon by Willard Dougall
Editors’ Postscript.
To promote the growth of Pontifact outside of London, in keeping with the main growth of the firm, we
have accepted offers of help for sub-editorial work. Our thanks, and greetings go, therefore, to:—
Gordon Allen, Belfast; David Moncreiff, Glasgow; Peter Heath, Hong Kong; Morris Hopkins, Kendal;
John Gandy, Nigeria.

PONTIFACT 13 Summer [July] 1965…………………………………………………………………………
Partner’s Panorama by FM Bowen [Grace; Glasgow; Belfast; NI Motorways] [Extract]
Mr Grace dealt comprehensively with technical issues in the last Panorama and I will add little more
than a postscript. Both the Glasgow offices continue their activities at full stretch; Belfast is being
expanded to meet the Northern Ireland motorway programme and Kendal office is now fully geared
(at least I hope it is!) for the four sections of the Carnforth to Penrith (Shap) portion of the M6.
Belfast Newsletter [Measor; Grace; Hodgen; Johnston; James]
Our newsletter must start with an apology from our staff photographer for not producing the promised
group photograph. It appears that he has more trouble with his camera than with his car and has
resisted the suggestion that it should be traded in for a later model.
Our numbers have now increased to thirty-one. David Lyon arrived in February from the Cheshire
contract, full of ideas of how not to build motorways. His move ‘across the water’ was highly organised
but in spite of this, his plans did not allow for a tree falling on his house a few days before he moved
in. Ron Henderson rejoined the fold in January. After a year’s interval he decided that he would feel
more at home in the Nigerian atmosphere of the Belfast Office. Terry Campbell joined us in
December, mainly we suspect, to ensure that the motorway alignment did not encroach on the
Massarene Golf Course at Antrim. He has since found out that he joined the wrong firm. Joe Corr, a
newly-wed came to us in December from Sweden where he had been working for sonic years.
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To help keep our young engineers happy and out of trouble, we have increased our numbers of the
fairer sex. Gwyneth Barnes, Sylvia Seymour and Phyllis Swan have helped to balance numbers and
are most successful in keeping the bachelors in order.
To offset these increases, Noreen McMurray, who became Noreen Campbell at the turn of the year,
has left us, to work closer to her new home. Frank Byrne in the Soils Laboratory has been transferred
to the London Office and Denis Galbraith will be leaving us shortly. We are sorry to see them go.
Among our social events, the annual party takes pride of place. Mr and Mrs Measor and Mr and Mrs
Grace were our hosts and it is to be hoped that they enjoyed the evening as much as we did. Dancing
was the second most popular activity, and under the influence of the first, even our staunchest nondancers were seen on the floor. Joshua Oyedepo gave us a solo demonstration of West African style
‘high-life’, which was our sole cabaret effort, though George Eakin proved to be an excellent leader of
the conga. Among our guests were Roy and Pat Hodgen from Glasgow, and John and Pat Caffery, on
leave from Nigeria. Mervyn Johnston ‘happened’ to be in Belfast at the time and represented the
London Office.
In the sporting field, we can only report one activity—a football match between the Drawing Office and
the Soils Laboratory, held on a cold Saturday morning in November. Unsuspected talent was shown
by Joshua Oyedepo who was quite at home in the Irish mud. Brendan McKenna, who organised the
game, scored two goals and helped his team to a 6:3 victory over the Soils Laboratory.
The home-made wine and beer cult is growing and we now number several members of the Ministry
of Development among our enthusiasts. So far we have resisted suggestions that the Soils Lab.
would make an ideal distillery, though it has all the equipment.
Despite the fact that the current winter has been dry, the Irish climate has turned some members
thoughts to boat building, although a Mirror Class dinghy seems a poor substitute for Noah’s Ark. This
has been lent a sense of urgency by the results of our hydrological investigations into flood flows in
the local watercourses—if these figures are ever reached, the boats should come in handy for
inspecting construction work on the motorway.
Most of us who came to Belfast from England(and Scotland) have settled in our new homes and
seem to spend most of our spare time paperhanging and painting. We have found the natives to be
very friendly, though on occasions, we find the language difficult to understand. However, our children
are picking it up quickly, especially the wee small ones. Jimmy James
Glasgow Newsletter [Myint; Shirreffs; Wilson; Don; Loughran; Niven; Samuelsen; Moncrieff]
Statisticians will observe with possible regret that the rate of increase of staff in the Glasgow Office
has regressed somewhat. Nevertheless we warmly welcome Kyaw Myint, Wallace Shirreffs, Ron
Wilson and Margaret Don to the Park Circus Office and Brian Loughran and Angus Niven to the
GGTS Office. Congratulations to Aage and Alison Samuelsen on the birth of their daughter Karina
and similarly to David and Emily Moncrieff with yet another daughter, Kirsty.
Office Dance [Hawkey; Bowen; Sang; Holmes]
The annual office dance was held once more at the Campsie Glen Hotel where Mr & Mrs Hawkey, Mr
& Mrs Bowen and Mr Sang entertained us. The meal was preceded by cocktails and speculation as to
whether the triple increase in numbers since last year would in any way detract from the festivities.
However, all fears were groundless and an excellent meal complete with wines, liqueurs and cigars
was followed with dancing and socialising. All efforts by the natives, in the shape of Billy Holmes,
guitar, et al. to dampen the proceedings were unsuccessful. Once again we should like to thank the
Partners for having made the occasion possible and to our guests for sparing the time to share the
evening with us.
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Projects [Townhead Interchange; GIRR Woodside; Canal Piping; CHS; GGTS; Moncrieff]
Work on the Townhead Interchange Contract Documents is virtually complete and we only await SDD
(i.e. the Scottish equivalent of the MOT) approval before issuing the Contract Documents. To use a
good Clydeside shipyard expression "Continuity of employment has been ensured" by starting the
preliminary design of the Woodside Section of the Glasgow Inner Ring Road and work on the 1/500
models is quite well advanced.
The Canal Piping Contract is nearing completion and had it not been for the poor delivery of valves
would probably be up to programme.
Planning design associated with the Comprehensive Highway Study is nearing completion and we
have started to draft in outline the report which will be submitted with the 1/2500 drawings showing all
motorway, expressway and arterial road proposals in the ultimate scheme for Greater Glasgow. We
only hope that the GGTS boffins do not contradict the conclusions from the original survey which gave
rise to these predicted roads.
The GGTS. Group have passed the peak period of outside activity with the completion of the home
interview survey. The close of the survey was celebrated by a dance and buffet in the McLellan
Galleries in Sauchiehall Street attended by vast numbers of the survey temporary staff. All that now
remains is to find out what to do with the vast accumulation of paper which they have left behind (in
the survey office, not, of course, the McLellan Galleries). David Moncreiff
PONTIFACT 14 Christmas[December] 1965………………………………………………………………

Partner’s Panorama by EO Measor [Glasgow Party; Belfast; Hawkey; Bowen; Sang] [Extract]
We will certainly do everything in our power to preserve some of the personal contact to which we
have always attached great value. Following this line of thought and this being the Christmas number
brings to mind the annual parties which are now held in Glasgow, Kendal, Belfast and Teesside as
well as in London. It is the one time in the year when we can be sure of seeing all or nearly all
members of the Firm. It is always a very great pleasure to have the opportunity of having a chat with
people one doesn’t often meet during normal times and also to meet new members of the Firm whom,
for one reason or another, one hasn’t previously met. My wife and I are booked this year to go to the
Glasgow Office party. Reading the account of last year’s party at the Campsie Glen Hotel I was
somewhat alarmed to learn that, “Mr and Mrs Hawkey, Mr and Mrs Bowen and Mr Sang entertained
us”! It is not difficult to picture Charles Sang in his homeland (I gather that he becomes noticeably
more Scottish North of the Border) performing one of those highland dances in which he used to lead
us in “the good old days” with the assistance of Mary Willett, following this up, perhaps, later in the
evening, with a Burns’ Ballad ‘for men only’. I have had no past experience of the party performances
of Mr and Mrs Hawkey and Mr and Mrs Bowen but they doubtless matched the occasion. Pondering
upon these matters I was depressed to think that the gathering at the Loch Lomond Castle would be
unenlivened by partner entertainment. However, I have since learned that Charles Sang will be with
us so that entertainment will again be in good hands. I look forward with the keenest anticipation to
finding out what actually happens at the Glasgow staff party. By the time this Panorama appears in
print I ought to know!
Some impressions of America by Hamish M Taylor
America? What visions does the name conjure up in our minds? Undoubtedly the pictures we
visualise will vary from person to person—the wild west, the land of urban sprawl, the space age
nation, the land with tragic racial problems, the new world, the land of opportunity, the cities with large
cars and extensive freeways, the land of the S. the list is endless. Most of our ideas of what life is like
in America, and for that matter in any other country, spring from two sources personal contact with
visitors to our country, and what we read in the newspapers. It is doubtful whether either of these two
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sources give us a true picture. The first, visitors, are generally tourists, the wealthy retired ones who
do not personify the majority of the hard working sincere Americans. Are we not somewhat amused
by the tourist bedecked with large sunglasses and stetson hat who states in his southern drawl that
he is going to do Edinburgh in a day? The second, the newspapers, do not always give us a true
picture of life in another country. Too often we hear of the bad things that happen and not enough of
the good things. Newspapers like sensational articles, it is good for business, so it is not surprising
that plenty of space was given in the American newspapers to the Mod-Rocker conflict in Margate
and similarly in our own newspapers we read of the riots in some American cities. True these things
happen but unless they are put in the proper perspective they give the wrong impression.
In being awarded a scholarship to study at Northwestern University in Evanston (13 miles from
Chicago) I felt very fortunate not solely for the opportunity to study abroad, but also for the opportunity
to see how others live. This is enlightening because not only is it possible to see the good and bad
points in their way of life but it also becomes evident what the good and bad points in our own way of
life are
Before returning to Scotland I took advantage of the Greyhound Bus Company offer to travel
tourists—99 days travel for 599. For approximately£35 the purchaser may travel an unlimited mileage
within the United States and parts of Canada and Mexico. Quite a bargain which I commend to
anyone going to America. Being a Scot I received good value for my money and covered 10,000
miles visiting 20 cities in America and 6 in Canada on the way. After having lived in America for a year
and having seen a considerable part of the country I do not claim to be an authority on the Americans
or their way of life—the country is so vast that I doubt if anyone could claim to be an authority on that
subject. My impressions are, one might say, city orientated because I spent most of the year in the
metropolitan area of Chicago. Had I spent the year in a small town like Green River, Wyoming I am
sure my impressions would be somewhat different from what they are now. I cannot hope to describe
all of what impressed me, so what follows is a selection of my impressions of the American way of life.
I did not expect there to be a language problem in going to America but I should not have been so
sure. Shortly after I arrived at the university I had to have the normal medical examination. The nurse
asked me how heavy I was so I replied, “I am eleven stones”. Well it was with an amazed and puzzled
look on her face that she asked, “Will that be big stones or little stones?”There are many other little
differences in the language-one does not stand in a queue but stands in line, one does not take the lift
but the elevator, wireless instead of radio brings on a curious look as does films instead of movies.
In Britain we are, I think, in general more cosmopolitan than the average American. We are so close
to the continent of Europe that we are frequently in touch with people from other countries and a
foreigner in our midst is nothing new. On the other hand in America a foreigner visiting a medium to
small size town causes quite a stir and creates much interest. Many Americans I met were very
conscious of the fact that they were, to a certain extent, isolated from other countries and welcomed
the opportunity to meet and talk to someone from another country. On various festive occasions
throughout the year I received several phone calls, as did the other foreign students, from families
inviting us to join them for their Thanksgiving dinner, Christmas dinner, etc. These phone calls were
from people I had never met before but who were concerned lest some foreign students should be
alone and miles away from home on such occasions. It was humiliating in a way because I wondered
if we were so hospitable to foreign visitors to this country. This level of hospitality is not just a
characteristic of the city I was living in because I found the people just as hospitable in most of the
places I stayed in during my tour round the country.
America is vast and yet the communication system within the country makes it difficult to realise this.
The New York Times may be bought in every big city, most cities are only a few hours apart by air,
the highway system is extensive and is forever being improved, the huge transcontinental trains
pound along the lines connecting coast to coast, and the telephone system is such that it only costs a
few shillings to phone from one side of America to the other. With such superior communications it is
not surprising that rarely does something happen in one part of the country without the rest of the
country knowing about it. This is good in many ways but it leads to a stereotype city. Setting the
surrounding scenery apart there were few cities which struck me as being individualistic. San
Francisco, San Antonio and New Orleans have their own character because they are old and were
built originally by people of different cultures. New York is in a class of its own. Washington D.C. is
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unique and has a particularly well laid out central area from the aesthetic point of view if not from a
traffic point of view. Most other cities were of the standard grid iron pattern with streets taking offal
right angles and stretching in straight lines for miles on end. This may ease the traffic problem but it
does not give a city any character of its own.
I have already mentioned the extensive highway system but I think this topic deserves a few more
comments. Without a doubt America is the most auto dominated country at the moment.
Approximately one-sixth of the gross national product of the country is spent on highway
transportation of one kind or another. The motorist has a powerful political lobby group in the form of
the large automobile manufacturers and this group ensures that plenty of money is spent on highway
construction. The system of interstate highways is gradually being completed and this will account for
40,000 miles of limited access freeways. At the moment it is possible to travel from New York to
Chicago, a distance of approximately 970 miles, without having to stop at a red light once. People
certainly do travel more and further than we do. It did not seem unusual to travel 400 miles up into
Wisconsin to go skiing for a weekend, nor was it unusual to make a round trip of 1,000miles in three
days to see Detroit and the Niagara Falls. With such high class freeways such journeys do not
present the problem that they would in this country. Journeys of 20-30miles are a mere triviality.
America is a sporting nation and although their sports are too numerous to list the two major ones,
football and baseball, deserve special mention. My first afternoon at a football match was quite
enlightening. In Britain a university team is lucky if it attracts a few hundred spectators so you can
imagine my surprise at seeing the Northwestern University stadium which seats 56,000 people and
what is more the stadium is sold out for home games. The first home game was quite a spectacle to
watch. The 120-man university marching band played several marches while the drum majors strutted
up front. On came the home team, all 80 of them, completely attired with helmets, visors, shoulder
pads, knee pads, etc. After lengthy limbering up exercises the lucky 11took the field to face the
opposition while the remaining 69 sitting at the touch line no doubt hoped that they would get on the
field for a few minutes of the game. To cheer the team on the Pom-Pom girls jumped around waving
pom-poms of the university colours while the cheer leaders led the crowds in singing the university
songs. The mascot, a student dressed like a wild cat, also pranced around urging the team on to
greater glory—rather tame, Louisiana State University has a real live Bengal tiger which is pulled
along the touch line in a cage! Professional baseball is big business and some of the top players get
fantastically high salaries. In Houston, the huge Astrodome stadium has been built so that baseball
may be played there without interference from the weather. This stadium, which is completely air
conditioned, is large enough to house an eighteen storey building.
Life at an American University is somewhat different from that at a British University. Nearly all of the
universities that I visited in the States were laid out in very attractive campuses—Northwestern
University with the squirrels frolicking between the trees and over the footpaths gave the campus
more of a country atmosphere than that of a city. Most of the boys belonged to Fraternities and the
girls to Sororities in the absence of a students’ union the social life was conducted between the
sororities and fraternities. This tends to be a little clannish since some fraternities will only have social
meetings with certain sororities. This is not the case at all universities—Louisiana State University has
one of the most complete and luxurious students unions imaginable. It includes a bowling alley,
theatre, cinema, post office, shop, ballroom, etc. Back in Evanston the fact that the American
Women’s Temperance Union is based there does not help the students social life because they have
contributed to making Evanston dry, hence no students beer bar! The students were very friendly and
a good example of their hospitality is the fact that I had only been at the university but a few hours
when was asked if I would like a date arranged for that evening!
America is a land of very patriotic people, probably one of the reasons that they are so successful is
the fact that they wholeheartedly believe in themselves and are very proud of their past and present
achievements and of their goals. it is a long time since I have heard our national anthem sung with the
same feeling and pride that the Americans put into the singing of their anthems.
The salaries offered in America compared to those here are very attractive but it must be
remembered that the cost of living is also much higher than it is here. One graduate student at
Northwestern University found that it would be cheaper to fly his wife home to have her baby here
than to pay the doctors bill there. Education is also an expensive item, tuition alone at Northwestern
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University was $1,800 per year for undergraduates. Lower down the scale it rather horrified a canny
Scot to have to pay $2.25 for a haircut! If there are no large bills to pay such as those for education
and medical expenses then the salaries are very attractive indeed.
The passing of the Civil Rights and Voters Rights Bills have paved the way for the elimination of racial
prejudice but it will take more than a signature on a piece of paper before the racial trouble will be
eliminated. In the southern states, and in the north, I met people to whom segregation was like a
religion, they were obsessed with it and that cannot be removed overnight. It will take several
generations of education, and this means education of whites as well as negroes, before this tragic
problem will be solved.
Having read this article your visions of life in America may or may not have changed but to me
America is a fine example of how people who come from many different countries and cultures can
set to, to work and play harmoniously together to produce a united, successful and prosperous nation.
People in Profile [Grace; Wilson; Sang; Johnston]

Henry Grace SM(Harvard) MSc(Bristol) MICE FASCE MISE AMIWE
After working with Consulting Engineers in Westminster during the early 1930s.he went in1938 to
Harvard University where lie studied Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineering under Professors
Terzaghi and Casagrande. It was here that he first met the late Dr Guthlac Wilson.
During the war he served with the Royal Air Force in the United Kingdom and the Far East where he
was engaged on the construction of military airfields. He joined Scott & Wilson in 1946 and was taken
into partnership in 1950.In 1948 he went to Nyasaland and started an office in Blantyre which became
an independent partnership in 1951. In Nyasaland he was engaged on the design and the supervision
of construction of roads, airfields and water supply schemes.
In 1952 he went to Hong Kong and started the Hong Kong partnership and was engaged on the
design of the new Kai Tak Airport. In 1955 he returned to London, but continued to take an active
interest in the firms work overseas. In early 1956 lie visited Nigeria and established an office there
which has now become the Nigerian partnership. Later in 1956 at the request of the Crown Agents he
visited British Guiana and established a partnership which undertook work in British Guiana and the
Caribbean until its dissolution in 1960.
He specialises in dams, airports and roadworks overseas and in motorway and traffic and
transportation studies in this country. He is a member of the Road Research Board, the Committee on
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Overseas Road Research and the Council of the International Road Federation. Mr Grace has
recently been appointed to Panel of the Reservoirs (Safety Provision) Act 1930.
He is married with two sons and two daughters and lives at Weybridge adjoining St. George’s Hill Golf
Club. Needless to say he is a keen golfer.

CG Sang BSc AMICE
Charles Sang began his professional career in1935 when lie joined Sir William Arrol & Co Glasgow.
While with this firm, he was engaged principally on structural design in reinforced concrete. From1937
to 1939 he was with F A Macdonald & Partners, Consulting Engineers, Glasgow, where he was
engaged on similar work, including the design of a major road bridge to span the River Dee in
Aberdeenshire. He subsequently became the Resident Engineer on this project. In 1939, he joined
the staff of the County Engineer, Aberdeenshire, and for some two years, including a period of
secondment with Scottish Command, was engaged on coastal defence works. From 1942 to 1946, lie
held commissioned rank in the Royal Engineers and saw service in India. On his return he joined
George Davie & Partners, Consulting Engineers, Glasgow, where, for two years, he was Senior
Engineer responsible for the design of a number of important reinforced concrete projects.
He joined Scott & Wilson in 1949, became Chief Assistant on the amalgamation in 1954, Associate in
1958 and a Partner in 1960. He has been concerned principally with the design of structures and until
the formation of the Staff Services Department was in charge of recruitment and staff matters.
His personal interests—wine, women and sang!
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CM Johnston BSc(Hons) MICE MInstHE
Mervyn Johnston began his professional career in 1941 with the Air Ministry Works Directorate on the
construction of Ballykelly Airport in Northern Ireland. In 1942 lie joined the Works Division of the
Ministry of Finance, Northern Ireland, and spent seven years. on the design and construction of
arterial drainage schemes, road communications and bridge works.
He joined Scott &Wilson, Nyasaland in 1949as Assistant Engineer and became Chief Engineer of
Scott &Wilson, Kirkpatrick &Partners, Nigeria in 1956. He became an Associate in Nigeria in 1958
and was Resident Partner from 1961 until 1963 when he returned to the London Office. He has
advised overseas Governments in Nyasaland and Nigeria on highway, bridgeworks, water supply,
drainage and soils engineering problems.
Since returning to London he has been primarily concerned with overseas road projects in Jordan and
Tanzania and on economic road surveys in Nigeria.
He is married with five daughters and lives in London.
Belfast Newsletter [Antrim-Castledawson Motorway; James]
Since writing the last newsletter there has been some increase in the number of staff. Pat Crummey
and Raymond Toal, both newlyweds, joined us in the spring and are working in the team designing
the Antrim-Castledawson Motorway.
Dennis Wheelhouse joined us in June, an addition to our Soils Staff. For several days he was the best
dressed man in the Office and was never seen far from the telephone—we are pleased to report that
he is now the proud father of a young daughter and is wearing his working clothes again. Ron
Henderson planned things much better—Peggy presented him with a daughter on 15th September
without undue delay. We understand that there will be several other similar events to report in the
next newsletter.
Pat Lauder and her sister Iris Hall left us in September on emigrating to Canada—we hear that they
have arrived safely and are settling down well. Our best wishes go with them. Gwyneth Barnes left us
earlier in the year but still calls to see us from time to time.
In the Soils Laboratory, Micheal Horan joined us in September and Micheal McCormick will be leaving
next month to work in England.
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At the end of November we shall be saying our farewells to Joshua Oyedepo and Michael Olaniyan
when they return to the Ministry of Works in Northern Nigeria. Michael arrived from London Office in
August, though Joshua has been with us since the Belfast Office opened. We shall be very sorry to
see them go.
Other new arrivals are Ella Cordner, Dorothy McCormick, Emily Jackson and June Burns, all tracers,
and Joyce Ferguson and Roberta McCullough in the General Office. In the summer months five
vacation trainees joined us for varying periods; we hope that we managed to persuade them to
continue in their civil engineering studies.
Although we started rather late in the season, we were able to organise a cricket team and had no
difficulties in finding players. The results of our efforts are recorded elsewhere. In the winter sporting
field, we have a few enthusiasts who play squash, although numbers are not enough to justify a
regular team. David Lyon is our ‘pools’ expert, but so far has concentrated on collecting subscriptions
rather than paying out winnings.
The main social activity is, however, Friday evenings at the ‘Chester Park’ where we make great
plans for other social activities.
Our thoughts are now turning to the Christmas Season and the annual party—in addition to the staff
party, we are arranging one for the children who at the last count numbered thirty. We have a
volunteer to be Father Christmas but so far he doesn’t agree with our proposals for changing the
colour of his beard. Jimmy James.
Glasgow Newsletter [CHS; Townhead 1; Taylor]
Since the last newsletter there are two noteworthy office achievements.
1. The completion of the Comprehensive High way Report for the City of Glasgow. We hope that this
report will help to put Glasgow "on the map" as a city determined to build a modern highway system
for the "motor car" century.
2.Marples Ridgway have been appointed to construct Townhead Interchange—Stage 1.
We look forward to our association with this firm as from November, 1965. Due to some mystical
wand-waving the estimate proved to be on the right side for once.
Welcome Back and congratulations to Hamish Taylor after "swooning around" in the U.S.A. (see Life
in America—this issue) Hamish was only home one month before announcing his engagement to
Miss Elizabeth Jeffreys. The run around in the U S A must have reduced his stalling capabilities.
Congratulations [McKenna; Innes; Breakey; Ijaiya; Myint; Murrison]
To Brian McKenna on the occasion of his marriage to Mora Carty and also his promotion to Senior
Engineer (House of Commons and House of Lords in one year!);To Peter and Julie Innes on the birth
of their son Alistair; To Don and Jean Breakey on the birth of their daughter.
Bon Voyage to Hamzat Ijaiya, who leaves us, at the end of November, to return to Nigeria. There is
no truth in the rumour that he cannot stand the heat in Glasgow and to Kyaw Myint, who is emigrating
with his wife and three children for a belated honeymoon in Niagara Falls, with Messrs. H. G. Acres.
Best wishes to Hamish Murrison who has been off ill for some considerable time with a slipped disc.
Hurry back, Hamish, the office steps needs washing.
Commiseration to long serving members still on the payroll, for the number of contribution sheets put
around in the last few months which practically give grounds for a salary weighing.
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Social [Walker; Cullen; Hodgen; McNab; Malcolm; Shirreffs; Moncreiff]
The Partners graciously sponsored an inter-office golf tournament. Gavin Walker succeeded in
beating John Cullen (7 and 6) over 36 holes at Gleneagles in the final and completely ruined his
chances of promotion.
An informal party was held in the University of Strathclyde Union to celebrate noteworthy
achievements (1) and (2). The attendance and entertainment were both up to par.
Wm. Holford & Assoc. arranged a golf tournament and provided a trophy to be played for by teams
from Glasgow Corporation, W. A. Fairhurst, Wm Holford and ourselves. Our teams of Messrs.
Hodgen/Cullen and McNab/Walker played politically well by coining in second to our Clients.
Possibly due to the transfer of Peter Corfield the performance of our cricket team provides very little
worth-while comment (in spite of new equipment); suffice to say we all enjoyed ourselves. Bill
Malcolm and Wallace Shirreffs guested for the Kendal Office at one of their Sunday matches and
acquitted themselves well (so they said).
This letter could not close without some mention of the office summer outing held at Butlins Camp,
Ayr. The measure of a person’s enjoyment was in inverse proportion to the number of children they
had because of the number of facilities for the children and their rightful, but sometimes noisy,
demands to try everything. High tea was served in the exhilarating and enchanting atmosphere of the
main campers Diner and was particularly enjoyed by John Cullen who missed tea completely whilst
searching for two of his responsibilities.
Once More, Merry Xmas and A Guid New Year from all in Glasgow. David Moncreiff

The Prize Piper “Our Senior Engineer [John Cullen] is not just a pretty face”(Acknowledgements
to' Reveille)
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"How to hold on to your key men" Mr H-Roy Hodgen; JMC-John Cullen; AM-Angus Munroe.
New Appointments [Rae; Haywood; Maxwell et al]
Belfast: Mrs J Burns, Mr MP Horan, Miss E Jackson, Miss EL McCullough, Mrs J Ferguson, Mrs DE
McCormick.
Glasgow: Mr TE Rae, Mr IR Haywood, Mrs MI Maxwell
Staff Movements [Townhead 1; Holmes; Nicoll; Vaughan; Aitken; MacNeill]
Mr WH Holmes to Townhead Interchange Site; Mr GP Nicoll to Townhead Interchange Site; Mr TE
Vaughan to RE Townhead Interchange Site; Mr J Aitken to IOW Townhead Interchange Site; Mr DB
MacNeill to IOW Townhead Interchange Site.
Belfast Cricket [J James]
After prolonged negotiations with the Athletic Stores, lasting well into July, we succeeded in obtaining
a 12- discount (Partners please note) on our equipment in time for our second fixture with Belfast
Corporation Surveyors’ Dept—the first being rained off in typical Ulster fashion.
We won the match without much trouble and adjourned to the “Summerton Arms” which was to be our
Club House for the remainder of the season.
Our exaggerated self esteem carried well through our third fixture with Sir Lindsay Parkinsons’, when
their innings only amounted to 44 runs. After seven ducks we realized we were in a hazardous
position but with the emergence of ‘dark horse’ Joshua Oyedepo and David Lyon, together with fifteen
‘wides’, managed to salvage 32 runs total. To the Club House! The selectors were forced to introduce
Jimmy James and Jack Craig in our next match with Antrim C.C. Surveyors’ Dept. in an attempt to
strengthen the middle order batting. Despite the pace of our opening attack, Antrim had a brisk knock
of 100 for 8. We replied with a score of 70 odd for 6 and took the liberty of calling this a draw!
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The season ended on a happy note with are sounding victory over Kirk, McClure &Morton, although
our opponents registered 72for 3 wickets. The indomitable Kingsley Nutt raced to a lively 40 then
retired with a terrible thirst. This score was realized with the loss of only one wicket.
Highlights of a brief but busy season were the captaincy of George Eakin (hit out or get out),Jack
Craig’s running between wickets (resulting in a pulled muscle) and Terry McDowell’s consistency in
being run out three times without scoring. Kingsley Nutt amassed 23 runs in one over, Jimmy James
gobbled up catches at slip, and Roddy Tyndale-Biscoe provided light entertainment for those who
only stand and field. Next season is eagerly awaited, with the prospect of a more comprehensive
fixture list including games with the offices at Glasgow and Kendal. It is rumoured that Glasgow are
already in training for a weekend fixture in Belfast.
Bernard Ranger.
Westmoreland Sailing [‘WOW’; Ford]
“WOW” is the Enterprise Sailing Dinghy that the firm acquired at the end of August. She arrived in
time for the “Indian Summer” and was in regular use until the end of October, never capsizing and
only requiring paddling home once. We intend to keep her at the South Windermere Sailing Club, Fell
Foot, next season, for although this is some way from Kendal it provides the best opportunities for
both learning and racing. For those who wish to race it will be necessary for the helmsman to be a
member of the South Windermere Sailing Club. Others just sailing need not be members, but we
hope to arrange some form of party membership, since we are using the Club’s facilities.
The boat is available at any time for the hardbitten racing man; for the learner, when we hope to have
available a set of cruising sails; or even the power enthusiast provided he supplies his own low-power
outboard motor. Staff from other parts are particularly welcome if they are here on holiday. Chris Ford.
PONTIFACT 15 Spring[April] 1966…………………………………………………………………………
Job Numbers Allocated by the London Partnership since our last issue.
65054 Glasgow Traffic Control Computer Centre-Advice on Foundation Conditions
66077 Fort William Town Centre-Traffic advice
66018 Blochairn Estate- Industrial Estate Development
Greater Glasgow Transportation Study By Angus Munro
With a General Election in full swing (or swung by publication date) it seems an appropriate time to
review our work of the Greater Glasgow Transportation Study; for the previous election (is it really
eighteen months?) provided our first headache. Our force of interviewers was sent into the field the
week after the election and had considerable difficulty in convincing householders that they were
neither candidates trying to recover lost deposits nor representatives of opinion polls gathering
experience for the next election. Eventually householders were wooed and won and final cooperation
was excellent.
The study, set up in August 1964, is a joint venture with Tippetts-Abbett-McCarthy-Stratton of New
York, who have considerable experience in this field.
The object of the study is to recommend a coordinated transportation system for the Glasgow area for
development which is foreseen for 1990. Initially only the distribution of population and activities such
as employment, shopping etc. are known and from these the "desires" of travel must be estimated.
This is accomplished by measuring present travel and relating it to the present population and activity
distribution. Then by applying these relationships to the development pattern future travel can be
estimated and several systems of coordinated road, bus and rail facilities can be tested and the final
optimum combination arrived at.
Thus there are three stages, Stage I the inventory and analysis of travel, Stage II the analysis of the
relationships between land use and travel and the forecast of future travel and Stage III, the testing of
alternative systems.
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The study area is focused on Glasgow, contains parts of the surrounding counties of Lanark,
Renfrew, Dumbarton and Stirling; and covers an area of about 450 square miles. Representing less
than 2% of the area of Scotland, its population of 1-9 m constitutes over a third of the country's
population. About 175,000 passenger vehicles, 32,000 commercial vehicles and 1,200 taxis operate
within the area. On an average weekday, 104,000 vehicle trips and 214,000 persons, of which 44%
go by public transport, cross the area boundaries. Over 800,000 jobs are located inside the cordon
line, over one-fifth of them in the central area of Glasgow.
The travel inventory stage commenced with field interviewing in October 1964 and a team of up to
100 interviewers completed over 77,000 interviews by March 1965. The major survey was the Home
Interview Survey where full information about the household and its travel was obtained from 21,000
homes in the area. The others were the Commercial Vehicle survey, 3,500 interviews; Taxi survey,
300 interviews; and the External Cordon roadside interview, 53,000 interviews. To enable a check on
the completeness and accuracy of trip data obtained on a sampling basis in the internal and external
surveys, counts were made of road traffic and of bus passengers crossing the River Clyde which was
used as a screen line. In the case of trains of British Railways, the expanded interview data was
checked by comparison with counts of passengers boarding and alighting at stations within the study
area.
To amplify and supplement previous parking investigations, information was collected on the physical
location, type, capacity, layout and operating characteristics of existing parking facilities in the Hsquare-mile central area of the City of Glasgow. As part of the evaluation of the characteristics of the
existing arterial system speed and delay studies were made during peak and off-peak hours. To
supplement presently available data on employment and enable a check on the reliability of trip
reporting an employment survey was also carried out. (Most people remember going to work).
The information was coded by a temporary staff of about 30 people, and during this period it was
unwise to leave a table clear in case there were four people working there five minutes later.
However, a more civilised condition has now been reached where the overcrowded conditions have
reverted to empty corridors of power for the permanent staff who have space even in excess of the
provisions of the Offices Act!
The analysis of present day travel has now been completed and we have a fairly clear picture of the
why, how, when and wherefore of travel in the area. There are a total of 3,440,000 daily journeys in
the area, of which 3,250,000 or 94% are made within the area by residents or by resident vehicles.
Commercial vehicles account for only 10% of all travel, irrespective of mode, so that people going
about their every-day activities are the predominant travel generators.

Considering only persons, 75% go by public transport (66% by bus) and 17% drive cars. After
combining broken journeys, i.e. part by one mode and part by another, the motivations of travel can
be examined and it is found that the home is at one end of 85% of all travel, the remaining 15%
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occurring mainly in the lunch period or early afternoon. (The predominance of home based journeys is
the main reason for interviewing in the home.) Almost 50% of journeys are trips to or from work and
this proportion is as high as 80% in the morning peak period.
One can also (as a sideline) glean some interesting insight into the life (and loves?) of the car driver
species. The car passenger ratio drops off sharply after 9 a.m. so, if you want to give the blonde next
door a lift you have to be punctual. Also for recreation trips the number of car passengers is equal to
the number of car drivers, so that the hypothesis of a car attracting female company can be taken as
proven! (The above snippets will not be elaborated in our report to the clients.)
What of the future? The Glasgow area has a very comprehensive bus system and a complex network
of railways, which will be largely disused if Beeching has his way; and the comprehensive road
proposals developed by SWKP in Park Circus are probably familiar to most of you, so that the
groundwork for a sensibly integrated transportation system is there at present. No visionary projects
such as monorail, personal helicopter etc. are considered either necessary or feasible, and the basis
will be a sound road network and commuter rail and bus services, where subsidy to offset off-peak
underloading will have to be weighed against the cost of increasing the peak period capacity of the
roads. Certainly a balanced transportation system is seen as depending on being more attractive to
the commuter rather than on legislation to ban car travel in specified areas and at specified times.
New Appointments [Belfast; Glasgow; Townhead 1; Laghey M/way; St Andrews U; Irvine;
Whitelaw; Flavell; Lidstone; Stewart; Wood; Smith; Roy et al]
Belfast: Miss B MacManus
Glasgow: Miss M Irvine, Miss B Whitelaw
Site
Mr DJ Flavell(from Cyprus)
Mr J Kennedy
SGD Lidstone(from Nigeria)
Mr D Magee
Mr JD McKeown
Mr HA Stewart
Mr AD Wood
Mr V Wood
Mr CB Smith(from London)

Glasgow Townhead Interchange
Laghey Motorway
Glasgow Townhead Interchange
Laghey Motorway
Laghey Motorway
Glasgow Townhead Interchange
Glasgow Townhead Interchange
Glasgow Townhead Interchange
St. Andrew’s University

Movements [Roy; St Andrews U]
Mr A Roy from St Andrew’s University Site to London
Mr HIK Woo from Scrutiny Section to Belfast
Glasgow Newsletter [Townhead 1 Inauguration; Grace; Hodgen; A Highway Plan for Glasgow;
Cullen; Wood]
The official inauguration for the Townhead Interchange was held in December 1965 when the Hon W
Ross, Secretary of State for Scotland ceremonially blew up a wall. An excellent meal with the
customary speeches was chaired by Mr Grace. The Contractors have since proceeded with due
haste, tackling three bridges and walls in isolation. There was a suggestion that these structures
should be mounted on rollers so that they could be moved around to line up with the road proposals.
However, we are confident that the setting out will be all right.
Mr Hodgen, by accident or plan, was in Hong Kong when our report "A Highway Plan for Glasgow"
was publicly released. Mr Grace and Jack Wood attended a technical press review in London with a
simultaneous release to the general press and television companies in Glasgow which John Cullen
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attended. To date, the reviews have generally been encouraging, but John Cullen is running out of
pseudonyms.
Congratulations to Mr Lambie, Mr Hodgen and John Cullen on the contents and presentation of
technical papers they have given to various professional bodies in the past few months.
Congratulations also [Port; Gillies; Wood; Walker]
Stan and Elizabeth Port are to be congratulated on the birth of another daughter, Rosemary, and
second congratulations to Stan for passing the examination set by the Institution of Structural
Engineers.
We also congratulate Alistair and Loraine Gillies on the birth of their daughter, Jayne; Victor and
Eileen Wood on the birth of their son Victor Andrew, and to Gavin and Libby Walker on the birth of
their daughter. The baby arrived one day after April Fool's Day and two days before the end of the
income tax year. Well planned Gavin—true to the professional tradition—panic up to the last minute.
We welcome the following [Townhead 1; Lidstone; Flavell; V Wood; Stewart; A Wood;
Glasgow; Whitelaw; Irvine; Mitchell]
Townhead Site Staff: Messrs SGD Lidstone, D Flavell (transferring from Nigeria and Cyprus
respectively), V Wood, HA Stewart and AD Wood.
6 Park Circus: Miss B Whitelaw, Miss M Irvine and Mr H Mitchell.
Office Dance [Measor; Grace; Sang; Hodgen; Dougall; Moncreiff; Abbotsinch Staff]
The venue for this year's Annual Staff Dance was switched to the London [Lomond?] Castle Hotel.
Due to an indisposition, Mr Measor did not manage to attend the dance but we were fortunate in
having Mr Grace and Mr Sang to act as hosts and, despite the language barrier we mixed freely. We
take this opportunity of thanking them for coming up to Glasgow and also for the hospitality they
extended. We hope they enjoyed our company as much as we enjoyed theirs. The dance provided us
with an opportunity to meet the resident staff from the Abbotsinch project. Mr Hodgen arranged for a
bus to run from the city and most of the staff took advantage of this facility. Willard Dougall is to be
congratulated for the way the service was organised, although at least one member of the staff and
his partner wished it hadn't rained quite so hard while they waited for the bus. David Moncrieff
Belfast Newsletter [Laghey M/way]
Despite the ravages of the Christmas Party, the New Year, and the flu, there still appear to be enough
people to keep the pools syndicate going apart of course from the Contract Drawings.
There have been five departures in the last few months. Phyllis Swann and Sylvia Seymour from
amongst the Tracers, an Roberta McCullough from the General Office. This loss of talent has been
alleviated by the arrival of Bronagh MPST MacManus in the general office, who is doing her best to
make up for the aforementioned loss.
Joshua Oyedepo and Michael Olaniyan left early in December for Nigeria. Hubert Woo arrived as
replacement for Josh and Michael and made his presence felt by offerings of pickled pork to all and
sundry.
We also have John McKeown and Dennis Magee, who are birds of passage awaiting the start of the
Laghey Contract. There were two parties run in connection with the Office. That provided by the
Partners was as much a success as last year, and was followed by a party for all the children. Here
Bob Kinkead displayed his figure to full advantage as Father Christmas.
The girls in the Office also laid on a Halloween Lunch which as well as being a delight to look at
tasted even better. If everything else fails they should be able to make a living in the catering world. At
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the end of the season there has been a sudden upsurge of interest in squash. And it looks as if the
memories of the struggles up and down the wicket in the last cricket matches are resurrecting
themselves now that the sun has appeared. It is a pity that those who can run can’t hit the ball.
We now look forward to completing the drawings for the first two contracts, and having got them out of
the way, to the summer holidays. Gordon Allen

PONTIFACT 16 Christmas[December] 1966………………………………………………………………
Job Numbers issued by the London Partnership since our last issue
66045 Hunterston ‘B’ Nuclear Power Station Site Investigation and advice on design policy
66049 Motherwell Traffic Study Sub-Regional transportation study
People in Profile: Associates: R Hodgen MSc AMICE
Roy Hodgen graduated from Queen's University, Belfast and after a post-graduate year studying soil
mechanics joined Scott & Wilson, Kirkpatrick & Partners in Nyasaland in 1952 where he spent four
years mainly on roadworks. After a brief spell in London office he went to Canada and worked on
roadworks and foundation investigations for two years before rejoining Scott & Wilson, Kirkpatrick &
Partners in Lagos. In 1959/60 he studied traffic engineering at the Yale Bureau of Highway Traffic and
on return to the United Kingdom opened a project office in Glasgow to carry out traffic studies for a
proposed inner ring road. These studies have led both to full scale transportation studies in Glasgow
and Teesside and to urban motorway construction in Glasgow. He became an Associate in 1964.
He is married with two boys and one girl, lives Glasgow and likes to read, walk, swim and play a little
golf.

R Hodgen
Belfast Newsletter [J James; Laghey M/way; Belfast Antrim M/way]
The arrival of autumn and with it realization that once again we must recall what we have really been
up to during the past six months has taken at least this contributor by surprise. First impressions were
that there was little to report, but on the whole Belfast Office has not been idle.
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There have been a number of staff changes. Departed for warmer climes are Jimmy James to Hong
Kong; Roddy Tyndale-Biscoe to Nigeria and Bob Kinkead to the Canary Islands. Terry Campbell,
whom we must also congratulate on his marriage, has left us to attend the Traffic Engineering Course
at Birmingham University.
These departures were not altogether uneventful. There are those of us who will never be too sure of
the exact time the party broke up at the Chester Park prior to Bob’s departure and others who were
introduced to, and may we say defeated by, home brew at the highly successful party given by Jimmy
and Muriel James. Following this party it has been suggested that the more abstemious residents of
Cleaver Park would have insisted on Jimmy moving his brewery to Hong Kong had this not already
been in hand.
We have bade farewell to a number of lady members of our staff and have been pleased to welcome
Lynda Jenkins, Gillian Pendry, Raymond Cummings and the return of Phyllis Swan.
The stork has again been active and we congratulate Pat and Helena Crummey on the birth of their
son, Joe and Patricia Corr on the birth of their daughter and Evelyn and Paul Robinson also on the
birth of their daughter. Evelyn left us during the summer but still calls from time to time to ensure that
we are behaving ourselves.
We have had, for the North of Ireland, an exceptional summer which has enabled our cricket
enthusiasts to carry out with considerable success an interesting series of fixtures. The highlights of
these matches, including the visit to Glasgow are reported elsewhere.
Mr. Henry joined us for golf against Antrim County Council and a cricket match amongst ourselves.
We trust that he will not feel that as we were unable to drown him during golf our bowlers were
determined to maim him at cricket. Could it be that this unintentional treatment of Mr Henry has
deterred visits from London Office as we hear of visitors slipping down to the Laghey Motorway
without calling to see us. We hope not!
With the onset of winter our thoughts have turned to other activities. We have a hard core of squash
players, a few foolhardy lunch time swimmers—strictly indoor heated baths—and the home brewers
and winemakers are beginning to stir; Jim Coleman resuming his quest for a bitter with 25% alcohol
content.
In case the reader should get the impression that Belfast office activities are mainly social you are
assured that we have also done some work. Contract drawings and documents for the first six miles
of the Belfast Antrim Motorway have been completed and submitted to the Ministry and those for the
next contract will follow early in I967. Unfortunately at the time of writing we do not know when site
works will commence, but it will probably be towards the end of next year.
During the summer the soils section constructed a length of Trial Embankment and have of late been
busy preparing a report and drawing conclusions. Emerging from investigations into proof rolling it has
been reported that self-propelled pneumatic tyred rollers have “most desirable possibilities”, Is this an
explanation for so many of our engineers being anxious to get on site?
We have also completed documents for realignment of a short length of Trunk Road; this work is to
be carried out in advance of the motorway contracts. Construction should start early in 1967 and will
be the first site work undertaken by Belfast Office. The Leprechauns
The Belfast-Glasgow Cricket Match [GIRR; Townhead 1; Hodgen; Moncreiff; Walker; Cullen]
On 4th June last, inflated by local success as recorded elsewhere, eleven representatives of the
Belfast office set off to meet their counterparts in Glasgow. The trip, combining business and
pleasure, was sponsored by the Partners to whom we convey our appreciation. (It is known that
certain Partners were worried about a precedent which might escalate. We assure them that we will
not ask for our trip to Hong Kong during the present economic crisis!)
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As the shipping strike was in progress, the team travelled by air. This meant a rude awakening in the
early hours of Saturday morning. Obviously too well mannered, most only just made it and we thank
the pilot for waiting for our star bowler, David Lyon. (Some excuse about the clock being an hour
slow—not even original!)
On arrival at our hotel, Roy Hodgen outlined, over a cup of coffee, the Glasgow Ring Road scheme.
This was followed by a visit to the Townhead Interchange. Among subjects of interest were the
foundations, bridge piers and retaining walls under construction. The site was very muddy and Ron
Henderson was the only member of the party who could not find big enough hoots; (only size 11).
We were conveyed by what seemed a circuitous route to Bearsden, outside Glasgow. Here Pat and
Roy Hodgen entertained us in their home to a most enjoyable lunch. This passed off almost without
incident as David Moncrieff had the spaghetti nearly all mopped up before the next course appeared.
As to the match itself, we arrived at Victoria Park in the early afternoon. Unfortunately it was raining,
the Glasgow weather appearing no better than our own, but we decided to carry on with the game.
Glasgow were the first to bat and made an innings of 73 runs which, considering their limited practice,
was a credible performance. Mention must be made of Gavin Walker's magnificent 46. On the bowling
side, David Lyon redeemed himself by getting 5 wickets for 14.
The Belfast side were subjected to severe gamesmanship. A transistor radio at square leg related the
test scores, to encourage our batsmen to overextend themselves. John Cullen, as wicket-keeper,
mouthed his pipe at a rakish angle to add impetus to the bowling. Also a little dog had been bribed to
run around the pitch, evading all attempts at capture. In spite of these tactics, Don Lee's 37 and
Kingsley Nutt's 28 (both not out) gave Belfast an uncomfortable win (uncomfortable because the rain
was dripping down our necks!) The full scoreboard is shown elsewhere.
The Belfast team were afterwards treated to a magnificent dinner, well washed down as you can
imagine. There followed a sort of night out on the town, but all the married men (whose wives read
PONTIFACT) behaved themselves. Gavin Walker tried to drive us down the wrong side of one-way
streets. Don Lee armed himself with a sword but was later persuaded by the "Law" that he did not
really need it. Some members travelled to a tennis club dance, arriving just in time for "Auld Lang
Syne". Others returned to the hotel.
We extend our thanks to the staff of the Glasgow office for conveying us in their cars and looking after
us so well. May we hope to return their hospitality during the coming season. Ron Henderson
Belfast Cricket [Frazer; Innes; MacDonald; Port; Walker; Shirreffs; Moncreiff; Hodgen; Mitchell;
Cullen; Gray; Haywood et al]
Following a pre-season practice game at “The Grove”, our windswept home ground overlooking
Belfast Lough, we commenced what turned out to be one of the longest and most ambitious cricket
seasons ever undertaken by a SWKP branch office.
Matches with our established list of Engineering opponents were easy to come by and to these were
added Travers Morgan (captained by Graham P Frazer late of Glasgow Office) and several Belfast
League sides. Highlight of the season, however, must go to our fixture with Glasgow Office details of
which are given elsewhere.
As the season progressed in a successful manner we began testing our ability by challenging certain
League clubs who enjoyed the matches so much that return fixtures were played.
To coincide with Mr. Henry’s visit to our office in August we arranged an internal Henry Xlv James XI
fixture, the result of which, though recorded as a tie, is still far from settled due to a final over
consisting of 4 ‘wides’, 2 leg byes, 3 no balls and 26 runs. (The scorer has since left the country).
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Our last match, against Sir Lindsay Parkinson, was played on a Saturday afternoon early in
September, and after 33- hours of play, mostly in quite heavy drizzle, they were defeated, much to
everyone’s relief as we were all wet through.
A successful season was thus completed, but before a new one can commence we require
replacements for two badly broken bats, a wicketkeeper and one all rounder.

Glasgow Innings:
Batsmen
P lnnes
G. MacDonald
S. Port
G. Walker
W. Shirreffs
D. Moncrieff
R. Hodgen
H. Mitchell
J. Cullen
G. Gray
I. Haywood
Extras
Total Score

Bowler
b. D. Lyon
b. D. Wheelhouse
b. D. Lyon
b. D. Lyon
run out
b. D. Wheelhouse
b. D. Wheelhouse
b. D. Lee
b. D. Lyon
not out
b. D. Lyon

Total Runs
0
4
0
46
6
8
0
4
1
2
0
2
73

Belfast Innings
Batsmen
Bowler
Total Runs
D. Wheelhouse b. G. Walker
9
R. Kinkead
c. & b. G. Walker 3
D. Lee
not out
37
K. Nutt
not out
28
D. Lyon
not out
8
G. Eakin
not out
1
J. James
b. G. MacDonald 5
T. McDowell
not out
4
J. Coleman
not out
1
R. Henderson not out
0
T. Campbell
did not bat
Extras
5
Total Score
111
New Appointments [Mitchell, Smith, Banerjee, Summers et al]
Glasgow Office: HJM Mitchell, DH Smith, KP Banerjee, AJ Summers
Belfast Office: Miss GL Pendry, Mrs L Jenkins, Miss P Swan (rejoined)
Staff Movements Overseas [J James]
Hong Kong Partnership: KCW James-Hong Kong Roads Design (from Belfast)
Movements of Staff [Townhead 1; Abbotsinch; Davison; Smith; Revie; Chow; Lee]
Mr NR Davisdon from Cyprus, Moni Power Station to Glasgow Townhead Interchange
Mr CB Smith
from St. Andrews University Site to London
Mr RN Revie
from Abbotsinch Airport Site to Glasgow Townhead Interchange
Mr JM Chow
from London to Glasgow Townhead Interchange
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Mr TG Campbell from Belfast to Course at Birmingham Uni
Mr FF Lee
from Glasgow to Course at Birmingham Uni

PONTIFACT 17Summer[July] 1967…………………………………………………………………………
Job Numbers allocated by the London Partnership since our last issue
66056 Airdrie Traffic Study Sub-regional Transportation Study
66057 St Andrews Hotel Fife New Hotel for British Transport Hotels Ltd
66063 St Andrews U Stage 3, Site. Sewage Pumping Station and road works
67013 BEA Abbotsinch; Powered Gangway at Terminal; Design of Nose Loader
67023 Rutherglen Traffic Advice; development scheme
67034 Stirling Inner Relief Road Advice at enquiry
Associate’s Notes: Bridges Section [McDermott; Laghey M/way; Townhead 1]
At the moment the only structures under construction are those on the Laghey Motorway (Northern
Ireland), the Townhead Interchange in Glasgow(together with the recent addition to this contract of
part of the Woodside section).
The Bridge Section in Glasgow handles all the structural work on the Glasgow Projects (the Glasgow
Urban Motorway Contracts) but has in the past had some assistance in detailing from the London
Office. AS McDermott
New Appointments [Coutts; Craigen; Smith; Wilkinson et al]
Glasgow Office: D Coutts, Miss C Craigen, IK Smith, I Wilkinson
Belfast Office: Mrs R Burnett, Miss R Lindsay
Overseas: Jordan AG Allen—Aqaba—Safi/Aqaba Highway (ex Belfast Office)
Movements of Staff [Townhead 1; Laghey; Gray; Haywood; Holmes; MacDonald; Nicoll;
Sargeaunt; Wylie et al]
PJ Crummey from Belfast to London
G Gray
from Glasgow to Teesside
IR Haywood
from Glasgow to London
W Holmes
from Townhead Site to Glasgow
J Kennedy
from Laghey Site to T8 Realignment
AG MacDonald from Glasgow to Townhead Site
G Nicoll
from Townhead Site to Glasgow
ADK. Nutt
from Belfast to Secondment to Fitzpatrick & Son
DN Sargeaunt from Kendal to Glasgow
HIK Woo
from Belfast to London
WJ Wylye
from London to Townhead Site
Belfast Newsletter [Antrim-Randalstown Bypass; Belfast-Castledawson M/way]
Was it an ill omen adopting the nom de plume “The Leprechauns” for our last Newsletter as, like the
wee folk, the numbers of Belfast Office staff are shrinking so rapidly that we may be excused for
thinking that we also are a mythical race.
The New Year brought with it revisions of our timetable and some curtailment of our programme of
work which has necessitated redeployment of part of our staff.
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The first to go was Kingsley Nutt on attachment with contractors in the London area to gain site and
other experience. Hubert Woo, after initiating many of us in the practical side of Chinese cooking,
returned to London Office and we hope that he will be able to rejoin the fold when site works
commence. Pat Crummey has moved to London Office to obtain more varied experience and we are
wondering whether in return he may attempt to introduce Gaelic Games to London Office.
Gordon Allen, after returning with a handsome suntan from a three week Easter Holiday in New York
and the West Indies, is currently assembling his kit prior to departure to Jordan for work on the Safi
Aqaba Road. Meanwhile, David Lyon, applying for the Chiltern Hundreds, is busily house hunting in
Buckinghamshire preparatory to a move to London Office.
With all this movement afoot the fair sex was not to be outdone and long before Kendal Office had
made enquiries about the availability of our tracers, Rosemary Lindsay and Gillian Pendry had asked
not to be overlooked should opportunities for temporary transfer arise. These girls are now working in
the Kendal Office but we are looking forward to their return at the end of June.
Redeployment is now almost complete, but clearly the Hong Kong Partnership consider that soils
conditions and the rainfall of Northern Ireland provides a suitable grounding for work in Brunei. To
date they have been unsuccessful in encouraging either of our soils engineers to abandon this green
island for the Far East. Three members of our staff have left the firm;
Brendan McKenna, one of the original members of Belfast Office, has changed sides and joined the
Ministry of Development, Jim Coleman has moved to the Washington Development Corporation and
Raymond Cummings, forsaking roads for water, has joined the Belfast Water Commissioners.
We offer our congratulations to Emily Montgomery on her recent marriage and to Joe and Patricia
Corr on the birth of their son James. We understand that we will be reporting more new arrivals in our
next Newsletter, but are uncertain whether Joe is in the running for a hattrick by appearing in three
successive issues of Pontifact.
As previously reported Jim Coleman was inquest of a very high alcohol-content home brew. The high
alcohol-content was achieved, but the resulting brew was apparently quite unpalatable and to save
the situation this canny Scot was reduced to using his brew as anti-freeze. No doubt had Kingsley
Nutt not been long established as our supplier of engine oils and antifreeze at the most competitive
prices, we should have had Jim offering anti-freeze at really knockdown rates.
Our more serious home brewers, George Eakin and Ken Wigmore, report steadily increasing output
and consumption, the latter recording an output of over 130 gallons for 1966.With decreasing
numbers our sporting activities are unlikely to be on the scale of previous years and it unfortunately
appears that we will be unable to field a regular cricket team during this summer. Squash was played
throughout the winter months and we recently had our first golf match for this year. This was against
Antrim County Council which we won by beating them by two matches to one, with one halved.
We must not overlook the efforts of our girls, who in addition to their normal duties, and no doubt
spurred on by tales of the bright new offices in Winsley Street undertook the redecoration of the
General Office. For one entire day—or was it two?—there were comings and goings with buckets of
hot water, Flash and various emulsion paints and then the General Office re-emerged with its new
contemporary look, a credit to all concerned.
April saw the beginning of our first site works; a small scheme for realignment of a short length of
Trunk Road. Small but nonetheless very welcome and we trust this will be the forerunner of bigger
things to come. Our present programme allows for our first motorway contract to commence in
January, 1968 to be followed a year later by a second contract. These two sections of motorway will
together form a bypass—about ten miles long—to the two small country towns of Antrim and
Randalstown. Unfortunately it appears that the remaining sections of the Belfast Castledawson
Motorway may be delayed many years.
We will close by tempting fate, as after all the wee folk are a very hardy people. The Leprechauns.
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PONTIFACT 18 Christmas [December] 1967……………………………………………………………
Obituary [DB MacNeill, Townhead 1]
We have heard with regret that Dugald Brown MacNeill, a member of the site staff at Townhead,
Glasgow, has recently died and we offer our sympathies to his family. We hope to publish an obituary
in the next issue.
Associates’ Notes: CM Johnston [Belfast-Antrim M/way; staff reduction] [Extract]
We have been disappointed by the alterations to the programme for the overall project, but expect the
first contract to go out to tender shortly. We plan to have further currently proceeding designs and
documents completed by the time the first contract construction starts. Belfast staff will then take up
site appointments and the remainder of the designs and contracts will be prepared in London.
Ken Wigmore is transferring to Kendal about the middle of December and Terry McDowell will take
charge of the Belfast office. CM Johnston
Job numbers Allocated by the London Partnership since our last issue
67067
67075
67076
67077

Motherwell—Central Area Study.
Renfrew Motorway—Stage 1—Urban Motorway Design—Glasgow.
Renfrew Motorway—Stage I (Structural)—Elevated Section.
Clydebank—Canal Closure.

The West Coast By Gavin Walker
The West Coast means different things to different people. To some it conjures up the Cuillins of
Skye, lona Abbey, or Fingal's Cave. To others it may have meant a fortnight in the stuffy lounge of a
hotel with the rain lashing down non-stop. To the majority, I suppose it may just be the vague
reminder through postcards that this stretch of coast exists somewhere north of the border. However,
it is to the inhabitants and yachtsmen that the West Coast really belongs.
I have been lucky enough to have cruised north most years since leaving University. The yachts have
been various in size and age. Two I was part owner of. a cruising dragon "Lassie" and later a veteran
six-metre "Dubhsge" (pronounced "Dushka"). But between ownership, charter yachts have been
used. To the Clyde yachtsman the west coast really starts at the west end of the Crinan Canal, a tenmile long waterway connecting Loch Fyne with the open sea on the west.
A glimpse of the cruising ground comes as the yacht slips along the wide stretch of the canal with
Loch Crinan opening out ahead and beyond to the north, the still distant cloud capped hills of Mull.
Clear of the Crinan and the Clyde the whole of the west coast is now open ahead. The only remaining
difficulties, weather and tides, and both of these can be pretty fickle in these parts. A common and to
my mind excellent way to start a cruise from Crinan is to join the Tobermory race. This we have done
as often as we can make the dates work. It is enormous fun and helps to push one another 50 miles
north fairly quickly (in sailing terms).
The start often is in the small hours to catch the north-going tide over the first part of the race. The
day just breaking and 100 yachts with half asleep crews makes for hazardous starting. One year I
was caught napping myself and got knocked overboard by the boom before I realised that it was
actually blowing quite hard. Fortunately I caught hold of the boom and a few spluttering shouts
attracted my wife's attention, who put Dubhsge up into the wind so that I could scramble up back on
board.
I wouldn't have minded so much if I hadn't just managed to get dressed seconds earlier and found
there wasn't time to change before the start. We didn't make a bad start in spite of the shivering
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helmsman and thereafter Libby could take the helm as we reached out through the chain of islands
into the Sound of Luing and turned north.
Scarba, which we leave to port, is a small island to the north of Jura and between the two, the strait
known as the Corryvreckan the most dangerous stretch of water in the British Isles. The overfalls and
standing waves are dangerous to quite sizeable ships and disastrous to a small craft. Fortunately the
Sound of Luing offers a safe passage!
North through the Pladda narrows and out into the Firth of Lome. Here for the first time you begin to
feel the Atlantic swell as at this point the first land west is America. We sail past the barren Easdale
Island with its black reef boiling in the breaking swell.

A typical Clyde day
One wonders (if there is time during the race) at the toughness of the men who quarried slate at this
desolate spot for centuries; quarried out of pits well below sea level, with the western gales driving the
waves over the thin barrier of rock left between pit and sea. Fortunately it is a thing of the past and all
that remains are dilapidated quarriers' cottages.
Still we sail due north and gradually from a white speck in the distance, Lismore Lighthouse looms
large at the south end of the Sound of Mull. At this point Oban is just visible astern—the metropolis of
the west coast. However we have no time for sightseeing at this point of the race because the entry
into the Sound of Mull for the last stages of the race means a change of course and usually a change
of sail. The wind in the Sound is almost always different from that in the open sea and produces
interesting racing conditions. These can include exceptionally severe squalls off the Mull hills
whipping spindrift off the dark water.
During one such breezy day we did the 45 miles from Crinan to Tobermory in six-and-a-half hours in
somewhat hectic conditions. Not bad for a small boat. Libby and Ralph crewed superbly but there was
almost a mutiny when I asked for some breakfast. Eventually 1 got a boiled egg which I ate with
delayed relish since the boat's rolling had taken the edge off my appetite! The year before, the same
race had taken over 18 hours. When we finally arrived in Tobermory, dawn was breaking, after a
superb spinnaker run up the Sound of Mull in a light breeze, with only the faint swish of bow waves
from nearby yachts to break the stillness. It was on that occasion that we had the pleasant surprise of
getting the winning gun in our class and of course a bottle of the "hard stuff" that goes with it. A good
tradition!
The race and subsequent festivities over, the yachts set out to cruise, usually singly, for the next two
or three weeks. It is quite astonishing to find that in spite of the 80 or so yachts which set out you will
never find more than two or three in the same anchorage from now on. This is an indication of the
number of safe anchorages in the lochs and islands in the north west. There are anchorages to suit
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all. The island of Coll, just west of Mull has a famous hostelry, never shut, because their policeman
lives on Tiree. Canna is a botanist's dream while Rhum will appeal to the mountaineer. The variation
is endless and in spite of the appreciable number of cruises I have now made, I feel that I have only
just scratched the surface. This of course is what makes the West Coast the superb cruising ground it
is, the endless possibilities.

Coming on to moorings
It is always with regret that the Crinan Hotel comes in view as a cruise nears its end. Just the canal
ahead and the long sail back to the upper Clyde. However, each cruise has its store of incidents and
is different in character from all others. All are varied and fascinating and provide a fund of anecdotes
which last the 12 months till the next cruise begins.
Glasgow Translation for Visitors: Graham Nicoll
It has come to our notice that many outsiders imported into the Glasgow area have encountered
severe difficulty in conversing with the native Glaswegian.
With great pleasure we therefore present: ‘Tartan Terms Translated’
Diggahoalfurrim.--That referee is hardly competent is he?
Taehellwiyoumac.--Up with the drawbridge Septimus, I am over the moat.
Fellafellaffaloarry.--Road accident.
Yupyet?--Call to work.
Mupnoo.--Answer.
Achawayago.--You’re daft.
Amawafurahauf.--Invitation to hostelry.
Zissrabustaerabarras?--Does this bus go near the local market place?
Doangeesyurpahar.—I don’t wish to know that, thank you.
Awarralmeltye.--Proceed before chastisement commences.
Cummonangetaff.--Remove yourself from my tramcar.
Errapoliss.--Beware, the constabulary is approaching.
Felldoonrasterrs.--Dark in those close mouths, is it not?
Geezacupplaweescrewtaps.--Two more light ales bartender.
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Belfast Newsletter [Numbers decline; Antrim Bypass]
Belfast Office continues to speculate on the date when our first section of motorway, Contract No 412
forming a six-and-a-half mile length of the Antrim Bypass, will go to tender. At one stage early
December appeared as a near certainty and indeed this would still be an attainable date, if. . .
However, things being as they are we will settle for early 1968 as being more realistic.
Meanwhile with the uncertainty of the date when site works will commence, our numbers in Belfast
Office continue to decline. Raymond Toal has left us to join Antrim County Council; Gillian Pendry to
move to Edinburgh; Brenda Burnett to look after her family; “Junior” McConkey to help Cyril Lord
make carpets; Alwyn Pollock and Arthur Bowron having been awarded Northern Ireland Government
Scholarships in civil engineering; John Mahood to seek his fortune in London and Ken Wigmore
leaves in a few weeks on transfer to Kendal Office; Terry McDowell then takes charge in Belfast.
George Eakin is at present in Tanzania on a Soils Survey. Reports are that he is enjoying the
experience and on his return we anticipate seeing a very bronzed and fit George even if one leg is
some six inches shorter than the other due to prolonged walking on steep hillsides.
Terry Campbell has rejoined us briefly having completed his studies at Birmingham University and is
now preparing for a transfer to Glasgow Office.
Pat Crummey has returned to the fold after six months in the Bridges Section of London Office. He
has obviously enjoyed the work there and is now anxious to get out on site.
Alan Bambling, after five weeks surveying in Grand Cayman, assures us that the rainfall in those
parts surpasses that of the Emerald Isle and we also gain the impression that survey in West Indian
bush is almost as difficult as in the more neglected and overgrown parts of Shanes Castle Park of
County Antrim.
As usual we have some additions to report. We congratulate Ruth and Dennis Wheelhouse on a
daughter, Teresa and Terry Campbell on a son and Marie and Raymond Toal also on a son. We
again anticipate having to report further new arrivals in our next Newsletter.
Social and other activities include participation by Rosemary Lindsay and Michael Horan in the Oxfam
Walk from Belfast to Bangor. This took place in miserable weather conditions in the small hours of
one Sunday morning and they are to be commended on their fund raising efforts. Clearly Michael
found visiting the tracers’ office to make arrangements to take part in this walk an attractive pastime
which has now become something of a habit. However, the suggestions that he has requested a
move to Drawing Office 3 when the Soils Laboratory closes are without foundation.
Bronagh MacManus is to be congratulated on winning the “Miss County Antrim” title and then
representing her county in Dublin at the finals for “Miss Ireland”. In this she reached the last six in a
contest with a representative from each of the 32 counties. With an eye to the future, when we will be
recruiting site staff, we confirm that it is Bronagh’s intention to move with us to the Site Office.
We were unable to field a cricket team during last summer and our sporting activities have been
confined to golf. Terry McDowell, Ron Henderson, Dennis Wheelhouse and Gerry Kennedy have
represented us in a match against Antrim County Council which we won and against WM Bolton and
Sons when, although we were not successful, some good sport appears to have been had at
the19th!The Leprechauns.
Glasgow Newsletter [Townhead 1; Busy; GIRR; GGTS; Airdrie and Motherwell Studies]
Looking through our library of the previous editions of the House magazines we have found that we
last contributed to it when the Townhead Interchange Contract was being inaugurated. The Contract
is now nearing completion so we think it is only fitting that we should let you all know what we have
been up to during the last 18 months. We could sum it up with one word, "busy"; however, we don't
expect you will believe us.
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Work started on the second phase of Glasgow Inner Ring Road last May, and from observations
taken on site all the underpasses appear to be below ground level. The third phase should be ready
for tender by the end of this year providing that we have not lost too much time in preparing articles
for Pontifact.
Apart from the Contract work our quieter members of staff, i.e. the top floor boys, are engaged on the
Greater Glasgow Transportation study, Highway Planning and the ten year Motorway Programme.
Transportation studies for Airdrie and Motherwell are also on their agenda.
Social [Cricket, Golf; ‘Nidger’; Murrison; Wilson; Hodgen; McDougall; Wood; Mitchell; Dougall;
Breakey]
Without boasting too much, we at the Glasgow office excel ourselves at sport. Last year we were
beaten at cricket by the Belfast Office and so to keep the records straight we allowed the Kendal
office to beat us this year when they visited us in September. We had a most enjoyable day with the
Kendal lads and lassies right up to closing time. They were quite a merry party when they departed at
10 p.m. for their journey home. If by any chance they found themselves short of a cricket bat they can
be assured that we will return it to them when they send us the money for postage. Next year we
hope to avenge our defeats by playing our return matches with Kendal and Belfast as a weekend
touring party providing we make the rules.
This year's golf champion in the office is Hamish Murrison. He successfully disposed of the seeded
players with his fascinating play. H is new approach to the game is quite something; he consistently
hits all shots down the middle some 50 to 60 yards and then sinks all his 15 yard putts. All his
opponents, including Ron Wilson, whom he played in the final at Gleneagles, were rather puzzled by
this.
The highlight of the year's sporting calendar was the great success of the golf team in the Nidger
Trophy, which is held annually for those involved in the achievement of the Glasgow Inner Ring Road.
The team captained by Roy Hodgen defeated teams representing the Scottish Development
Department, Glasgow Corporation, Sir Wm. Holford and Associates and Messrs. Fairhurst and
Partners. Stuart McDougall and Jack Wood also won prizes for the best score of the day.
We, at 6 Park Circus, would like to extend to all staff at our branch offices (including London) our
every good wish and seasonal greetings for Christmas and a Guid New Year to yin an' a. H Mitchell

John Cullen, Roy Hodgen, Jack Wood, Stewart McDougall, Willard Dougall and Don Breakey —
winners of the "Nidger" Golf Trophy
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"John Cullen is leaving." This was the shock news to the staff on September last.
Quiet John, as he was known, left the firm at the end of October after seven years' service, to take up
his new post as Research Fellow in the Civil Engineering Department, at Strathclyde University,
Glasgow. All at 6 Park Circus were sorry to see him leave, but glad to know that his knowledge and
experience in traffic work has been fully rewarded by this new appointment at the University.
He has imparted a great deal of his knowledge and guidance to his fellow Engineers in Glasgow and
those of us who have received these benefits from him are in his debt.
Most of the staff at our other offices knew John very well and were aware of the excellent work with
which he was involved.
No doubt John will have settled into his new post by now and is probably looking forward to his tenweek vacation periods. As he himself stated: "I'll be able to improve my golf then."
From all the staff, we wish John every success in his new position and extend our best wishes to his
wife Ina and family.

John Cullen, "Research Fellow" and Mobile Traffic Consultant.
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Staff Notes [Barr, Brown, Bruce, Mackay, McCafferty, McDougall, McKittrick, Nielson, Toal,
Whiteford, Butt, Roy]

New Appointments: Glasgow Office: WS Barr, J Brown, JC Bruce, Miss JK Mackay, JP McCafferty
SR McDougall, RA McKittrick, Miss JW Nielson, JJ Toal, AW Whiteford

Movements of Staff: GW Butt and A Roy from London to Townhead
Editorial [Davidson; Mitchell]
We wish to thank all contributors to this Christmas issue of PONTIFACT. This includes the SubEditors too, of course. The London Editors thank them for their advice, support, and personal
contributions; especially for sending newsletters at a moment’s notice to meet the printing date. This
seems a good place to mention who they are for this issue:
Belfast Ken Wigmore; British Honduras Erik Bird; Brunei Barry Paget; Glasgow David Davidson
(GGTS) and Harry Mitchell (6 Park Circus); Hong Kong Jim Blake; Jordan Andy Kellam; Nigeria
Edwin Collier and Michael Earwaker; Stockton Maurice Watson; Tanzania Mrs Edith Hedges
Westrnoreland; Morris Hopkins
PONTIFACT 19 Summer [July] 1968…………………………………………………………………………
Westmorland Newsletter [ CR Ford] [Extract]
‘Bridges’ has continued its export record with Richard Denton-Cox to London Office and more
recently, Chris Ford to Glasgow Office. The fact that the Bridges office remains full of drawings, files
and calculation sheets must surely illustrate Parkinson’s Law “A Section expands to fill, etc . . .
Glasgow Newsletter [Townhead 1 Opens; Transportation Studies]
Following the opening of Townhead Stage I Contract, work is pressing ahead with our next section,
Woodside 2, and it is hoped that a starting date for the contract will be in early autumn.
Our Transportation studies and general report work are steadily being prepared to meet their
respective deadlines.
Social [ Golf; ‘Kwogs Quaich’; Dougall; Kendal Cricket]
The golfing season has started again with the office "Kwogs Quaich" tournament in full swing.
Although there are two favourites for the title there is always a slim chance that some of the beginners
to the game, e.g. Willard Dougall, might scrape through to the semi-finals. Our golf outing has not yet
been fixed but it will probably be at Gleneagles or Turnbery this year. Kendal have challenged us to a
return cricket match and have extended the invitation to look over the site of their latest contract. By
the time that this edition of Pontifact has been published no doubt we will have beaten them on their
own ground, if not at cricket then most certainly at the Ale House. We have noted by the
advertisement for staff at Kendal, that they should be in a position to select a good team to match up
to ours. We hope to field approximately 15 players to their 11.
The office itself has been re-decorated from top to bottom, which gives a summer effect internally.
This is to compensate for the storms, rain, and snow on the outside which so far have given a
dominant start to our summer.
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R Hodgen to London; M Johnston to Glasgow
Roy Hodgen and family are leaving us shortly for warmer climes—namely London. He has been
spending so much of his time on planes to London and trains to Teesside that he has been qualifying
for the dubious title "of no fixed abode". Roy has been in Glasgow for eight years during which time he
has been responsible for producing the "Glasgow Inner Ring Road" Report and "A Highway Plan for
Glasgow" and has been assisting with the Greater Glasgow Transportation Study.
While saying au revoir to Roy we extend a warm welcome to his fellow countryman, Mervyn Johnston,
who is taking his place.

R Hodgen
We look forward to seeing Roy from time to time when he comes north to advise on Traffic matters.
Belfast Newsletter [Laghey M/way; Moneynick Trunk Rd; Belfast-Castledawson M/way]
The Day is in sight at last! After four years of frustration, false alarms and a final burst of frenetic
activity, our first motorway contract is out to tender. At least, our second contract is out first, our third,
fourth and fifth contracts will be out second and third, and our first contract will be fourth-we think! To
the neatly logical minds of our cousins on the mainland this may appear a trifle obscure, but seems
the perfectly natural way of doing things in the land of the little people.
Incredible though it may seem, our numbers have continued to dwindle but we feel we have now
reached the hard core of those who are either too old to venture away from the firm or are too stupid
to find work elsewhere! We like to think that "we few, we happy few, we band of brothers" who have
resolutely marched through all vicissitudes with eyes fixed on the final goal represent the cream of the
Belfast Staff and we commiserate with those who have fallen by thewayside.
At the end of the year Ken Wigmore, impatient at the long delay and cancellation of his contracts,
moved across to Kendal where we understand there definitely are motorways to be built. Ron
Henderson, reasoning no doubt that even a major cut in the £77 million Belfast Ring Road scheme
would still leave an awful lot of money to be spent, left us a few days later and joined the City
Engineer's Department. Lynda Jenkins said a passionate farewell to all the good-looking male
members of the staff the same day, and shortly afterwards presented her husband with a baby boy.
To compensate to some extent for these severe losses, George Eakin returned to the fold after
blazing a trail for the Chinese railway in Tanzania. Let us hope that when Mao's men come to interpret
and apply George's results at the construction stage they will nod their heads wisely and say,
"Damned clever, these Irish!"
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After a hectic few months spent mainly in trying to dissuade the Ministry from making last-minute
changes we became the proud owners of tastefully bound and printed documents. London Bridges
Section, however, callously indifferent to the sensitive feelings of the loyal citizens of Ulster, produced
a Bill of Quantities in Orange and Green. Little wonder the sun has set! To date, the tenderers have
been working for five weeks on their mysterious "pricing" in a gratifying silence. Dare we hope that
this indicates the production of the perfect Contract Documents?
Three further departures have occurred in recent weeks. Jackie Watts, who has been with us since
the early days has succumbed to the lure of the Mersey sound and moved to Liverpool. Emily
Montgomery, one of our most faithful tracers, deciding that life on site in our northern climate had its
disadvantages, has moved to a job nearer home. Don Lee, complete with beard, has moved to
London Office, and we are hopeful that the close proximity of Carnaby Street may induce him to
brighten the Fourth Floor scene. Don's move, we are glad to say, is temporary and we look forward to
seeing him back with us on site. His departure means that our three best cricketers have defected to
London in the past year, but we are always glad to help struggling clubs.
SWK&P are now beginning to leave marks of their presence in Northern Ireland. The contract for the
Laghey motorway bridges is now complete and there they stand as monuments to the bridges
section, and, to be just, they are among the better bridges along our M1. We welcome to the Belfast
Office John McKeown, the ex-R.E., who, as a change from agreeing quantities on site, can now
produce some for our next contract.
Our own trunk road contract at Moneynick has reached the "tidying up" stage and traffic is now
running smoothly on a delightfully curvaceous stretch of realigned road. Congratulations are due to
our soils expert for the extremely accurate forecast of the final earthwork quantities. For the remaining
months of our sojourn here we are completing the design of Contract 413,due to go out to tender in
September. All other work outstanding on the Belfast-Castledawson motorway will then be dealt with
at long range from London.
Regrettably Belfast Office is now fast approaching final extinction and the writer, who was present at
its birth, may perhaps be forgiven a pang at the prospect of its passing. Such, however, is the lot of
our profession and probably few of us would have it otherwise. Our job is continuous and everchanging and therein lies its excitement and attraction; certainly nothing remains static in the present
world for very long and the civil engineer is likely to become even more of a nomad than ever.
Enough of morbid thoughts; we are now all looking forward to our move to site and the opportunity at
long last to build one of these motorways. We have already carried out a survey of the best hotels and
golf courses in the vicinity in readiness for visiting London partners to whom we extend a warm
welcome: we have occasionally in the past felt a certain sense of isolation on the North-West frontier.
The Leprechauns
Glasgow Inner Ring Road Townhead Stage 1—Official Opening [Measor; Grace; Hodgen;
Johnston; McKenna; Breakey; Vaughan; Nicoll]
The first stage of the Ring Road was officially opened on April 5th, 1968, by The Secretary of
State for Scotland, The Right Hon. William Ross, M.B.E., M.P. Luckily the weather forecast was
correct and during a sunny period between showers the official party took their places for the opening.
Bailies and Councillors representing the Corporation of the City of Glasgow, Highways Committee,
were present as was The Right Hon, The Lord Provost, John Johnston, LLD JP.
In his opening address The Secretary of State praised our firm's work very highly and did mention that
"Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick would make a first class half-back line in any team". It was in fact a team
effort ably guided and completed under Roy Hodgen.
Our official party included Messrs Measor, Grace, Hodgen, Johnston, McKenna, Breakey and
Vaughan, our R.E., all of whom were invited to a Civic Lunch at the City Chambers.
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So that the staff would not be outdone, the Partners invited us to a Lunch at the Royal Stuart Hotel.
An excellent meal was enjoyed and our thanks and appreciation is extended to them for this gesture.
Pontifact’s official photographer in Glasgow, namely Graham Nicoll, mixed freely with the Press and
Television Authorities and succeeded in taking some excellent shots of the Official Opening.

North flank looking eastwards.

The Official Opening by the Right Hon William Ross, MBE, MP.
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Staff Notes [Arthur; Jolliffe; Kenny; McGowan; Paton; Paton; Murrison; Wood]

New Appointments Glasgow Office: Miss MM Arthur, RR Jolliffe, Miss T Kenny, R McGowan,
JG Paton, Miss JQ Paton
Belfast Office: Miss VM Cooke

Movements of Staff
JD McKeown from Laghey Motorway to Belfast
HC Murrison from Glasgow to M6
AD Wood
from Townhead Interchange to M6

PONTIFACT 20 CHRISTMAS [December] 1968……………………………………………………………
Traffic and Transport Planning: Greater Glasgow Transportation Study R Hodgen [Lambie]
The object of this study, which was carried out as a joint venture with Tippetts-Abbett-McCarthyStratton of New York, was to prepare recommendations for an integrated transportation system for
Clydeside for the year 1991. In order to do so, a study team was set up in Glasgow with Mr TJ
Lambie, TAMS as Director. This team, with the help of a very large temporary staff, made extensive
surveys of current travel habits in the Glasgow area which included interviewing in some 20,000
homes. The results of these surveys were analysed to obtain a picture of how and why people
travelled in 1965, and were used to project a picture of how they might travel in 1991 based on
assumptions as to how the area would grow and on what might be its economic condition in 1991.
The predicted pattern of future travel was used to develop an integrated set of transportation
proposals which would require a total investment of some £485 million by the year 1991. The major
recommendations were a road construction programme (which was estimated to cost £380 million)
and the development of the suburban rail system involving the electrification of a further 83 miles of
existing rail lines, the construction of some new rail links and 31 new railway stations.
Glasgow Highway Planning
The transportation study expanded the scope and area covered by the highway planning studies
which we have been making in Glasgow since 1960. The recommendations of the transportation
study took into account the highway plan which we had proposed to the City in 1965 but extended its
proposals to cover a wider area and recommended some modifications to the works proposed within
Glasgow. The process of urban transportation planning is a continuing one and we find that we are
still heavily involved in developing and amending the highway proposals made in the transportation
study and we have latterly been carrying out feasibility studies of some of the proposed new rail
connections. Rutherglen Airdrie and Motherwell Transportation Studies
We have also completed from our Glasgow Office studies of three small towns within the Greater
Glasgow area. In Airdrie and Motherwell we made use of the data collected during the regional
transportation study. Reports have already been submitted on all three projects, but in each case we
have been appointed to advise on matters arising from these reports.
Implementation
It is very satisfying to see the recommendations, which have been made during the various traffic
studies, carried to fruition and we have constructed or are now proceeding with the design of quite a
number of projects upon which we have reported in recent years.
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Glasgow Urban Motorway System
We have already opened to traffic a section of the Glasgow Inner Ring Road, which was the first
stage of the Townhead Interchange. A contract for the Woodside section, which will complete the
north flank of the Inner Ring Road, has just been awarded and we are now proceeding with the
design of a section of one of the radial motorways. These three projects will amount in total to some
£12 million of construction and the City of Glasgow have in hand further substantial works which were
originally recommended as part of the Glasgow Highway Plan. R Hodgen
Job Numbers Allocated by the London Partnership since the last issue
68067 North of Scotland Hydro-Electric Board—Arbitration
68072 Motherwell Continuation Study
68079 Glasgow 120-136 Union Street—Inspection of Building
68104 Aberdeen Central Area Development—Advice on Roads & Traffic
68113 Strathclyde University—Building Defects
Glasgow Newsletter [Woodside 2; J Wood; Transport Studies; Renfrew 1; Metrication]
During the last few months we have all taken advantage of the best summer weather we have had for
at least ten years. Only one crisis occurred during this time and that was due to the drought. It was so
serious that a day of national mourning and prayer was nearly declared when whisky production
ground to a halt.
The next section of the Glasgow Inner Ring Road i.e. Woodside Contract No 2 has been out to
Tender and the successful Contractor Balfour Beattie is likely to start after the New Year Festivities.
Meanwhile on the top floor Jack Wood and his small band are still, we trust, making a name for the
firm in connection with the Glasgow Transportation and Feasibility study reports.
The rest of the staff are now mainly concerned with our next contract—Renfrew Motorway Stage 1.
The 'Roads Section' are now trying to adapt themselves to metric standards, (having just mastered
feet and inches) whereas the Structures Section will now probably 'Site Weld' everything, including
the concrete.
Sporting and Social Events [Kendal Cricket; Dodds; Hopkins; ‘KWOGS Quaich’; McDougal;
Joliffe; Dougal; ‘Nidger’; Davidson; Mitchell]
Our cricket team this year was limited to one game at Kendal. As expected we were defeated by a
mere fifty runs, quite against the run of play? We had an excellent day with our M6 colleagues. The
facilities which were offered to us at the Kendal Grammar School playing fields, including their
swimming pool were ideal and after the game we had a first class meal. We would like to express our
thanks to Lance Dodds and his colleagues and in particular Morris Hopkins for the superb
organisation of the outing, and to the Partners for approving our visit.
The final of the Golf Tournament—KWOGS Quaich, was played at Gleneagles this year, between
Stewart McDougal (2) and Bob Jolliffe (5). Stewart was the winner, beating Bob by 3 and 2.
Bellisle Golf Course—Ayr was the venue for our annual outing, better known as the Willard Dougall
benefit day. He usually organises the sweepstakes and then every year without fail wins most of the
prize money. Sometime we will have to check the score cards with him!
Unfortunately, the golf team was unable to repeat last year’s success in the Nidger Trophy at Pollok
Golf Club. However, an excellent day was had by all concerned and it should be recorded that the
team were magnificent in defeat, especially at the 19th hole where the natural 'fluid swing' possessed
by our team, became apparent as the evening wore on. Our thanks are due to 'Uncle Dave' Davidson
who organised the successful day’s proceedings.
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The next event on our social Calendar is our Staff Dance which will be held at the Royal Stuart Hotel,
Glasgow during the festive season.
May we extend to all our colleagues in the provinces our best wishes for Christmas and the New
Year. Harry Mitchell
N I Newsletter [Belfast Closes; M2 Dunsilly to Ballybentragh; Moneynick; Laghey]
Since our last news-letter we have enjoyed the finest summer in Ireland for a decade, closed the
Belfast Office, and moved to the site of our first motorway contract, a 6 mile section forming a by-pass
for the town of Antrim. Unfortunately the Mediterranean summer is now being followed by a return to
our more usual weather and we have the depressing sight of twelve large scrapers standing forlornly
quiescent in the pouring rain.
During our remaining months at No 414 the design of our third contract was completed. This contract,
you may recall from our summer edition, is the next one due for construction and in fact will run
concurrently with our present job, giving us a total of ten miles under way and due for completion in
the spring of 1971.
The move from the Antrim Road office was accomplished with surprising ease. It was really a case of
every man for himself, the heavy stuff being left to the expert carriers. Mike Horan enjoyed his Guy
Fawkes night rather earlier than usual with bonfires of superseded drawings and rejected alternatives.
The only slight technical hitch was the fact that we had nowhere to go! We are housed temporarily in
a two-roomed section office at the western end of the job, two offices at the eastern end, some eight
miles away along roads becoming increasingly impassable, and Jack Craig reigns in solitary state in
an old house due for demolition under the Contract. The Contractor has undertaken not to push it
down with Jack inside it but has left open the question of a claim for delay !
As the Contractor's office is also at the western end (and also temporary) your correspondent finds
himself in the small office there, far removed from the cheerful company of his staff. As compensation
for this isolation he has reserved to himself the most attractive of the typists to bear him company.
As a consequence of our move to site, the downward trend in our numbers has been reversed and
new faces are appearing. Gordon Allen (an old familiar face) has returned to us from his exciting
adventures in the Six-Day War and regales us with stories of how he was nearly shot by both sides,
the correct hand to eat with at Arab banquets, and the proper function of the other. Gordon has taken
on the unenviable job of Measurement Engineer and, on the morrow of his first payment meeting with
his opposite number he appeared with a large black eye which necessitated several stitches! His
assurances that this regrettable accident occurred on the squash court were treated with a certain
scepticism. Willie Scott has joined us as Materials Engineer fresh from the Maiduguiri-Lake Chad
road. His arrival gave this "old-coaster" some nostalgic memories and the welcome news that the
Kano-Gumel road has stayed in one piece and is carrying heavy traffic successfully. In one bound,
Willy has moved from sands with too little moisture to clays with a great deal too much !From Sir
Lindsay Parkinsons' we welcome Mike Berry, whose knowledge of their methods we hope will help to
keep us one step ahead of the Contractor.
Jerry Kennedy has moved with us from the completed Moneynick contract, to which he had previously
transferred from the Laghey Bridges. He is therefore well on the way to becoming a permanent
institution with SWKP. Another ex-Laghey inspector has joined us in the person of Jim Briggs. We
welcome also Alex. O'Connell from the Moneynick contractor and Hilary McCrory.
The successful tenderer for Contract 412 is John Graham (Dromore) Limited a local contractor who
has done good work on our M1and who is well-known to London Bridges Section from the Laghey
contract. We were gratified to see that our estimate fell approximately in the middle of the seven
tenders received.
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The official starting date (arranged by the Ministry) was the 1st October which was unfortunate in that
a wonderful summer has been lost, and it is extremely unlikely that anything approaching it will be
experienced again during the course of the Contract.
Work on setting-out, site clearance and fencing, however, got under way in late July. The Contractor,
unwilling to trust either the aerial survey on tours or our computed earthworks quantities, is producing
his own sets of cross-sections at50' intervals throughout the entire six-and-a-half miles, but we are
glad to say has not yet discovered any appreciable discrepancy in our levels. It would appear that, in
Northern Ireland at least, the day has not yet arrived when contractors can be handed a computer
print-out in lieu of the old-fashioned sheet of cross-sections.
The permanent motorway fencing is going up at the outset of the Contract along the entire length of
the motorway and, looking along the posts and rails now marching across the countryside, it is not
difficult to visualise the completed carriageways running between them.
An important task which has occupied a large proportion of our work to date has been the widening
and strengthening of haul roads leading to the site, a chore which we hope will serve to maintain our
good relations with the County Surveyor.
With the advent of what is showing all the signs of being a rough winter, the work for some months to
come will probably be confined to drainage and structural works necessary to enable earthworks to
get off to a good start at the first sign of fine weather next spring. The pleasantly named Paradise
Walk however will very shortly resound to the noise of rock-blasting as work begins on removing the
quarter million or so cubic yards of this useful material.
After our long and frustrating sojourn on design we are extremely glad to be on site and look forward
to seeing our drawings translated into hard fact on the ground. Let us hope that this initial enthusiasm
will carry us cheerfully through all that the next 30 months may bring. Terry McDowell
Staff Notes [Shaw; MacDonald; Wilkinson et al; M2; Townhead 1]
New Appointments Glasgow Office: Miss C Shaw
Movements of Staff in UK
TA Bambling
from Belfast to M2
Miss MV Cooke from Belfast to M2
J Corr
from Belfast to M2
JOM Craig
from Belfast to M2
PJ Crummey
from Belfast to M2
WR Eakin
from Belfast to M2
M P Horan
from Belfast to M2
J Kennedy
from T8 Realignment to M2
Miss R Lindsay
from Belfast to M2
Miss B MacManus from Belfast to M2
AG MacDonald
from Glasgow Townhead Interchange to Glasgow
RFT McDowell
from Belfast to M2
JD McKeown
from Belfast to M2
I Wilkinson
from Glasgow to M6
DM Wheelhouse from Belfast to M2
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PONTIFACT 21 Spring [April] 1969…………………………………………………………………………
Job Numbers allocated by the London Partnership since the last issue
68125 Belfast - Advice to Crown Counsel - public enquiry
68127 Airdrie Continuation Study - transportation plan
69029 Brandon Street Bypass Motherwell - Implementation of highway plan

Abbotsinch Hangar (Glasgow Airport)
Movements of Staff in UK [Aitken; Brown; Revie; Roy; Vaughan; McGowan; McKittrick;
Murchison; Murrison]
J Aitken, DJ Brown, R Revie, A Roy, TE Vaughan: Townhead to Woodside II
R McGowan, R McKittrick: Glasgow to Woodside II
A Murchison: CU Site to Woodside II
H Murrison: M6 to Glasgow
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PONTIFACT 22 Summer [July] 1969…………………………………………………………………………
Job numbers allocated by the London Partnership since our last issue
69069 Mill Street, Royal Borough of Rutherglen, near Glasgow—Realignment
69073 Greater Glasgow Transportation Study—Continuation Study
69088 BEA Abbotsinch—Extension to Cargo Terminal
Movements of Staff [Bruce; Toal]
Overseas: JC Bruce to Hong Kong Office (ex London)
UK: JJ Toal from Glasgow to M2
Glasgow Newsletter [Woodside 2; Renfrew 1; Motherwell; Rutherglen; Transport Planning]
We were glad to see that a Spring edition of Pontifact was published this year, as we like to read the
reports of the "goings on" at the various offices. We would have liked to have contributed, however,
the Wells Fargo Express must have been attacked near Newcastle and we were not notified in time.
This leaves us with the problem of letting you know what we have been up to since our last report in
the 1968 Christmas edition.
Work wise we are still managing to fill the 7.5 hr day (overtime only being necessary to complete the
new simplified time sheet). Woodside Section 2, of the Glasgow Inner Ring Road is now well under
way. As always in the "trade" the majority of the Structural work carried out to date is now buried
(poetic justice!). However the columns, abutments, walls and embankments are now rising from the
barren wastes at St. George's Cross area.
Progressing steadily at the design stage we have Renfrew Motorway, Motherwell Ring Road and
Rutherglen Road Network. The total estimate for these contracts is £6 million including SET. The
Transportation or Planning Section appear to be as busy as ever in the office between meetings.
They assure us that they are still Engineers and not telephonists as we had assumed.
Sport [Football; Golf; ‘KWOGS Quaich’]
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Football
The football season this year has brought a great response from the members of the office and for the
first time in many years we have been able to turn out a full eleven at least once a week. Although the
team includes many seasoned players it has had only limited success with two wins, two draws and
three disasters. The team and everybody in the office would like to thank the Partners for their
donation which enabled us to buy new strips.
S.W.K.P. 2 v Fisher Emmerson (Quantity Surveyors) 3
S.W.K.P. 2 v Glasgow Planning Dept 2
S.W.K.P. 2 v Wm. Fairhurst & Partners (Civil Eng) 2
S.W.K.P. 2 v Glasgow City Engineers 3
S.W.K.P. 4 v Ian, Burke, Martin (Architects) 1
S.W.K.P. 2 v Morrison's & Partners (Heating Eng) 3
S.W.K.P. 2 v Glasgow City Engineers 1
It should be noted that no-one has yet been sent off and that the spectators present (usually three)
have not invaded the playing field.
Golf
Our golf outing this year took place at Troon. Twelve able bodied players teed off at the Loch-green
course in the morning and then on the Darnley Course in the afternoon. Twelve tired players retreated
to the Links Hotel Prestwick for high tea later in the evening where an excellent meal was had by one
and all.
A variety of prizes were given out from the sweepstake, ranging from the best net score to the most
consistent golfer for the day, i.e. eight at every hole (on average).
The KWOGS Quaich i.e. the office championship is nearing the semi-final stage and as usual the
rules laid down by the R and A are not at all times being adhered to.
Social Activities [‘REGDIN’ Trophy; Mitchell]
At indoor sports we are something to be reckoned with. We have inaugurated a new Trophy in the
office namely the "REDGIN" Trophy. This trophy was made by one of our Inspectors on Site, Alex.
Davidson. It is 15 in. in height—egg cup shaped and consists of an undisclosed mix of PFA and
cement. In fact it is an excellent piece of work.
This trophy was played for at a challenge match between ourselves and Wm. Holford and Associates
(Architects & Planners).
The contest held during a social evening consisted of a series of games which included Table Tennis,
Darts, Tiddley Winks, Miniature Golf, and finished with the usual beer drinking competition. Needless
to say the Engineers triumphed over the Architects.
Being gentlemen, we presented the trophy to the losing team. We are now looking forward to the
return match which is to be held in September. H Mitchell
Hong Kong Newsletter [Bruce] [Extract]
Twelve months ago we were saying that it must come, three months ago that it had almost come, and
now it is here. I refer of course to the Cross-Harbour Tunnel, for which an official commencement date
of September 1st, 1969 has been set, with completion by August 31st, 1972. Office work has begun in
earnest: drawings, files and part-completed specifications have been taken from top shelves, dusted,
sorted, and passed on for “completion yesterday”. Ken Phillips can occasionally be seen through a
mountain of paperwork, and is being assisted by John Bruce from Glasgow via London, who will be
full time on the tunnel itself.
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N I Newsletter M2 Dunsilly-Ballybentragh; M22 Shanes-Dunsilly; Kirk, McClure & Morton]
As you can see from the above sub-titles we are now in the unique position of starting work on our
second motorway, the M22, thus conferring upon us a modicum of “one-upmanship” over our less
fortunate brethren in Westmorland who have to be content with only one, called, we understand the
M6.
In our last news-letter we were looking forward to the advent of fine spring weather to enable
earthworks to move ahead but regrettably last year’s wonderful sunshine has not been repeated and
progress has been correspondingly slow. The contract is proceeding from each end simultaneously
and we are assured by our tame surveyor that they will eventually meet up in the middle.
Since the beginning of the year we are glad to say that visits from Partners, Associates and others
more lowly have become a regular feature and we are now in the rather peculiar position of feeling
closer to SWKP while “on secondment to site”, as it were, than when we were actually part of the firm
in Belfast!
Our staff total continues to rise and we now have 27 which is about double the number with which we
moved from Belfast. Four further engineers have joined us. Khan Ali has returned to N. Ireland where
he worked for a time with one of our local authorities and David Linton has arrived direct from
Queen’s University – his honours subject of soil mechanics is now being put to good use in the
laboratory where he is bringing our soils engineer up to date. Adrian Bell was seconded to us from
Kirk, McClure & Morton who collaborated on the bridge design and has shown a natural talent for
model building. He has now been entrusted with producing a deluxe model of our next contract,
Shanes Viaduct, and we are confident that he will construct a work of art which the contractor will find
hard to emulate.
Another ARE to join the bridges section is Paul Wilson from the Ministry of Development whose
remark at his interview that he “had had enough of the Ministry” struck a responsive chord in his
interviewer and ensured him of the job – he should go far!
John Molloy and Billy McDowell are welcomed as Inspectors. (In the case of the latter the C.R.E.
denies all charges of nepotism), Clark Ritchie as measurement clerk brings welcome assistance
toGordon Allen. All testing on the contract is being carried out by the Contractor under our
supervision. In view of the Contractors difficulty in recruiting locally a suitable engineer to take charge,
Soils Section in London released Bob Alderslade for a period on secondment. This arrangement has
worked extremely well and Bob is showing all the signs of being a good contractor’s man. We
sincerely hope that he does not become permanently lost to Soils Section. A certain difficulty is being
experienced in staffing the M22 contract and at the moment Alan Brown who has come to us fresh
from the M1 is coping single-handed - a state of affairs which we hope will be rectified very shortly.
May we say to any candidates from “across the water” not to be deterred by reports of riot, civil war
and insurrection. As is their wont, the communications industry enlarge these matters to fearsome
proportions and it is many years now since your correspondent had a sten gun thrust through his car
window!
The M22 contract was awarded in June to Farrans Limited and this brings our total motorway mileage
to approximately ten. From our point of view it might have been more convenient if the same
contractor had been building both sections but the present set-up may have advantages in that the
two rival concerns may keep each other up to the mark.
Our increasing numbers have enabled us to embark once again on sonic sporting activities and to
date one cricket and two golf matches have been played with the Contractor. For the cricket match we
were without several of our star players and we went down heavily. The first golf match, which was
rather a select little affair restricted to those among us who profess to play the game resulted in a
draw. The second match at which John Graham’s were our hosts at Royal County Down was a much
more comprehensive business consisting of five foursomes, four of which were convincingly won by
SWKP. The solitary defeat was suffered by our two low-handicap men which gave great
encouragement to those of us who are completely honest about their golfing ability. Mr. Henry, having
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dealt effectively with one director at the morning Engineer’s Meeting, proceeded to demolish two more
with some unbeatable power golf in the afternoon. Life on site is certainly considerably more
interesting than our previous design function and our initial enthusiasm has been well maintained.
With the second contract beginning to get underway those of us who are involved in both will probably
find that “interesting” is hardly the correct word—it has even been suggested in certain quarters that
two contracts involve twice the work and should be compensated by two salaries—Staff Section
please note! Terry McDowell.
PONTIFACT 23 Christmas [December] 1969………………………………………………………………
New Appointments [Allen; Fleming; Gilroy; Hastings; Munro; Mowatt; Regan]
Glasgow Office: DR Allen, DM Fleming, GDM Gilroy, Miss M Hastings, AM Munro (rejoined)
Teesside Office: AM Mowatt
Overseas Staff Returning to UK: PJ Regan—Glasgow Office (ex Tanzania)
Movements of Staff in UK [Gray; McCafferty; Mortimore]
G Gray
from Teesside to Woodside II
JP McCafferty from Glasgow to Woodside II
PE Mortimore from M6
to Glasgow
Camera Club [Dougall]
Due to unforeseen circumstances, it has been decided by the Committee to postpone the Annual
General Meeting until next April, and this is the reason for me writing these notes once again.
We had the Autumn Slide Competition on the 30th October when our Judge, Mr. Woolmer of the
Southgate Photographic Society kindly commented on all the 110 slides entered and announced the
winners. Mr. Sang our President presented the prizes. Peace(44 Entries)
1st DC King, 2nd D Lyon, 3rd WC Dougall of Glasgow Office, 4th G Lobb.
Soccer [Stamper; French; Holmes et al]
Although a newcomer to Pontifact, this club has actually been in existence since the beginning of last
season, during which time we have played with a varied amount of success against teams from other
consulting engineers.
The team was unofficial then (an underground team would you believe?) but this season it has
become an official SWKP club, and thanks to the generosity of the Partners, the possessor of an
excellent football. We assumed, rather prematurely I suppose, that the new ball would bring us luck,
and were subsequently soundly beaten in the first game we played with it. Such is life.
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The team who played against GLC, l to r: Standing: K Hayes, O Turnbull, M Lipman, J Stamper, G
French and B Moodie. Sitting: K Hackney, B Haigh, W Holmes (capt), C West and M Laner.
Our first game was against Coode & Partners which we won by five goals to three. We followed this
by a win against a team from GLCQS. Dept by four goals to one. This of course was too good to last
and we were defeated by Clark, Nicoll, Marcell & Partners by six goals to two. I feel I should qualify
this last result by some more data. Only eight players from SWKP turned up and one unfortunate lad
who had come to referee was press-ganged to make nine. The three absentees all had very plausible
excuses and were duly forgiven.
Some more fixtures are being arranged and 1 will be glad to hear from any aspiring George Best or
nostalgic Stanley Matthews who are interested in playing. Bill Holmes
Belfast [M2 Dunsilly-Ballybentragh; M22 Shanes-Dunsilly; armed soldiers; Toal et al]
On re-reading our last newsletter it is plain that events, both in the shape of another dry summer and
the tragic happenings of August, caught up with us before it appeared in print. The sight of armed
soldiers patrolling our streets, although reassuring in one sense, is a constant reminder of the
tensions of a divided community still simmering below the surface. The effect on the Contracts is
difficult to assess. Absenteeism rose for a while as workmen living in the troubled areas stayed to
defend their homes and some of the Contractor’s steelfixers were glimpsed briefly on television
through the smoke of the Bogside. We have, however, now been granted a period of respite which
one hopes will be prolonged, and the realisation of how closely the Province approached the dark
abyss should bring about a climate out of which a more united Ulster can be born. Such at least is the
hope.
On a more selfish note there is the very real fear that the extra funds required to make good the
heavy damage of the past few months could prejudice our remaining Contracts.
For the present, however, both Contracts have benefited from our second consecutive dry summer
and an equally fine autumn. Indeed, those of us involved in both were somewhat relieved when the
earthmoving season finally came to an end recently although our hopes of a winter respite are not
being entirely fulfilled. Respectable lengths of formation are now able to receive stone base and
blacktop and in addition the Contractor’s measurement sections have now more time to formulate all
manner of claims.
Our numbers on the two Contracts now amount to 42 which is still, however, short of our minimum
“establishment” and there is little chance for any of us to relax.
Alan Brown, we are glad to say is no longer building the M22 single-handed. He has been joined by
Ken Caswell as SARE (Structures)who was welcomed on site by Lord O’Neill’s land agent, concerned
lest Ken had felonious designs on his Lordship’s pheasants. John Toal is a welcome addition from the
Glasgow Office and along with Welshman Tony Rees in charge of the soils lab, preserves our
externally Celtic flavour. We do not, I hasten to add, practice racialism, and any fugitives from
Westmorland or London will still be welcomed. The vital Measurement Section is now at full strength
with the addition of Paddy Holt, Chris Wright, Alex Turner and John Cunnane.
Sporting activities, apart from internal lunchtime table tennis on a converted drawing bench, have
been very sparse—we are finding life on site real and earnest. To give the Contractor an opportunity
to avenge his defeat in July, we afforded John Grahams a return golf match at the Royal Portrush
course to which we were glad to welcome Don Dudeney to strengthen our team. The result was
another convincing win for SWKP although your correspondent’s performance was such as to move
Mr. Henry to suggest that a rather simpler course might be more suitable for future fixtures.
Terry McDowell
PONTIFACT 24 Spring [April] 1970…………………………………………………………………………
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Training of Assistants Under Agreement by GA Edington [McCafferty]
If the late Professor CEM Joad, of Brains Trust fame, had been asked to comment on training his first
remark would have been “It depends what you mean by training”. In the letter I sent all Assistants
Under Agreement last July inviting them to obtain some experience in the art of communication by
writing a report on their training, 1 said: “. Remember that “training” does not mean formal instruction
such as you received at university or college. It means, rather, providing you with the opportunity to
inform yourselves by direct participation in the various aspects of civil engineering dealt with in a
consulting engineer’s office”. Professor Pippard, in his Presidential Address to the Institution of Civil
Engineers in November 1958, said: “The most important function of practical training is the
amplification of theory by experience….” and in their booklet on the Professional Interview, the
Institution comments: “The practical training of entrants to the profession imposes a responsibility on
its senior members who alone can effectively direct the entrants’ work and hand down knowledge and
experience. When employers engage young people they must accept the responsibility for ensuring
they obtain adequate experience; guidance, leadership and general assistance must be given to
enable the trainees to become competent members of the profession ...“ Thus, it seems fair to say
that there is no fundamental difference between training and experience except in the amount of
direction and guidance provided. Obviously, this will be at its maximum at the beginning of a man’s
training and will diminish as time goes on. And, incidentally, it won’t come to a sudden stop at the end
of a two-year training period; an engineer requires guidance for quite a few years thereafter. The AUA
who said in his report that the only training he had was the lectures by Partners, Associates and
Senior Engineers during the first six months of his training period and that all the rest was merely
experience is attaching far too narrow a meaning to both these words.
At the time I invited them to write a report on their training we had 28 Assistants Under Agreement
and, in due course, I received reports from27 of them. The twentyeighth, when asked what had
happened to his, replied: “The explanation is simple. On reading your letter of 14th July 1969, I
decided that an essay as requested would be of no benefit to anyone, including myself”. More wisely
the rest of the AUAs took the opposite view, many of them commenting that they had found the
exercise useful, not only in providing practice in the communication of technical information, but in
giving them the opportunity of feeding back to the management details of the training they were
receiving and commenting upon it. Of the fifteen 1967 graduates and the twelve 1968graduates who
wrote reports, five 1967 graduates and two 1968 graduates did not comment on the quality of the
training they had received; but all the others did and in the following paragraphs, have tried to
summarise these comments. Since there seemed to be no significant difference in the opinions held
by 1967 and 1968 graduates, I have not distinguished between them.
Nearly all AUA’s commented favourably on the quality of the training they were receiving and some
said they were satisfied that it was of better quality than that offered by other firms. Fortunately, this
did not prevent them from criticising aspects which they felt could be improved or suggesting
changes. The degree of responsibility given to trainees came in for considerable comment. Five A
VA’s complained of having been given insufficient responsibility, three of them commenting that this
arose from their receiving too much guidance and direction from their senior engineers, one of whom
was described as “behaving like a mother hen”. Conversely, the other two of the five complainants
said that it was because of insufficient guidance that they were prevented from exercising
responsibility. Six AUA’s took the opposite view and considered they had been given plenty of
responsibility, two of them commenting that this had consisted of their being given “adequate
guidance” and then being left to get on with the job and think for themselves.
Four AUA’s made the point that although a graduate has no practical experience and it will be some
time before he can use his theoretical knowledge effectively, he is nevertheless at a high peak of
mental ability when he leaves university. When he enters industry he is for a time mentally
underemployed. One AUA suggested that to avoid the disillusionment arising from the sudden change
from working at a high academic level to carrying out relatively mundane duties, a new trainee should
be given work with some real mental challenge and stimulus before being gradually introduced to the
less inspiring aspects of training. Conversely, one AUA recommended that a course in drawing and
draughtsmanship should be given at the beginning of the training period, very sensibly commenting
that since drawings are an engineer’s means of communicating with other persons, it is essential that
he acquires some skill in producing them.
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On the subject of drawing two AUA’s complained of having had too much detailing to do and two
complained of not having had enough. Two AUA’s complained of lack of variety in the work with which
they were concerned and two commented that they had had plenty of variety. Two mentioned that
they had not had the opportunity of taking off quantities. Three A UA’s complained of not being given
the opportunity of visiting sites and two luckier ones commented that they had found their site visits
helpful and instructive in relation to their work in the drawing office. Four AI.JA’s said that they would
have preferred to see small jobs through from start to finish rather than just one stage of a largerjob.
One AUA described the lectures and discussions during the first year of training as providing a first
class introduction to the Firm’s activities and recommended that they should be extended to include
economics, law, management, town planning, aesthetics of design, conditions of contract, and
contract law, subjects about which information might not be readily available in the drawing office.
Another AUA described the lectures as of little practical value and recommended that they be
replaced by talks by less senior members of the Firm on individual design problems considered to be
of particular interest. The first of these AUA’s has correctly identified the purpose of the present
lectures—a general introduction of the Firm’s activities—but the second suggestion is worth following
up as part of the training programme.
Three AUA’s considered that the Firm lacked any organised training scheme whatever and
recommended a rigid training programme to ensure that all trainees received the same opportunity for
training in the design of civil engineering works.
The foregoing comments and recommendation have been made by intelligent individuals with strong
personal opinions, and it is not surprising, therefore, that they are different and, in some cases,
diametrically opposed to each other. Thus, an idea may be right for the person who expressed it but
wrong for his colleagues. This is why a rigid programme with every trainee treated alike is quite
unsuitable for a group of engineering graduates with differing aims, interests and aptitudes. Although
it may not be very obvious, the Firm does, in fact, take these differences into account in its training
programme.
One of the reports contained the following comment which, I think, sums up the Firm’s training
philosophy admirably:
“In the past two years spent with SWKP I have detected no obvious attempt to provide
graduates with an organised training scheme... Any organised training scheme which may
exist must do its work so subtly as to be hardly discernible. I have, however, been given the
opportunity of tackling a number of interesting and exacting tasks and I have been entrusted
with a large degree of responsibility. In carrying out this work I have been given able guidance
and assistance from my superiors. I feel that these last two years have given me the chance to
work on major civil engineering works and I have been given the opportunity to educate
myself. Consequently, I have found this period most interesting and enjoyable….”
[This extract is quoted from the report by JP McCafferty who, having received no formal training or
lectures had intended a criticism of the training scheme. The original version had been toned down
slightly on the advice of someone higher up in SWKP Glasgow to avoid any unforeseen
unpleasantness! Jim McCafferty]
Suggestions made by AUA’s in their reports and in subsequent discussions with Associates might be
summed up as follows:—
I. The introductory talks describing the Firm’s practice in general terms should continue and should be
extended to include specialised subjects not likely to be encountered in the drawing office. Also, talks
by project engineers on the detailed conception and design of actual jobs should take place
throughout the training period.
2. Every AUA should be given full information on the Firm’s standards and clear direction on the
extent of his duties and responsibilities. Technical guidance should be adequate but not enough to
stifle initiative or prevent an AUA from exercising the degree of responsibility of which he is capable.
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3. Some form of group discussion should be held periodically to enable AUA’s to exchange views on
their training and discuss them with the management.
4. The Firm should try to ensure that AUA’s see at least one job through from the initial conception
stage to the final design so that they can learn why particular techniques, methods and materials are
used.
5. All AUA’s should be given the opportunity of visiting construction sites, if possible at intervals
throughout the construction period, so that they can see a job actually taking shape.
6. All AUA’s must learn to draw, since this is the engineer’s most important means of communication.
Finally, I must say a word about the quality of the reports. Judged by the standards I apply as
Interviewer for membership of the Institution of Civil Engineers the average quality was good.
Some ten of them were excellent and well above the average of those submitted for the
Professional Interview. I thought of asking the Editors of Pontifact to publish one of them but
decided this might be invidious—in any event, the “top ten” were all so good that the choice
would have been extremely difficult. I would like to congratulate all AUA’s who wrote reports, which
like drawings, are an important means of communicating engineering information.
[I wonder if the JP McCafferty report was one of the ten? Jim McCafferty]
Staff Notes [Stamper; Mortimore; Anderson; McGowan; McDougall; Walker; Woodside II]
The following members of staff have been elected MICE: JM Stamper, PE Mortimore
New Appointments-Site: RJL Anderson (Woodside II)
Movements of Staff Overseas: R McGowan—Nairobi Office (ex Woodside II site, Glasgow)
Movements of Staff in UK: SR McDougall, GWB Walker - from Glasgow Office to Woodside II
Glasgow Newsletter [Woodside 2; Renfrew Motorway; Rutherglen Mill Street; Gt W Rd
Expressway; "Regdin" trophy; Mitchell]
What has happened since our last Newsletter? We had thoughts of pleading the "fifth" but
notwithstanding that, we will try to give you the facts.
On our Woodside No. 2 Contract, which is well under construction, events seem to be well in hand
with most of the site staff gaining valuable experience in that lesser known branch of the profession—
"coalmining". We occasionally leave the odd deliberate mistake on the drawings so that the site staff
are kept on their toes.
They still appear to be on talking terms with us; however it has been observed that they sometimes
turn a lovely shade of purple and appear to make rather expressive gestures towards us, during our
site confrontations.
Renfrew Motorway is still at the planning stage and it will be some time before the project is fully
launched. We use the term "launched" in its most literal sense, because as a result of the soils
investigations, we are not too sure at this juncture whether to float the road or sink it!
To the east of Glasgow we have the Royal Burgh of Rutherglen. There is an Old tongue twister used
on occasions in this part of the realm "Ru'glens Red Lums reek briskly" (Rutherglen's Chimneys
smoke rather a lot). We are now going to try and remedy this with our latest contract (Mill Street
Realignment) which has now been approved and construction should start early next year.
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The Transportation Section are still trying to erase Glasgow housing areas by superimposing road
lines in some very unexpected locations and the proposals are sparking off some lively comments
amongst the local residents concerned.
One of these areas, needless to say, is the proposed Great Western Road Expressway which has
been the subject of a recent public enquiry. Subsequently, S.W.K.P.'s answer to Perry Mason—Jack
"Mouthpiece" Wood—has been a regular star at the proceedings. The outcome is as yet unknown,
however we have heard from reliable sources that "Woodie" may get off with 18 months to be served
in either the London Office or with Holford and Associates studying landscape architecture.
Socially, the office has had a quiet time since the Christmas dance which was held in the Tinto Firs
Hotel. We were, however, challenged by Wm. Holford & Associates, our tree planting friends, to
compete for the coveted "Regdin" trophy. A most enjoyable night was had by all at their office and,
after some skilful manipulating of the scorecard, the Engineers managed to triumph again. Instead of
the usual games of table tennis, darts etc. slight variations were made; such as playing table tennis
with a 2.5 in. dia. hole in the middle of the bat and throwing darts at a full scale picture of a scantily
clad damsel with the numbers inserted at the appropriate critical points. After consuming a modicum
of ale, the powers of concentration exhibited by our team were highly commendable.
Our football section is compiling the fixture list at present and hope to play their first game within the
next few weeks. We had noticed that the London Office were eulogising the virtues of their own
football team in an earlier edition of Pontifact. We think it appropriate that a challenge match should
be arranged on an international basis, the venue suggested being Hampden Park, Glasgow. (We of
course mean the well known hostelry of this name—not the football ground!).
The golfing enthusiasts are glad to see the hard frost has now cleared and the clubs are swinging
back into action. The poorer players in the office are only hoping that these enthusiasts have their
handicaps reduced before the office tournament commences.
In finishing our newsletter we would like to challenge any office to a sporting event ranging from Golf
to Tiddlywinks. In our previous encounters with Kendal and Belfast at cricket we feel we were a trifle
unlucky the "better team" losing on all these occasions, however, with our wealth of experience in
gamesmanship we might manage to win something someday.
Should any challenges be forthcoming please contact the undersigned; it should be noted that our
Golf Section are desperate for competition if only in the hope that they might leave the office half an
hour early on the day. Harry Mitchell
Northern Ireland Newsletter [M2 Dunsilly-Ballybentragh; M22 Shanes Viaduct-Dunsilly;
Randalstown by-pass]
Editions of Pontifact appear to be following each other in quick succession and it seems like only
yesterday since our last contribution. Regrettably also the land of poets and scholars is not noticeably
represented amongst our small cross-section and once again we are reduced to a short newsletter.
The period since Christmas has been generally quiet on both Contracts although a respectable
amount of work has been possible and both Contractors’ earthmoving fleets are poised for the first
sign of dry weather. On the M2 we expect the earthworks to be complete by our summer break in July
and given reasonable weather most of the M22 also should be complete by the autumn. In order that
we may not be tempted to take things easy two further Contracts are planned to commence towards
the end of the year—Shanes Viaduct itself and the final section to complete the Randalstown by-pass.
It would appear that this will probably conclude the SWKP excursion in Ireland, still nine miles short of
the original goal towards which we set out nearly six years ago. It is interesting to speculate on the
magnitude of the claim against the Employer which either of our Contractors could formulate in similar
circumstances!
Staff movements over the past three months have all been outgoing with a consequent increased
strain on those who remain which the forthcoming earthmoving season will do nothing to alleviate. We
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have to record the departure of five of the staff with rumours of more to follow. First to go was Tony
Rees who may have found the combination of Irish weather, coarse Irish rugby and the less
permissive Irish maidens too much to bear. The measurement section has been depleted at an
inopportune moment by the loss of Chris Wright, and the female charm which helps to brighten our
drab site existence has been sadly reduced by the departure of Violet Davies and Rosemary Lindsay.
Rosemary was the last of the glamorous band of tracers in Belfast Office and with her move an epoch
has ended.
Most serious of all, however, has been George Eakin’s decision to build motorways in Spain in
preference to Northern Ireland. George was one of the founder-members of the Belfast Office and has
been a tower of strength throughout the past six years. As we journey through our careers we
become increasingly critical of our fellow engineers and it is interesting to compile a list of those who
have impressed us as being above the common run. George’s name is included in the short, very
short !—list which your correspondent has drawn up over the past two decades and we wish him
every success in his new venture. Scott Wilson’s loss is another Consultant’s gain. The entire staff
have vowed to keep in the very closest touch with George in his ideal holiday home on the Costa
Brava!
Sporting activities continue to be confined to the lunch-time table-tennis enthusiasts whose prowess is
now such as to induce them to challenge all comers. A match against Limmer &Trinidad was
convincingly won 9-0 but the presumption of some of the team in entering for the local championships
was soundly rebuked! All suffered defeat, and in the case of our No.1 Don Lee, this was rendered all
the more bitter by the extreme youth of his opponent whose age has been variously reported as
somewhere between nine and eleven!
Northern Ireland is now approaching its 50th anniversary and we shall be co-operating during the
summer in a film designed to show how the country’s undoubted progress is due in large measure to
the Civil Engineer, It is probably too much to hope that this birthday can heal last year’s self-inflicted
wounds but it may give some sense of identity to a people who cannot make up their minds if they are
Irish or British or, better still, both. Terry McDowell
PONTIFACT 25 Summer [July] 1970…………………………………………………………………………
Partners’ Panorama [Measor; Townhead; Woodside; GIRR] [An extract]
The works which I will single out from the1950s are, in the structural field, the Royal Festival Hall, the
west block of the BEA Maintenance Base at London Airport, the Shell Building; on the civil
engineering side in this country, Bridstow Bridge over the Wye, the Cheshire Section of the M6;
overseas, the Mudi Dam, near Blantyre, Malawi (then Nyasaland) and Kai Tak Airport, Hong Kong.
This list I have put forward as representing the cream and I hope that I have not offended anyone by
leaving out one of his pet jobs!
During the 1960s one can again put forward an impressive list of jobs in the structural field:- New
Zealand House, Commercial Union and P & 0 Office Blocks, St. John’s Precinct, Liverpool, Whitgift
Centre, Croydon, Dungeness ‘B’ Nuclear Power Station, the 300 ft. sq. Single Span Hangar for BEA
at London Airport, the New Charing Cross Hospital at Fulham and the redevelopment of Sandhurst,
Phase I, for which the firm received the Concrete Society Award; in the civil engineering field in this
country, the Carnforth-Penrith Section of the M6, the Townhead and Woodside Sections of the
Glasgow Inner Ring Road; overseas, the most important single work was the Plover Cove Water
Supply Scheme and in particular the Main Dam, theHong Kong Cross Harbour Tunnel,
BruneiInternational Airport, Lagos/Apapa/Ijora Causeway, the most advanced urban motorway in
Africa, a number of roads in Northern Nigeria and the development of the New Capital in British
Honduras.
This does, I believe, represent an advance both in calibre and number of works on those carried out
in the 1950s. In addition to these works, we have branched out in the fields of traffic and
transportation, including engineering/economic and engineering/environmental and planning studies,
of which I would mention the Greater Glasgow Transportation Study, Tees plan, the Oxford Study, the
Whitehall Study and numerous engineering/economic studies in Nigeria. We have also been active in
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the application of computers to engineering design. Our Airport department has, during this decade,
greatly increased its world reputation.
As a result of the freezes, squeezes and troubles overseas to which I have referred, work was a little
thin in 1968 and 1969, both at home and overseas, but in 1970 there has been a perceptible
improvement. In the UK we are at the point where if we have a reasonable amount of good fortune in
the next six months, we could be in a satisfactory position.
I am sure that everyone who has been with us over the last 10 eventful years will feel that we have
learnt a lot from the varied experience of the decade and that we can face the future with increased
experience and confidence. The modern world is no place for consulting engineers who think they can
rest on their laurels. We have to be constantly on the lookout for new specialities and more efficient
ways of carrying out work. It is by this means alone, and it lies in our own hands, that we can achieve
further improvement in the position of everyone in the firm. EO Measor

Glasgow Newsletter: Woodside Contract—Site Office [S Wilson]
Spotlight on our Female Staff

Sheila Wilson(By permission of Evening Citizen)
To add to the glamour of Pontifact, we present Sheila Wilson our administrative organiser to the Site
Staff. Sheila comes from Dumbarton, the gateway to Loch Lomond. She is a ravishing blonde with
blue eyes and definitely stands out against the 16 men she works with on the site. It may appear from
the photograph that Sheila is measuring the rock for size, but in actual fact the Measurements'
Engineer is on the other side of the rock trying to untangle his tape.
Sheila's picture appeared in the Glasgow Evening Citizen in June as a "Dolly of the Week". It is
suggested that there are other Dollies hiding under Contractors' rocks on other sites or behind filing
cabinets in the offices, who wouldn't mind appearing in Pontifact. We have no doubt such a show of
talent would increase the circulation among our male readers—at least!
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N.B.—There are currently no vacancies on the Woodside Site.—Editors.
Glasgow Newsletter [Kingston Bridge opens; Revie; Townhead; Woodside; Davies; Jolliffe;
Mitchell; Wood; Dougall; Anderson; Mowatt]
It is remarkable what change can take place in the space between one newsletter and another. In
Glasgow the long winter has ended and Mother Nature would appear to be 'sprouting up' all over the
place along with the City's urban motorway system which is really beginning to take shape. The new
Kingston Bridge which marks the second phase in the Ring Road programme was opened by Her
Majesty the Queen Mother. This splendid bridge now provides a new 10-lane highway over the River
Clyde.
Our own site staff have been seen to leave their respective offices now that the sun is shining upon
them. Roy 'Alf Garnet' Revie, that distinguished 'old' Engineer of Townhead and Woodside fame has
decided to forgo the pleasures of our Glasgow climate and retreat to sunny South Africa; lucky lad.
Our Transportation Section was reduced in numbers with the departure of Andy Davies and Bob
Jolliffe to Glasgow Corporation and even before taking up the new appointments their sadness at
leaving the firm was in some measure reduced with the news of a substantial pay rise in Corporation
salaries. Bob is our current golf champion playing off a rather low handicap, but nonetheless little
credence can be given to the alleged comment of one golfing rabbit as farewells were being said—'ah
well, the Corporation's loss is our gain!'

The Glasgow team
In the world of sport we have again set the heather on fire against stern opposition. When the blue
and gold football team of SWKP take the field even the browsing cows chewing the cud (etc.) in an
adjacent field have been seen to choke with admiration at the meat on display. Our mid line of
Mitchell, Davies and Wood presented a front of such dimensions that our goalkeeper was protected at
all ranges up to 30 yards. With Jack Wood and myself embarking on a strict diet half way through the
season the resultant gaps in defence were too much of a handicap and we lost our last match 4-3.
(We also lost Bob Jolliffe taken to the Infirmary for an X-ray).
The hot weather experienced at our golf outing to Largs this year was too severe for certain members
of the party who failed to come under starter's orders for the afternoon 18 holes, preferring the shade
of the bar. Prizes were presented in the evening and the cheers for the winner Willard Dougall (13) for
the third year running, were equalled only by the thoughtful silence that followed when it was
remembered he had also organised the event (and the handicaps) in the same period of time. Rodger
Anderson from the Site Office was second playing off 2. The whole day was a wonderful success and
we are grateful to the Partners for making it possible.
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There seems nothing else to report except to say that England and David Coleman are no longer
World Champions and in the words of 'our ex-PM, 'we have never been had so good'. Harry Mitchell.
Job Numbers issued by the London Partnership since the last issue
70039 St Andrew’s, The Old Course Hotel – TV Outside Broadcast Facilities
Movements of Staff in UK: AM Mowatt - from Tees-side Office to Glasgow Office

Northern Ireland Newsletter M2: Dunsilly-Ballybentragh; M22 Shanes-Dunsilly [W Scott]
Once again, after a very late start, we are experiencing a most un-Irish summer arid an even more
untypical shortage of water. Since the beginning of May the earthmovers have been carrying on their
activities enveloped in clouds of dust and within a very few more weeks this aspect of Contract 412
will be behind us and the similar work on 413A is well advanced. Having successfully coped with the
intricacies of suitable, unsuitable and grade 2 we have just said farewell to our soils engineer Willy
Scott who has answered again the lure of Africa which, once acquired, is so difficult to resist. Walter
Henderson of our bridges staff also left on the same day to try his hand in the contracting business.
Willy and Walter gave a joint farewell at Corr’s pub which was an unqualified success and resulted in
one member of staff circling the adjacent roundabout for several orbits before achieving the correct
escape velocity through his desired exit road.
One new member of staff has also been recruited in the delightful form of Christine McNeice who
brings very attractive and welcome assistance to Valerie Cooke in the general office.
Politics have now left their mark on our work in Northern Ireland in the form of an exhortation
Newsletters on Barnish Bridge to all good citizens to vote for someone called Paisley. Unfortunately a
sufficient number answered the call and we are faced with the prospect of an opening ceremony next
year conducted by the MP for Bannside.
The recent election passed off very peacefully and we are hopeful that the impending season ofsocalled “religious” demonstrations will also take place without incident.
London Office have now produced, to a very tight schedule, documents for our remaining two
Contracts which it was hoped to issue shortly.
After all this rush, however, the Ministry are now faced with an objection to the Vesting Order which
will have to be resolved before proceeding further. At the time of going to press we have just heard
from the newspaper details of the latest five-year plan which includes the recommendation that “the
M2 between Glengormley and Templepatrick should be constructed earlier than planned” so our long
dormant Contract 411may yet awake into life.
With the advent of fine weather the cricket club has been resurrected and two matches have been
played—one against each of our Contractors. That against Farrans was a most enjoyable affair in
which the result was of minor importance—I understand they won. The game against John Grahams
was a sterner affair at which we were anxious to reverse last year’s result which I am glad to say was
duly accomplished with a fine win. To date only a limited golf outing has been held with the
Contractor—the job is now moving ever more into the measurement stage and relations can become
strained at times! Terry McDowell
PONTIFACT 26 Christmas [December] 1970………………………………………………………………
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Job Numbers Allocated by tile London Partnership Since our last issue
70096 St. Andrew’s-by-the-Green Episcopal Church
Investigation into the feasibility of removing the church (a scheduled historic building) to a new site, as
it is at present on the line of a proposed ramp from the Glasgow Inner Ring Road.
New Appointments Glasgow: AJ Dickson, Miss MA Gow, IE Hutchison, H Lynch, Miss A Wilson
Movements of Staff Overseas: W Scott—Kenya Tea Roads (ex M2)

Northern Ireland Newsletter [M2 Dunsilly-Ballybentragh; M22 Shanes-Dunsilly; Toal]
It is almost now becoming a habit for the Northern Ireland Newsletter to have to eat its words. A very
rash statement was made in our June edition to the effect that we were experiencing yet again a
wonderful summer. A matter of days after penning those lines the weather broke and has not even yet
entirely mended. Since the1st July we have recorded 50% above average rainfall and, according to
our Contractors, have had the statistical impossibility of four 100-yearfrequency storms during the
period. Our hydraulic design, based on the motorway pavement remaining above water during these
centennial outbursts, has been completely vindicated!
Fortunately the M2 earthworks were at a sufficiently advanced stage at the end of June not to be
seriously affected but the long cut through Lord O’Neill’s estate on the M22 is extremely susceptible to
very much smaller moisture changes than represented by the foregoing and has suffered in
consequence.
Almost overnight it seems, we have suddenly discovered that our first Contract is nearly complete and
we would appear to be heading for an opening date two to three months ahead of schedule. Our
problems are not over, however, and we are finding that supposedly minor works like road markings,
guard-rail and traffic signs can be much more time-consuming and tricky than large quantities of the
various grades of fill material. Traffic signs especially, in those areas where side roads are now open
to the public, have taken heavy punishment from drivers unused to having such fine roads to motor
on, and more recently from deliberate vandalism. We hope they can be replaced faster than
destroyed. More and more work now devolves on Dennis Wheelhouse and his staff in the
Measurement Section as final quantities are assessed and agreed. Dennis’s meetings with his
opposite number on the Contractor’s side are tending to blunt the fine edge of enthusiasm with which
he took over the section from Gordon Allen. On one memorable occasion recently he took on single
handed the Site Agent, Measurement Engineer and a Head Office Director and acquitted himself
nobly. Dennis has nothing to learn from the Viet-Cong negotiators in Paris!
The poor summer has meant that Farrans working on Contract 413A are now faced with the necessity
to continue earthmoving during the winter months which will provide some headaches for Chris Fink,
whom we welcome as our Materials Engineer from Section 3 in Westmorland. We are confident
however that nothing we can produce here will cause any concern to someone used to the M6 Type B
fills.
Tenders have just now been received for our remaining two contracts, 413B and C. In the interests of
security the Ministry of Development were insistent that these confidential documents should be
transported directly to London by special courier. Twelve hours or so after the courier’s return
however one of our sub-contractors shattered Gordon Allen by telling him the name of the successful
tenderer in both cases! Our local contractors appear to have as efficient an espionage system as any
of the various groups trying to change our society in one way or another. In this connection we are
glad to note that the last Partner’s Panorama correctly reduced our recent ‘troubles’ to their proper
perspective by omitting to list them among the cataclysms of the late Sixties.
Staff Movements have been in both directions. Valerie Cooke who came to site with us from Belfast
Office, and John Toal who joined us from the Glasgow Office, combined matrimonially and emigrated
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to Dublin where John is now working for another consultant. To replace Valerie we welcome back
Anne Johnston who worked with us for a while on 413A. The well timed return from Africa of Tony
Rees enabled us to employ him once again in Farrans Lab, and release David Linton to take over
John’s duties on site. Two Inspectors have left us, one from each Contract, in the persons of Hilary
McCrory and Garnet Holt. Garnet has gone to Scotland, giving as the depressing reason for his
departure the fact the he saw no great future for Ulster. The Measurement Section has also been
reduced by the loss of Alex Turner.
Sport has been confined to one cricket match against Farrans which I regret to say we lost yet again.
A return match at a later date was most unfortunately cancelled due to bad weather otherwise I have
no doubt a resounding victory would have been gained! RFT McDowell
PONTIFACT 27 Summer [July] 1971…………………………………………………………………………
Partners' Panorama [Scottish Company; Hodgen MD; GIRR; Short History]
The staff will have learnt recently of the decision to make the Glasgow office into a separate Scottish
Company: Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Company (Scotland) will start life officially on August 1st.
The Glasgow firm will operate as a separate firm, with Roy Hodgen as Managing Director in a very
similar way to the offices which have been in existence for many years in Africa and the Far East.
This step does not mean that we wish to weaken the relationship between Glasgow and London. On
the contrary we hope that it will lead to closer liaison in the future.
Our Glasgow office was first opened in 1960, and Staff Services tell me that there are now only
some 50 to 60 people on the staff who were with us at the time that this office was opened, and it
would probably be of general interest to recall some of the events and circumstances which led
to its formation.
In the latter part of the 1950s Britain was still recovering from the effects of the war. Traffic was
beginning to increase and a modest start had been made on a rural motorway programme, but little or
no thought had been given to traffic and transportation.
For anyone with knowledge of developments on the other side of the Atlantic it was not difficult to
foresee the trends which were likely to take place in the United Kingdom. As the firm had no one with
any experience or training in traffic we decided it was high time that we selected one of our staff for
such training. This was easier said than done as none of our staff knew anything about traffic or at
that time showed any great interest in this subject. However, we eventually persuaded Roy Hodgen to
undertake a year's post graduate study in traffic and transportation, and in September, 1959 he
departed for the States and spent a year at Yale University at the Yale Bureau of Highway Traffic.
The developments we had foreseen took place earlier than we had anticipated and before the return
of Roy Hodgen from Yale the Glasgow Corporation approached us for advice concerning the
redevelopment of Glasgow and their proposals for the Glasgow Inner Ring Road, it can be
appreciated that at this time we were not well equipped to give advice on these far-reaching
proposals. We decided, therefore, that it would be in our client's and in our own interest to ask Tom
Fratar a partner of Tippetts-Abbett-McCarthy-Stratton of New York to work with us. Tom Fratar
had experience of urban road development in Cleveland and other American Cities, and is an
acknowledged expert in traffic and transportation and an association was formed with his firm which
lasted over ten years. We are particularly grateful for the advice and assistance which he and his firm
have given us.
We found our client to be far sighted and eager to redevelop large areas of Glasgow. !n the early
planning stages we worked closely with Ronald Nicoll and Robert Mansley of the Department of
Architecture and Planning and Charles Murdoch, the Town Clerk Depute. The work was coordinated
by Baillie Taylor, the Convenor of the Planning Committee who proved to be an able leader. The
Corporation also asked us to join a Working Party consisting of Lord Holford, the late Professor
Robertson, Professor of Industrial Economics of Glasgow University and Mr. Mclndoe, Surveyor and
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Planner. Lord Holford's task was to ensure that the new urban motorways fitted in with and became
an integral part of the city and those who have seen the completed sections of the system will, I think
agree that he has been most successful.
It would be possible to continue to write almost indefinitely on the work in Glasgow, but in the time
available I can only summarise our work.
The initial traffic surveys were followed by a comprehensive Transportation Survey which in turn led to
proposals for urban motorways and improvements to the public transport system at an estimated cost
of some £400 million. It is hoped to implement these proposals in the next 25 years.
We are now engaged with other consulting engineers in implementing the first stage of the highway
plan which provides for an urban motorway from the new Erskine Bridge on the west of the City to the
London and Edinburgh Roads on the east. The design and construction stage has brought us in
contact with Mr. Armour, the City Engineer, his deputy, Mr. Grieg and Mr. Colquhoun, the Town Clerk
Depute for Highways and it has always been a pleasure to work with these officials of the
Corporation.
Although we have been most fortunate in finding such a cooperative group of people in Glasgow, the
work has not been easy and there have been many difficulties and problems to overcome and I would
like to conclude my partners' panorama with the description of an incident which took place during the
initial planning work and which illustrated the type of thinking which was then prevalent.
As part of the inner ring road it was necessary to plan an elaborate interchange in the Townhead
area. This involved the usual loops, overpasses and underpasses. In the early sixties nothing of this
type had been envisaged for British cities and we, therefore, constructed a model of the interchange.
This was exhibited at the Civils Conversazione and attracted considerable interest. One elderly
engineer spent some appreciable time viewing the model from all angles and eventually as he left he
was heard to say "it will never be built". This remark produced an immediate and lasting effect on
those who heard it and I am glad to say that today you can see the first stage of this interchange in
operation in Glasgow carrying many thousands of vehicles per day. The fact that it has been possible
to plan and implement these proposals says much for the team of engineers which we have had in
Glasgow and for the officials with whom they have worked. They have been able to convince the
authorities that these proposals are practical and economic at a time when no work of this type or
magnitude had been attempted in the United Kingdom. Henry Grace.
Job Numbers Allocated by the London Partnership since our last issue
70122
70138
70151
70153
70174

Bearsden Shopping Centre- Public enquiry
Motherwell CDA Enquiry
Eastwood Toll Planning Appeal (Proposed Hotel at Fenwick Rd/Berry Rd Giffnock)
Ayr Motorway (Stage 1)
Molendinar Burn-Site Investigation.

Old Time Scottish Engineering By Tom Vaughan
During the time I have been employed on the Glasgow Inner Ring Road Construction I have had the
opportunity to visit at week-ends many interesting old-time Engineering Works of Scotland. For those
who have a taste for Industrial Archaeology I give below two examples which gave me refreshing
days away from pre-stressed concrete and the gap between imagination and reality in Contractors
Claims,
1. Smeaton at Leadhills and Wanlockhead. 1763
The great source of mineral wealth in Scotland was and perhaps still is at Leadhills in the Southern
Uplands of Scotland, It is a very old lead and silver mining field and indeed one old tome describing it
is titled 'God's Treasure House in Scotland'.
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A great problem when working the mines in these rain soaked hills was to pump out the water which
drowned them in winter. It is true that a few 'Fire-Engines' on Newcornen’s principle were erected to
pump out the water and indeed Smeaton, who is more famous for the Eddystone Lighthouse, and
Symmington, who is more famous for the first Steamboat, did themselves erect this type of steam
pump here.
However to bring coal by horse and cart to these remote hill tops was expensive and quite drank up
any profit the mines might have made. When Ronald Crawford, Meason & Company took over the
mining field of Wanlockhead in 1755 they called upon Smeaton and Symmington to assist them and
the skill and courage they displayed in discovering and marking out the veins and the way they laid
out their works reflects the greatest credit upon them. To ease the cost of pumping Smeaton returned
to the use of water-power because there was abundance of it in that region. The surface water drove
water-wheels which in turn by cranks, drove reciprocating pumps in the mine shafts. A rough sketch
of what these looked like is given in Figure 1.
At Leadhills indeed there is a case of a water wheel and pump being located 60 fathoms underground
and one day with luck 1 hope to find it. An alternative to the Water Wheel Pump is the Water Pressure
Engine which is in effect a steam beam engine but with water pressure replacing the steam. A
photograph of one remaining at Wanlockhead is shown in Figure 2,
Incidentally in the 1920's the miners cut into an old pump shaft which had not been used since 1765.
The interesting point is that the riser column of pipes was made of wood about 20 inches internal
diameter. The only metal pipe in the column was the working bucket barrel. The bucket door piece
and the clack-door piece were also made of wood.

Fig 1. Water Wheel & Mine Pump
The water power for pumping was cheap but the trouble was that a large volume was needed and a
dry summer or indeed a frosty winter could stop pumping and the washing of ores. The Wanlock River
did not have a sufficiently large catchment area to maintain a reasonably steady supply of water for
operating the pumps so Smeaton took a very bold decision for those days to bring water from the
neighbouring valley of the Mennock. A high precipitous hill lay between the two valleys but Smeaton
decided to drive a tunnel aqueduct through. According to an old book consulted the tunnel was 1,266
yards in length and was to also drain some old mine workings in the hill. It was commenced in July
1763 and was finished on November 4th, 1774 having thus taken eleven years to carry through.
To give perspective to the pluck required to undertake such a task in those days, the Hare-castle
Canal Tunnel which is looked upon as the first tunnel in Great Britain was carried out by Brindley in
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about 1767 but of course was larger in cross-section and about twice as long. Both were carried out
before the French Revolution which gives even more perspective.

Fig. 2, Water pressure pumping engine at Wanlockhead
I found the downstream end of the tunnel trickling water into the Wanlock River. It was too low to
enter but an old-timer who lived in a cottage nearby said that his grandfather had told him that it
brought water from a tarn the other side of the hill and that his own father lived to be 90 because he
always drank from it.
The remainder was easy, simply mark the outlet on the 6-inch map, set the dividers to 1,266 yards,
draw an arc on the map, climb over the hill and start walking on rough compass bearings. Easier still
when one realises that water cannot flow uphill so just a case of keeping eye on the pocket
barometer.
True there was snow on the heather but I was watching the barometer and compass so cleverly that I
actually fell into the cutting leading to the aqueduct tunnel entrance. The entrance was overgrown and
had fallen in but the side and head trees still standing out like skeletons told me that I had found the
entrance for sure although no water was flowing into it.
From the tarn to the tunnel entrance I found that water used to be conveyed in twin large diameter
earthware pipes which ran around the contours. A few pipes remained and could be exposed by
kicking away the turf.
I returned to Glasgow realising that the Piping of the Monkland Canal Contract had nothing on
Smeaton with no offence to Don Breakey of course.
2. James VI and the Coal Mine under the Sea. 1617
To me the best Engineer on the Firth of Forth was not Sir Benjamin Baker of Forth Railway Bridge
fame but Sir George Bruce of Carnock. He was an outstanding Scottish Industrialist during the reign
of King James VI who acceded to the throne of England in 1603 and made his fortune by mining coal
on his land for export and distilling salt from the sea water of the Firth of Forth. Sir George's chief coal
pit and salt pans were on the coast of the Firth of Forth at the very old town of Culross which is in the
County of Fife. Culross has been preserved as an example of an ancient Scottish Town but the flocks
of summer visitors hardly realise that the most interesting portion lies deep under their feet.
Sir George took over Culross Colliery in about 1575 but soon found that the old monks of Culross and
Dunfermline Abbeys had taken most of the best coal. In passing it is interesting to note that the
monks’ workings can be distinguished by the fact that the roofs of the tunnels and headings always
have the shape of the Gothic Arch.
Sir George somewhere about 1590 decided to take the very bold step for those days of extending his
coal mine under the sea.
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Engineers usually do not appreciate poets but I will let the words of John Taylor the 'Water Poet'
describe it for me. In those days the mine was one of the marvels of the Country and like the Post
Office Tower today was one of the 'in-things' to visit. Taylor visited the mine under the sea in 1618,
"At low water, the sea being ebbed away and a great part of the sand bare, upon this same sand,
mixed with rocks and crags, did the master of this great work build a circular frame of stone, very
thick, strong, and joined with bituminous matter; so high withal that the sea at the highest flood, or the
greatest rage of storm or tempest, can neither dissolve the stones so well compacted in the building,
nor yet overflow the height of it. Within this round frame he did set workmen to dig . . . they dig forty
feet down right into and through a rock. At last they found that which they expected, which was seacoal. They, following the vein of the mine, did dig forward still, so that in the space of eight-and-twenty
or nine-and-twenty years they have digged more than ane English mile under the sea, so that when
men are at work below, a hundred of the greatest ships in Britain may sail over their heads. The sea
at certain places doth leak or soak into the mine, which by the industry of Sir George is conveyed to
ane well near the land, where he hath a device like a horse-mill, with three great horses, and a great
chain of iron going downwards many fathoms, with thirty-six buckets attached to the chain, of which
eighteen go down still to be filled and eighteen ascend still to be emptied, which do empty themselves
without any man's labour into a trough that conveys the water into the sea again."
Figure 3 is a copy of a sketch dated of a similar 'Egyptian' drainage pump in a North Wales Lead Mine
which will give an idea of Sir George's pump although the one in the sketch is driven by a water
wheel.
There is a tradition that James VI visited this coal mine to see the wonders of it in 1617. He arrived at
Sir George's residence with his courtiers and as there was time before dinner asked Sir George to
take him down into the mine. Sir George took him down a shaft near his house and together they
wandered through the tunnels and passages down under the sea. At the extremity of the mine, King
James turned round to make the same journey back as he was ready for his dinner. Sir George
however showed him a spiral stairway going upwards and together they climbed it no doubt deciding
on what wine should be served at dinner.

Suddenly King James looked up and found that they had not emerged on the dry mainland but on a
small island surrounded by the sea. He thought he was going to be abducted and led to prison or
death and he bawled "Treason, treason," at the top of his voice.
Sir George had difficulty in reassuring King James but the King calmed down when he was led to an
elegantly fitted out sailing ketch which smoothly took the party to the mainland and that well-earned
dinner.
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Thus it was that I found myself on the quayside at Culross early one winter's morning with a strong
wind blowing flurries of snow making me wish 1 had stayed in bed. The task was to try to find the
remains of the Moat Pit whose construction had been described by the Poet Taylor and where King
James VI had had such a scare. I had consulted the tide tables in the Mitchell Library, Glasgow, and
now was the hour of lowest tide which rises as much as fifteen feet here. It looked a very large area to
search but was made simpler by the poet's words "At low water".
Getting about half a mile out to low water was not easy. Mud and mussel banks up to one's calves
and slippery sea-weed made difficult walking. The wind and snow flecks made vision difficult but by
visiting and probing each low mound along low water level I eventually came across the remains of
the artificial island and the pit shaft which had been driven down through it.
It was easily recognisable. There was the outer wall of masonry which had bound the small island
together and against which sailing ships had tied up to load coal at high tide. Next inside it was the
poets 'Circular frame of stone' and within it again the pit shaft wall proper of beautifully tooled and
radiused masonry. I should mention that the walls were almost flush with the beach and covered with
sea-weed but nevertheless most obvious. Of course if the tides rise 15 feet the top of the island and
shaft must have originally been about 25 feet above beach level, I could see no sign of bituminous
material between the two innermost circular walls and no doubt Sir George had the same trouble as
we have today in making bridge decks truly watertight.

Figure 4 is a rough sketch plan of what I could trace out.

Suddenly King James's trouble hit me, not treason but hunger and after a long struggle back up the
beach I was soon tucking into a good Sunday roast of Scottish Beef.
I must end these annals now but if fortune allows it I will continue in another issue and try to convince
you that Thomas Telford was a lead miner long before he was a mason and later a Civil Engineer.
NI Newsletter [M2 Rathbeg; M22 Ballymena; Opening; B Faulkner; Henry; Lindsay; I Paisley]
The Christmas edition of Pontifact carried on its cover the now familiar view of Section 3 on that other
motorway in Westmorland and we are now pleased to report that our first section was opened on the
26th February, a photograph of Rathbeg Interchange appearing on the cover of the Surveyor!
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It is not your correspondents’ intention to attempt to emulate Archie Evans’s excellent article on the
opening of the M6—the statistics of the M2 pale beside those 36 spectacular miles—but for those
readers unacquainted with the Northern Ireland motorways some details may be of interest. Indeed
had the Ministry of Development’s original optimistic plans been financed and implemented a total of
26 miles would now be nearing completion instead of only six miles open to traffic and another five
under construction.
The length of the first contract is 6.5 miles to which are added some 5.5 miles of minor roads
realigned over or under the motorway on a total of ten bridges. In addition, a single span pedestrian
footbridge with a spiral ramp approach was provided at Donegore. One obvious difference from
English motorways is seen immediately in that all the Northern Ireland sections are dual two-lane
only. In the case of the M2 however provision has been made to increase its capacity in the future by
the addition of a third lane to each carriageway. This future would appear to be very far distant as the
traffic count since the opening has yet to rise above 3000 vehicles per day! Eight of the bridges
spanning the motorway and the culverts carrying streams through it have been constructed to the
extra width required for dual three-lane carriageways. Similar arrangements have been made in
cuttings where rockblasting at a later stage would not be feasible without closing the motorway, and
also on major embankments. This provision does not however apply beyond a point about two miles
short of the western end, where the carriageways separate by up to 400 feet to enable an ultimate
motorway link to be made to the Ballymena bypass. From this point the motorway in fact becomes the
M22.
The pavement construction also differs from English practice due to the plentiful and cheap supply of
rock in Northern Ireland in general and in the immediate vicinity of the M2 in particular. (The ready
availability of this material has rendered it useful in other more destructive directions in recent years).
Of the total pavement thickness of 26 inches, nineteen are made up of crushed rock in a 10 inch layer
of 4.5 inches crusher run and 9 inch of 2.5 inch. These layers are topped by 3 inches of dense bitmac
and a total of 4 inches of asphalt. On previous contracts alternative tenders have been invited for lean
mix bases but these have been priced out every time.
A more visible innovation which strikes the cross channel visitor is the earth mound barrier
constructed in the central reservation. This consists of a rammed clay core faced and covered with
grass sods and has proved extremely effective in preventing head-on collisions due to vehicles
crossing the median on to the opposing carriageway. To date drivers have been able to walk away in
every single incident involving a vehicle hitting this barrier. The mound also has the psychological
effect of giving a driver confidence that he has a solid barrier between himself and the opposing
traffic. While this type of barrier is cheap to install initially it is expensive to repair and maintain and is
probably not the complete answer as a median protection.
The delineation between the lanes and the hard shoulders is also more clearly defined by the use of a
domed kerb which incorporates a drainage channel and permits a reduction in the hard shoulder
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construction thickness. In addition, a driver who ‘dozes off’ and allows his car to wander over these
kerbs will be awakened by an audible rumble as his wheels strike the drainage channels!
In forming the embankments a step was taken in the direction of the M6 wet fills although not to
anything approaching the same sophisticated extent. Due to the abundance of good fill material in
Northern Ireland any material from cuttings with a CBR of less than 6 was generally removed from the
site. Escalation in motorway costs in recent years however was beginning to render this practice
extremely wasteful and our Specification made a modest start in reversing the trend. A Grade 2
material was introduced and placed in 3 foot layers sandwiched between6 feet of suitable material
and the whole allowed to settle for four months before construction of the road-works. The suitable
material was composed of virtually everything except the obvious unsuitable categories and the grade
2, the only extra insurance being a layer of top rock where the CBR fell below 3.5. Grade 2 itself was
a material giving a BS compaction at natural moisture content between 90 and 95 and could give
CBRs as low as 15.
Partly because of the four-month delay period the Contract completion time was set at 30months and
the Contractor, in accord with his usual practice, finished the motorway to the opening stage some
weeks ahead of schedule. The opening ceremony on the 26th February was performed by the
Minister of Development, the Right Hon Brian Faulkner, who within a few weeks of the event was to
find himself elevated to the Premiership where we hope he will be equally as successful as in his
previous Government posts. Representing the Engineer were Mr JKM Henry, Mr JF Lindsay, and Mr
DF Dudeney. Security precautions were in force on the previous evening and one of the Contractor’s
Directors making a last-minute inspection late at night was apprehended by the Army and closely
questioned as to his business. The weather began overcast, but the arrival of the Minister to perform
the tape-cutting ceremony was the cue for the sun to break through, and a splendid spring day then
ensued. This may, of course have been the result of prayers offered up by another guest, one of the
local MPs, the Rev Ian Paisley. The opening ceremony was followed by a tour through the job and a
lunch at the Dunadry Inn.

The Minister’s pointed remarks to the Press gentlemen to the effect that this event was more
representative of Ulster’s progress in the past 10 to 15 years than riots in small areas of Belfast and
Londonderry did not produce the required publicity as unfortunately trouble broke out in Belfast later
that afternoon to claim the headlines once again. Fortunately we have now enjoyed a period of
relative calm possibly due to the good advice tendered to Mr Paisley by Joe Lindsay and Don
Dudeney across the lunch table!
The weather has also been extremely kind to us this year and has allowed earthworks to be
completed on Contract 413A thus giving Farrans a fighting chance to complete their section on time at
the end of July.
The two remaining contracts 413B and C, respectively, Shanes Viaduct and the mile of motorway
beyond have now started, the successful tenderer once again being Messrs. John Graham.
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Since the Christmas edition there have been further reductions in our strength and we have bade
farewell to two people from each Contract, Bill McDowell and Clark Ritchie on 412 and David Linton
and Pat McKeown on 413A.
With the completion of our major Contract and the impending completion of the next the remaining
staff are now being brought face to face with the problem of ‘where do we go from here’? which is
causing no little head-scratching and earnest consultation. In spite of all Northern Ireland’s political
troubles it is still a pleasant place in which to live and offers a better quality of life than the struggle
into and out of Winsley Street, hence the decision ‘to stay or not to stay’, is extremely difficult to make.
Glasgow Newsletter [SWKC(S); Hodgen; Mill St Rutherglen; Brandon St Motherwell; Renfrew
1; Ayr M/way; Dougall; Holmes; Breakey; Ford; D Wood; J Wood; Gray; Woodside 2 Opens;
Vaughan; Walker; Mitchell; Morrison; Russell; Armstrong; Regdin Trophy]
As already announced the firm of Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co. (Scotland) will come into being
on the 1st August with Roy Hodgen as Managing Director.
We are toiling energetically with the ever increasing work load that streams into the Glasgow Office.
Mill Street, Rutherglen is completely designed and awaits only the result of a Public Enquiry before
tenders may be invited. We are also active in Mother well and expect to be working soon on Brandon
Street By-Pass and a commercial development, which between them will begin to re-develop the
centre of Motherwell.
However, we are now really hard at work on our first love, the Glasgow Motorway system and, in
particular, Renfrew Stage 1. This project has grown considerably just recently to include part of the
Ayr Motorway and is now estimated to be costing approximately £8m.—that, we think, is the figure but
you can never tell with this inflation and what's more it's due out to Tender in about 18 months time.
Willard Dougall and his crew, upon whom all things wait, are at the spaghetti stage as they frantically
try to weave together the graded interchange, and put into reality the Planners dreams. Still they are
ably helped by the return of Billy Holmes from the London Office.
Don Breakey is crocheting water pipes and other services and wondering now how to drain an
already waterlogged site. He has given up trying to convince people that the motorway will not be
flooded twice daily as the tide flows up the Clyde and is contenting himself with predicting only the
depth of the flooding.
Meanwhile upstairs Chris Ford and David Wood, having spent the last year politely listening to advice
from Planners, Architects and Road Engineers on what type of structures to build, have quietly locked
the doors, recruited a new team and now propose to follow their own ideas. Cheer up those of you
from the M6, we have got a tunnel that will make Grayrigg look like something out of a Hornby 00 Set.
In the attics, close to the stars, Jack Wood and his bunch of astrologers are predicting away like mad
to anybody who cares to listen to them. Their current fads seem to be car parks, hypermarkets and
public enquiries. With the latter they certainly seem to be going to town and it is said that the
Inspectors, who preside over these Enquiries, will not accept a brief in the West of Scotland unless
they are guaranteed of the personal appearance of Jack, 'the Witness,' Wood. George Gray has
joined them, after a spell on Woodside and in the London Office and is fast becoming as impractical
as the rest of them.
Out on site the Woodside Section of the Ring Road is nearly finished and, in fact, was opened on the
9th of May—a Sunday you note, for that's the day for acts of Charity and Mercy. It's a great bit of
motorway with instant trees provided by the Parks Department, the finest illuminated gantry signs in
Europe and, what's more, an entrance to the underground railway station as an integral part of it—
how's that for co-ordinated planning? Tom Vaughan, Gavin Walker and the rest of the site staff
havedone a grand job here but they are beginning to disperse now as the hard landscaping
encroaches upon their site office.
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On the staff side, we have despatched our usual quota of highly trained Engineers to assist others in
the City, Harry Mitchell and Hamish Morrison being in the recent draft. We wish them well and look
forward to meeting them regularly professionally.
Congratulations to Margaret Russell, who left us just before Christmas and now has a son. Magda
Stark, who took over Margaret's duties, is leaving us shortly for the same reason, and Anne
Armstrong, who was left to cope with the general office, has become engaged—our good wishes to
them both.
Sport: Sport has, during the winter, been virtually nonexistent, though we did win the Regdin Trophy
back from our friends, Holford's. However, the snows of winter are going and we have put away our
skis and squash rackets and are cleaning our golf clubs and blowing up our footballs ready for the
summer season—anyone wanting a game on course or pitch would be very welcome. Clydesider
Glasgow Woodside Site [McKittrick]
Believe it or not, this article is being written from the Woodside 2 Site Office in Glasgow. It is so long
since anyone from the Glasgow site staff has sent a report to Pontifact (if ever!) that I am sure that
some people believe that we work from an outhouse in the back garden of 6 Park Circus. However, I
can assure you that we have our own offices on site with mascots of varying shapes and sizes,
ranging from the late Zarak (Deputy Dog R.E.) to the ever present Sheila (the maiden of the forest
from the summer edition of Pontifact).

Looking back over the last two years here, life has been full of unexpected events, such as quarries,
underground streams and mine workings and also minor and major calamities and rumours. Taking
rumours, there is no truth in the story that there has been so much paperwork on this job that Renfrew
1 is to be built in papier-mâché. However, through the grapevine, we do hear that provision is to be
made in the next Bill for supplying all A.R.E.s with pigskin briefcases and a special retirement pension
will be awarded to all engineers who can prove that they have been afflicted by writer's cramp.
In a more serious vein, however, both office and site staffs have learnt much from this job which was
not gained from Townhead 1 and Woodside 1, due to the different nature of the Works. Taking ground
conditions alone, Townhead1 and Woodside 1 structures were founded on rock or clay, whereas on
this job the bridges have been on rock or piles, and the walls on clay or selected backfill material and
from all accounts Renfrew 1 will be on deep driven piles with some permanent de-watering being
necessary. Again on new works, we have used prestressed precast concrete beams for the two main
viaducts, have built cantilevered retaining walls on selected fill material, and have used precast facing
units as an integral part of and a front shutter to the walls.
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Aided and abetted by our Consulting Architects, Wm. Holford & Associates, a very grand scheme of
landscaping has been drawn up, and is now being laid out in preparation for the opening of the job
which at present is timed for 24th April. As engineers, we seem to have an automatic aversion to
architectural details on what is basically a roads and bridges contract, but it is very interesting to note
that when these details are finally built we often have to back down and admit that the finished work
really does look the better for the architect's decision. I would say that Woodside 2will be one of the
showpieces in the rebirth of Glasgow which we are at present experiencing, and it is only to be hoped
that members of staff from other sites and offices will have the opportunity to see the completed job
and to judge for themselves. Bob McKittrick, Woodside 2
Staff [Armstrong; Clark; Coyle; McKenzie; McLean; Marsh; Shaw; Young; Vaughan; Holmes;
McCafferty; McKenna]
New Appointments Glasgow Office: Miss MA Armstrong, Mrs I Clark, Miss PV Coyle, GI McKenzie,
RD McLean, CJ Marsh, WR Shaw (on secondment from Tarmac Construction Ltd.)G Young
Movements of Staff Overseas: TE Vaughan – DCRE Apapa Rd/Ijora C/way Nigeria (ex Woodside)
Movements of Staff in UK
WH Holmes
from London Office to Glasgow Office
JP McCafferty from Woodside II
to Glasgow Office
BR McKenna from Glasgow Office to London Office

PONTIFACT 28 Christmas [December] 1971………………………………………………………………
Job Numbers Allocated by the London Partnership since our last issue
71151 Railway Bridge Supervision in NI
American Days By Mike Slinn
America the Beautiful—Love it or Leave it’—so reads the sign on many an American’s car: the
students reply with ‘Vietnam—Love it and Leave it’ stickers. This summed up the tension that exists in
America and which was very evident in Ithaca, the medium sized town to which I had come in
September,1970, for post-graduate study.
Ithaca lies in New York State, about 250 miles north-west of New York City, and owes its financial
existence today to one major industry - Cornell University. The town lies at the end of a lake
surrounded by hills through which streams flow by way of deep gorges and waterfalls cut by the same
glacial action that created the lake below.
In many ways it is a beautiful setting: it obviously caught Ezra Cornell’s fancy back in1865 because he
decided to spend his money on ‘an institution where any person can find instruction in any study’. He
built on top of one of the hills overlooking the town, employing the traditional Oxford-Cambridge style
of enclosed squares; the original buildings are now heavily encrusted with ivy – hence Cornell’s
membership of the Ivy League along with Harvard and Yale.
Despite its historical traditions, historical by American standards, Cornell has had to change with the
times. Affairs were certainly different from my undergraduate days when doors were locked and
spikes bristled (to keep us in or the other sex out?). At Cornell living arrangements were virtually
unregulated; mixed flats were normal and even the halls of residence for first year students had been
‘integrated’.
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There was plenty of freedom also in the choice of courses: engineering undergraduates could take
lectures in subjects as far removed from the engineering image as nineteenth century music and
social psychology, they were encouraged so to do. Diversification of interest was indeed one of the
requirements for the degree that I was working towards.
With all this flexibility the campus was alive between lectures with students moving from one
department to another; special buses constantly circled for those with weak legs—the art of walking
seems nearly dead in America. The campus was alive in other ways too, hardly a day went by without
some political pamphlet being thrust into one’s hands.
In both spring terms of the previous two years the university had been forced to close down for a
week; the whole of this spring the big question around campus was ‘When will it happen?’ So
everybody speculated on the reasons that would provoke this year’s mass marches, sit-ins and talkins. in the event it was an anti-climax, just one half-day of protest was organised; even the protest
itself was subdued and formal. It started with an open-air meeting addressed by a Senator from
Congress, then a mass sending of telegrams to the President calling for changes in the Vietnam
policy and ended, strangely enough, with the repainting of a pavilion in the city park.
Political problems were not the only ones in student minds. Posters exhorted you to ‘take care of your
ecosystem’ or asked if you had ‘thanked a green plant today’. Magazines blasted away about the evils
of fashion styles, advising readers to buy only second-hand clothes. Paper products and packaging
also attracted concern: the advice when buying a product in a shop was to remove the packaging and
wrapping and straight away return it to the assistant. All products must be in some way re-usable or
re-cyclable: bottles of course must be returnable. The environment, conservation, reduction of
consumption, and ecology were big issues at Cornell. The general consciousness of the inevitable
human disaster inherent in a continuation of the present American living style was very high. This
style of life is terribly pervasive: it reaches everywhere. Drive-in hamburger stands, pizza huts and ice
cream parlours together with the inevitable rows of car dealers and garishly illuminated motels
announce your arrival in every small town on the road from Maine to California. This enables the
average American to feel at home wherever he travels inside his country. To the visitor this sameness
might be oppressive, and yet once you get away into the countryside all this is forgotten by the
magnificence of the scenery. The richness and the variety of this scenery is amazing: America has
deserts and mangrove swamps, mountains and never-ending plains, thundering waterfalls and
immense rivers.
But perhaps the greatest strength of the States is summarised by its fame as the melting pot’. Despite
racial problems the country has managed to assimilate people from every nation in Europe. The
strength of this mixing was obvious in secluded Ithaca which had not been seriously touched by the
problems involved in integrating blacks with whites. The friendliness and openness of both students
and professors was very striking (virtually anybody who lifted a piece of chalk at Cornell was termed a
professor). It was this probably more than anything else that made Ithaca for both myself and my wife
though she did find the friendliness had disadvantages. She had a job in a department store and
nearly broke down after the one thousandth customer had told her that her accent was just cute and
quite darling.
We left with many happy memories but perhaps one stands out above the rest just because of its
sheer excitement. Sport is very important at American universities and nothing was more important at
Cornell than ice hockey. On a sub-zero (Fahrenheit) evening nothing could be more exhilarating than
to see Cornell’s Big Red hockey squad take to the ice together with their brown bear mascot to the
roar of four thousand supporters and the deafening banging of the full university brass band crammed
somehow into one corner of the indoor stadium.
Arriving back in London we were nervously greeted by my parents. Would we come back
Americanised? Smiles of relief appeared on their faces as they realised that we had left Brooklyn
accents behind us and that what we wanted straight away was a decent beer in the nearest available
pub.
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Staff [Arrowsmith; Black wood; Darroch; Henderson; Hunt; McDougall; McLean; Reid;
Stevenson; Thorn; Baillie; McGowan; Clark; McKittrick; Walker et al]

New Appointments
Antrim Office: Mrs MEE Robinson (rejoined)
Scottish Company Glasgow Office: M Arrowsmith, H Black wood, J Darroch, RB Henderson, SG
Hunt, D McDougall, JR McLean, JT Reid, N Stevenson, CJ Thorn
Sites: AG Allen-M2 site (rejoined), G Baillie-Woodside II site, Mrs C Murray-M2 site
Returning to UK from Overseas: R McGowan-Glasgow Office (ex Nairobi Office, Kenya)
Movement of Staff in U.K.
AK Ali
from M2 to M6
WJS Clark
from Woodside II to Glasgow Office
J Corr
from M2 to Antrim Office
JOM Craig
from M2 to Antrim Office
WHD Lee
from M2 to Antrim Office
SR McDougall from Woodside II to Glasgow Office
RFT McDowell from M2 to Antrim Office
RA McKittrick from Woodside II to Glasgow Office
Miss C McNeice from M2 to Antrim Office
GWB Walker
from Woodside II to Glasgow Office
Since the last issue of Pontifact the following have been elected to Membership status of the
Institution of Civil Engineers: R. A. McKittrick (Glasgow Office)
NI News [explosions; Belfast Ring Rd; Sandyknowes; Templepatrick; Shanes; Randalstown]
It could perhaps be argued that a further newsletter from Northern Ireland is hardly necessary in view
of the pictorial newsletters from this part of the world which appear nightly on your television screens;
regrettably normal business and the construction of motorways are not newsworthy items and the
media have not yet interested themselves in SWKP, so news of our doings can only come to you via
Pontifact. This is not to minimise the seriousness of N Ireland’s present position but life and work still
continue for the vast majority even though there are distinct signs of strained nerves and all of us
have experienced the daily explosions and gunfire at close, medium or long range.
We wound up our summer report with the comment that we appeared to be coming to the end of our
work here and the question, “what next?” was beginning to be canvassed. Contract413A was
completed on schedule at the end of July and as if on cue the Ministry informed us that our longdormant Contract 411 was being resurrected and tender documents would be required to enable a
start to be made in the autumn of 1972. It would seem that money earmarked for the Belfast Ring
Road is now available for use elsewhere due to further delays in that project, caused by the fact that
most of it runs through the troubled areas of the city. It is not possible to acquire the property along
the route due to the difficulty in re-housing people who are unwilling to move to strange and, to them,
possibly more dangerous localities.
The Ministry also expressed the hope that work required on 411 could be carried out locally and in
consequence certain changes have taken place in the SWKP organisation. Your correspondent has
now returned to the fold, as it were, and is desperately trying to recollect the mysteries of transition
spirals, superelevation and the novel idea that roundabouts can be reduced to a diameter of four
metres or so. With the approaching end of the Maintenance Period on Contract412, the Rathmore site
office has been closed down and a select group including Jack Craig, Don Lee, Joe Corr and
Christine McNeice are now ensconced in a suite of basement offices kindly leased to us by Antrim
RDC in their own building in Antrim. It had been hoped to site this design office in the general area of
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our old Belfast Office, but this proved, after a lengthy search, to be impossible, although offices can
be obtained in parts of the city whose names are now, alas, known only too well to the outside world.
Our initial enthusiasm for the Steeple has been dampened somewhat by the discovery that, being in
the basement, we are susceptible to the weather and have in fact been flooded twice in the past five
weeks. Fortunately no irretrievable damage has been caused but we hope that the SWKP pension
scheme will cover us for the inevitable rheumatic twinges which will result from several months
sojourn in our damp cellar. In addition to preparing tender documents we are having to re-design the
Sandyknowes interchange to accommodate a further dual-carriageway making a total of 12 road
connections into a reduced roundabout. Sitework has also begun in the shape of two soils
investigations—one on the new site for the west interchange bridge and the other to classify some
quarter million cubic yards of surplus material from an adjacent contract which we are under pressure
to accept. In our spare moments also we are advising Newtownabbey UDC’s resident engineer on
their storm-water scheme which crosses under our highest embankment to ensure that they do not
bequeath us any awkward foundation problems. Chris Fink probably feels that all this has been laid
on for his especial benefit to bring life here more into line with the hectic days on Section 3about
which he has told us on odd occasions! Lest we should feel tempted to put our feet up occasionally
the Ministry have given us the job of supervising the two railway bridges at Templepatrick, tenders for
which are due at the beginning of January. We accept this commission as the compliment the Ministry
so obviously intend! All old Belfast hands will be pleased to hear that Evelyn Robinson has rejoined
us to assist with the extra drawings required—regrettably the volume of work does not justify recalling
all of her other attractive fellow tracers.
With the opening of Contract 413A on the 16thAugust, site work now consists of parts Band C,
Shanes Viaduct and the short length of motorway beyond completing the Randalstown by-pass. 413C
is somewhere around 9—12 months ahead of schedule which is very encouraging but is of little use
until the Viaduct is complete. In an effort to slow down progress some person or persons unknown
blew up two of the Contractor’s TS 14’safew nights ago. The incident coincided with the Concrete
Society dinner at the Dunadry Inn where proceedings were delayed for half-an hour by a bomb scare.
We had just begun work on the opening prawn cocktail when news of the explosion came through
and the Site Agent regrettably had to go hungry for the remainder of the evening.
Staff movements have been largely outgoing, now fewer than nine members have left the fold for
various destinations. Kenya and Malawi have claimed Tony Rees and Ken Caswell respectively while
Khan Ali has transferred to theM6. One of the old Belfast stalwarts and our Golf Secretary, Denis
Wheelhouse has regrettably become a civil servant with one of the Stormont Ministries and the sole
other remaining survivor of the Belfast lab., Mike Horan has also departed. From the site we have lost
inspectors Mick McNeice and David Hutchinson, typist Ann Johnston and one of our most vital men at
this stage, John Cunnane, from the 413A Measurement Section. We are however more than pleased
to welcome back Gordon Allen who has really been thrown in at the deep end on the final
measurement with such a depleted staff. One new face has also appeared in the shape of Mrs.
Christina Murray who appears to be working exclusively for John McKeown. Terry McDowell
Glasgow Newsletter [SWKC(S); Hodgen; Davidson; Woodside; Mill St Rutherglen; Brandon St
Motherwell; Walker; J Wood]
As announced in the last edition of Pontifact, we became a separate firm in August this year and were
duly announced in the Company News of the Glasgow Herald, sandwiched, we understand, between
a firm of plumbers and a firm of glaziers!
We are particularly pleased to have Roy Hodgen back, wearing his brand new Managing Director's
hat, and hope that he and his family quickly settle back into the Glasgow life. His welcome, however,
was not all friendly since he had both his golf clubs and his car stolen within a few days of arrival.
There is an atmosphere of vigour and enthusiasm abroad that befits a new born company. There is
plenty of work to do and it is standing room only in the drawing offices. We have our own Company
Secretary, Dave Davidson reincarnated, who is even more of an Uncle than before, and we only need
the arrival of a new brass name plate for the front door to feel that we really belong.
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The projects in the office are well up to programme. Woodside is standing up well to traffic and by the
New Year we hope that it will be linked to the Charing Cross Stage (being constructed by W. H.
Fairhurst & Partners), thus completing the north and west flanks of the Inner Ring Road. Mill Street,
Rutherglen, is out to tender and Brandon Street By-pass is now at the detailed design stage,
supervised by Gavin Walker who has returned from site.
Jack Wood has given up Public Inquiries and has taken to organising exhibitions instead; exhibitions
of future sections of motorway, for use at Public Participation Meetings. This is a technique developed
by the Corporation of Glasgow which appears to be going a long way to allay the public fears of
proposed motorways.
Staff [Mowatt; Allen; Porter]
On the staff side there is not a great deal to report, except to welcome all the new faces that have
joined us during the summer and to say that we were sorry to lose Allan Mowatt, who left us to
concentrate more particularly on town planning.
Congratulations to David Allen, that indefatigable cyclist, on his marriage during the summer and also
to Steve Porter, who came north to claim a Scottish bride and a job with the new Company.
Golf [Dougall; Nidger; Hodgen; McDougall; Davidson; J Wood; Breakey]
Golf, of course, has occupied much of our spare time during the summer. The golf outing was nearly
a disaster, for when we reported early in the morning at Largs the greens were flooded and the rain
was heavy, even for that habitually damp seaside resort. However, Willard Dougall is a resourceful
creature and a few quick 'phone calls soon located the sun so that we ended the day with two rounds
in perfect weather at Troon golf courses. Happily his efforts were crowned with success for he
assures me that he personally won the Stapleford competition. The Nidger trophy, that incredible
lump of granite, competed for annually 'by all those involved in the achievement of the Ring Road' is
ours again. Messrs. Hodgen, Dougall, McDougall and Davidson all did what was expected of them,
but Jack Wood and Don Breakey returned such a surprisingly high score that the victory was
complete. Incidentally, you can always tell the Nidger men for they wear maroon ties with a natty motif
and the date 1971. The enterprise dinghy WOW came to us from Kendal this summer and has been
berthed on the bonny banks of Loch Lomond. She has been used steadily by a small group and we
hope that next year more people will make use of her. Two elderly gentlemen, who should have
known better, took her out in a fine sou-westerly and landed upside down, bobbing up and down in
the drink. That nearly solved the Managing Director's senior staffing problems in one fell swoop!
Clydesider
PONTIFACT 29 Summer [July] 1972…………………………………………………………………………
Glasgow Newsletter [SWKC(S); GIRR N & W Flanks complete; pedestrianisation]
Perhaps members of the firm who are in Scotland, as well as members elsewhere, need reminding
that the Scottish Company has been in existence for more than 9 months. Whilst, like most offices
under new management, we experienced some degree of section "shuffling" we have not yet seen the
axe fall on any of our number. Rather, to the contrary, expansion has resulted and continued
employment seems more probable now that we are flying a Scottish flag.
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During the last quarter, the Secretary of State for Scotland, the Right Honourable Gordon Campbell
opened the Charing Cross Section of the Inner Ring Road, thus completing the North and West
Flanks. As outlined in the firm's highway plan for the city of Glasgow, this is one of the most significant
stages in the completion of the final network. For, with the provision of this cut-off trench to the west of
the central area, sufficient traffic is being drawn into it to allow for the future pedestrianisation of some
of the main shopping streets.
As this is one of the first complexes in the country to provide operating experience it is worth noting
some of the new hazards presented to the motorists using the multi-lane highway. Entry and exit are
no longer confined to the nearside lane and in order to assist traffic merging the 50mph speed limit is
a necessity. At such locations a complete lane is normally added or subtracted from the main
alignment and the destination of each lane is then indicated, by overhead gantry signs, which also
carry motor signalling units for future use, the widest so far spanning 5 lanes in one direction!
Motorists have to maintain lane discipline upon entry, expect to be passed on either side and then
occupy their required lane as soon as indicated. Failure to do this has provided more than one
member of the firm with the unintentional experience of leaving the main line with the only excuse
being that he was in the outside lane!
As for the general impression, the Kingston Bridge which has been nicknamed "sky-way" has the
reputation of always providing a viewpoint of the Clyde which displays the many moods of the city
whatever the time of day or weather. Along the route adjacent development and planning of parks and
open spaces is providing a pleasant break to the otherwise geometric 4 storey orthogonal layout of
the former Glasgow.
Sport [Golf; ‘WOW’]
With the coming of spring, the main golfing season is upon us once more and the ever growing
interest in this vital game is beginning to overflow! Whilst some members prepared to practice for the
pre selection tournament of the British Open, others have their mind fixed on being selected to
present a challenge for a trophy particular to SWKLP London. Another field of competition is open to
any who can muster 15 bodies able and willing to be disabled! Our first team's record of being
unbeaten so far has been achieved by-having received only empty challenges and having been
formed, as yet, into nothing more than a list of names on the notice board! Nevertheless we are
looking forward to our first game.
‘WOW’ is presently occupying many minds if not many hands. A recent survey has revealed no small
increase in the personnel skilled in the art of sailing and also, we trust, in the art of righting and
bailing! Subject to the changeable conditions on Loch Lomond and the unpredictable weather
forecasts, there will be plenty of sailing this summer and a rota of use and misuse will need to be
kept, possibly by the Managing Director.
Staff [McKittrick leaves; Arrowsmith; Gray Cantlay; Redpath; Whyte; Aderounmu; Mitchell
returns]
Mick Arrowsmith, after a short but useful term, has decided to return to Lancashire and we are also
sorry to lose our friend Bob McKittrick, who is joining the opposition after five years of faithful service.
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He seems to possess an aptitude for the mud and rain life but may find that he has to take more of it
this time. We wish them both every success as engineers and as fathers we offer them and George
Gray our congratulations. Ken Cantlay was married at Easter and Jackie Redpath left to become
Mrs. Bruce. We welcome in her place Mrs Janice Whyte and also Stephen Aderounmu, who has
joined the traffic section. Harry Mitchell, in the form of a prodigal son having in the end come to
himself, has returned to join the roads section in the basement.
Projects [Rutherglen, Renfrew 1; Brandon St Motherwell; Townhead II; GIRR East Flank]
Progress continues on various fronts with the site at Rutherglen, with the design of Renfrew Motorway
Stage I, with the submission of Brandon Street By-pass to the client for approval, with the detailed
road alignment of Townhead Stage II, with looking into the 1975-1980 stage of the highway plan, and
a fiesta of alternative alignments for the East Flank. For this summer then our motto will have to be
play hard and work hard! Clydesider
NI Newsletter [Province at standstill; Shanes; Templepatrick]
This report on our activities since Christmas is being drafted in the dark, both in a literal and in a
figurative sense. The Westminster initiative was announced, followed immediately and predictably by
the two-day majority strike which effectively brought the Province to a standstill and cut off electricity
supplies for long periods. There is earnest conjecture regarding what now lies ahead with a wide
range of alternatives being suggested, from UDI to form a northern Malta with bases for the highest
bidder from either side of the Iron Curtain, to complete integration in a United Kingdom becoming
increasingly exasperated with their fellow citizens.
Our little group contains all the various shadings which makes for some lively lunchtime discussion
(indeed this newsletter will probably produce another!) Fortunately these exchanges of views have not
yet resulted in any rupture of relations or childish refusal to talk to each other as has occurred on the
lower political plane. This reinforces the general feeling, no doubt common to all countries, that if we
could just rid ourselves of the politicians all would be well. This is probably too simple an answer but
there is the strong suspicion that they are the proper candidates for internment, preferably in some
Long Kesh which can be set adrift to float eternally through space.
Obviously some drastic action was needed and it is to be hoped that the shock of recent events will
bring everyone in this country to their senses, otherwise this could all too easily by our last news letter
to you.
In spite of everything, however, work continues with the main effort being concentrated on completing
documents to enable tenders for our final Contract to be invited in May.
With the end of the Maintenance Period in our first Contract, full details of the Contractor’s Claims
have now been made available and we shall watch the Engineer closely to ensure that all those
weary hours of argument were not entirely in vain.
Work on site is largely concentrated on Shanes Viaduct which progresses steadily towards
completion. Traffic is now using part of the motorway beyond the Viaduct on a temporary basis while
the remaining excavation at the extreme western end is removed. This Contract is well ahead of
schedule but awaits completion of the bridge before it can be brought into use.
We have lost two further staff members in the persons of John Molloy from Contract 412 and Paul
Wilson from 413C, John leaving on completion of the maintenance period and Paul to start work with
consultants in South Africa.
We have commenced work on the two bridges under the railway at Templepatrick which form part of
our final motorway contract and have transferred Alan Brown and Jim Briggs to look after their
supervision. Our numbers are now quite small and will require to be augmented later in the year as
the final six miles gets underway. In this connection as so often in the past, we extend an invitation to
our friends in England who may fancy site life (with one or two other excitements thrown in) to come
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and join us. It may indeed prove necessary to staff the job entirely from the mainland if all those who
are looking both for a change of scene and work on a different aspect of our profession are
accommodated in their wishes.
Looking back over this every short letter I am struck by the way in which the situation has now to a
large extent intruded but regrettably this a true reflection of our daily lives and has become a major
factor in all our activities. The light at the end of the tunnel still continues to elude us and in fact there
are signs that the tunnel is becoming even darker. In the immortal words of Reggie Maudling,
“Steward, bring me a large Scotch!” Terry McDowell
Staff Notes [Aderounmu; Barclay; Cantlay; Mitchell; Sinclair; Whyte; Heaney; Walker WJ
Murray; Allan; Baillie; Brown; Gray; McCafferty]
New Appointments
Scottish Company, Glasgow Office: SE Aderounmu, CD Barclay, KG Cantlay, HJM Mitchell
(rejoined), Miss EJ Sinclair, Mrs JM Whyte
Site: G Heaney, Miss ELG Walker-Realignment of Mill Street, Rutherglen
Movements of Staff Overseas: WJ Murray - A.E. Hong Kong Office (ex Brunei Airport)
Movements of Staff in UK
DR Allan
GD Baillie
J Brown

from Glasgow Office to Rutherglen
from Woodside II to Rutherglen
from Glasgow Office to Rutherglen

Since the last issue of "Pontifact" the following have been elected to Membership status of the
Institution of Civil Engineers: G Gray, JP McCafferty (Glasgow Office)
PONTIFACT 30 Christmas [December] 1972………………………………………………………………
Glasgow Newsletter [Glasgow pedestrian streets; Rutherglen; Motherwell]
Since we last wrote, Glasgow has now got one main pedestrian shopping stretch with another to
follow by Christmas. This is the direct result of the motorway programme and a highly desirable byproduct. We expect that further streets will become traffic free in due course as the construction
continues. Our influence has been extended to other towns of the Glasgow conurbation, in particular,
Rutherglen, with a main road diversion in progress, and Motherwell, where the construction of a 'mini'
ring road is about to start. Both these schemes are associated with pedestrian shopping precincts.
The Motherwell shopping centre, with which we are involved, is to be covered and air conditioned and
will be one of the first of its type in Scotland.
But, enough of this shop talk!
Sport [Dougall; Nidger; Hodgen; Breakey; Wood; Cullen; Walker; McLean; Davidson; Mitchell;
Henderson; Ford; Holmes]
The annual golf outing to Troon in June was this year an unqualified success thanks to the brilliant
organisation of Willard Dougall. To give everyone a fair chance, handicaps were allotted by handicap
secretary, Willard Dougall, and thanks to the rapid results service provided by the resourceful Willard
Dougall, the news was soon on its way to Fleet Street that the surprise winner of this all time classic
was— you've guessed it—Willard Dougall. The serious business of the day was transacted in the
Links Hotel where everyone received a major prize ranging from golf balls to Delsey, and by popular
acclaim the excess green fees were transferred to the hospitality fund.
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The other golfing occasion was the Nidger Trophy match at Pollok on 18th October when the home
anchor team of Hodgen-Breakey, by adding their 24 points to the previous total of 72 amassed by the
teams of Wood-Dougall and Cullen-Walker, snatched a strategic victory from the jaws of tactical
defeat by allowing the City Engineer's team to win with the measly total of 108 points.
It should not be supposed that our sporting achievements are limited to the 19 holes—far from it.
There has been some quite remarkable football since we last reported to you. We fielded our 'A' XI in
the first of two games on Glasgow Green against Elliott Sime. Our team was full of spirit being only 21 down at half time and just out of the pub. Early in the second half one of the opposition had the
misfortune to collide with our rugger full-back, Jim McLean and, minutes later, was on his way to
hospital with a broken arm. This drama so upset our side, that the final scoreline read 2-12 against.
Nothing daunted and with experience of one game behind them, our team played Glasgow
Corporation Highways Section to a tactful 1-1 draw. Special mention and credit must be given to Dave
Davidson and Willard Dougall for touch-line support, to Harry Mitchell for his imitation of Hadrian's
Wall and to skipper Ronnie Henderson.
There are those for whom the tranquil pleasure of wind and sail are paramount. Chris Ford and Billy
Holmes have, as usual, organised the good ship WOW—now sailed from Balmaha and Loch Lomond.
We sent our Managing Director on a sailing course on the Isle of Arran so that he would be less likely
to come to grief in rock strewn Loch Lomond. Rumour has it that he was not tested to any great extent
due to a total absence of wind and has therefore decided to stay shore-bound until we can afford a
more stable craft. We note that Blood Hound is up for sale at present.
And now for something completely different;
Staff [Sinclair; Hodgen; Brown; Cullen returns; Grant; Grossett; Irwin; Lawrence; Gordon;
Salmo; McDonald; Dixon; Barr; Hunt; Stevenson; Brown; Hutchison; Thom; Bridges;
Mortimore; Leitch; Henderson; Mackenzie; White; Barclay; McNee et al]
We welcome Betsy Sinclair as secretary to Roy Hodgen and Denise Brown to the Highway Design
Group. John Cullen, founder member of the Glasgow Office in 1960, has rejoined the company from
Canada to lead the Highway Design Team. Hamish Grant, Gordon Grossett, Roy Irwin, Lawrence
Gordon, Salim Salmo and John McDonald have also joined the company.
Good-bye and good luck to Alex Dixon, Bill Barr, Steve Hunt, Neil Stevenson, Jim Brown, Ian
Hutchison and Chris Thom. It's not just money we're turning over folks!
Anne Armstrong has become Anne Bridges, Peter Mortimore, Hamish Leitch and Ronnie Henderson,
have also got married. Ian Mackenzie has added a new dimension to the company by becoming an
MIStructE. On this happy note we say 'Tarrarranoo'! Clydesider
New Appointments: Scottish Company, Glasgow Office: Mrs DE Brown, JM Cullen (rejoined),LRR
Gordon, HH Grosset, HH Grant, RM Irwin, H Leitch, J McDonald, SH Salmo, AN White.
Staff Returning to UK front Overseas
CD Barclay-AUA Glasgow Office (ex Sultans Armed Forces HQ, Risail, Oman)JS McNee-RE Renfrew
Outfall Sewer (ex Nigeria)
Movements of Staff Overseas
C Barclay-ARE Sultan’s Armed Forces HQ, Risail, Oman (ex Glasgow Office) W Scott-Sen Highways
Engineer Malawi Roads Feasibility Study (ex Nairobi Office)
Movements Within the UK: J Corr, JOM Craig, WHD Lee, RFT McDowell-Antrim Office to M2 Site
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Since the last issue of Pontifact the following has been elected to Membership status of the Institution
of Civil Engineers and Institution of Structural Engineers: GI Mackenzie (Glasgow)
PONTIFACT 32 Christmas [December] 1973………………………………………………………………
Stuart McNee: Obituary [Renfrew M/way]
Stuart McNee was always so fit and full of life that the news of his death came as an unbelievable
shock. He was only 49 years of age.
In 1941 Stuart left his school in Perth to join the Fleet Air Arm. He was commissioned as a pilot, and
decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross. At the end of the war he returned to Scotland to take
his BSc in Civil Engineering at Glasgow University. He then set out on another adventure, this time to
Northern Rhodesia where, working for the PWD and later the Roads Department of Zambia, he
became Senior Executive Engineer in charge of the Planning and Design Section, and for periods
acted as Deputy Director of the Roads Department.
In 1965 he returned to Britain and joined our M6 Road Design team in Kendal, taking charge of the
Carnforth-Farleton Section. When the contract for this was awarded he became Chief Resident
Engineer in charge of its supervision, an appointment which was extended to cover the FarletonKillington Section as well when Peter Knowles relinquished this post to become CRE on the Hong
Kong Cross Harbour Tunnel. Soon after the completion of the M6 contracts, the Nigerian Firm were
looking for an engineer to take charge of the design of the Lagos-Ibadan Expressway—a task
involving the design of over 70 miles of motorway in some 18 months. Stuart was the man for the job,
and although he was not anxious to go abroad, leaving his wife and children to attend to their home
and education, he very generously agreed to help us out. In October, 1972, he returned home again
to take up duties under our Scottish Company, first as Resident Engineer of the Renfrew Outfall
Sewer and, from July 1973, as CRE on the Renfrew Motorway. He was set for a bright future.
Stuart's career was courageous, adventurous and arduous. His supervision of the M6 contracts and
his role on the Lagos-Ibadan Expressway were two .formidable undertakings, and at the time of his
death he was embarking on a third. His dynamic and conscientious approach to work contributed
greatly to its success, and earned him universal respect. He was fun to work with and many of us will
remember him for his quiet chuckle. The numbers from the Firm who attended his funeral at Dunblane
are a measure of the affection that we had for him.JKH.
MICE Passes [Allan; Holmes; McDougall; McLean; Salmo; Wilkinson]
Since the Christmas 1972 issue of Pontifact the following have been elected to Membership status of
the Institution of Civil Engineers: DR Allan, WH Holmes, SR McDougall, RD McLean, SH Salmo
(Glasgow Office), I Wilkinson (London Office).
New Staff [Allan; Baker; Brown; Gibson; Harden; Hunter; McGowan; McKittrick; McMillan;
Monteith; Nayar; Robertson; Storstein; Anderson; Brownlee; A Campbell; W Campbell;
Forbes; Fraser; Grant; Jedrzejewski; Leyden; Quigley; Shannon; Thomson; Walters;
Whitefield; Greig; McPherson; Stuart; Renfrew 1; Motherwell; Rutherglen]
Glasgow Office:
H Allan, AHW Baker, H Brown, Miss AY Gibson, JCL Harden, RT Hunter, IAM McGowan,
RA McKittrick (rejoined), SG McMillan, DJ Monteith, RS Nayar, BO Robertson, J Storstein
Renfrew Motorway: RJL Anderson-rejoined-SARE Quantities, JK Brownlee-RE Quantities,
A Campbell-IOW, WJ Campbell-ARE, TR Forbes-IOW, ES Fraser-ARE, GG Grant-Measurement
Clerk, AL Jedrzejewski-rejoined-IOW, PJ Leyden-IOW, JM Quigley-IOW, Mrs P Shannon-Typist,
D Thomson-IOW, TP Walters-rejoined-RE Bridges, J Whitefield-IOW
Brandon Street Bypass: CL Greig-RE, KNC McPherson-ARE
Mill Street, Rutherglen: DBG Stuart-JARE.
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Movements-UK [Allan; Baillie; Blackwood; Kershaw; McKittrick; Mitchell; Reid; Walker]
DR Allan Rutherglen Site to Glasgow Office
G Baillie
Rutherglen Site to Glasgow Office
H Blackwood Glasgow Office to Renfrew Motorway Site
JC Kershaw
Renfrew Outfall Sewer to Renfrew Motorway Site
RA McKittrick Glasgow Office to Renfrew Motorway Site
HJM Mitchell Renfrew Outfall Sewer to Renfrew Motorway Site
JI Reid
Glasgow Office to Renfrew Motorway Site
GWB Walker Brandon Street Bypass to Glasgow Office
Movements-Overseas: PE Mortimore – AE(C), Nairobi Office, Kenya (ex Glasgow Office).
PONTIFACT 33 Summer[July] 1974…………………………………………………………………………

Shanes Bridge near Randalstown Northern Ireland.
Shanes Bridge carries the Randalstown Bypass section of the M22 Antrim to Castledawson Motorway
over the River Main. The bridge is a135 metre long three span continuous prestressed concrete
structure having a main span of 67 metres.
The motorway at the bridge site passes through Shanes Castle Estate and the alignment resulted ina
crossing of high skew for a bridge of this size being 45° to the East abutment and 54° to the West
abutment. The Client required the bridge to have the appearance of one structure aligned with the
river, although it is divided longitudinally at the central reserve. Therefore the bridge deck has four box
post tensioned concrete beams across its width rather than two larger multi-cell box beams which
would have given a staggered appearance to the soffit line and to the piers. To reduce the
concentrations of stress that would have resulted from the skew each box beam was cast and
prestressed separately before a 600 mm wide strip of deck slab was cast to connect the boxes in
pairs.
The deck is supported by reinforced concrete columns forming exposed piers and reinforced concrete
abutments buried in the embankments. The piers and abutments are in turn supported on reinforced
concrete strip footings founded on rock. The philosophy governing the design was to provide a bridge
which fitted the site, which is one of considerable natural beauty, was aesthetically pleasing and yet
was functional and economical in cost.
Retirement: Mervyn Johnston joined Scott & Wilson in 1949 and retired last April after 25 years
continuous service with our group of firms.
He joined us as an Assistant Engineer in the newly opened Nyasaland office and initially was
concerned with road and water supply work in the Blantyre-Limbe area. As an able Assistant to John
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Henry he helped with the design of the first road project ever undertaken by the Firm—the road from
Blantyre to the Airport at Chileka. With its flowing alignment and bituminous surfacing this was the first
road in the Protectorate to be designed in the true engineering sense. It was something hitherto
unknown in a country where roads tended to meander along the line of African footpaths.
Assisted by Ron Hedges and Andrew Schofield(now Professor of Civil Engineering at
Cambridge).Mervyn was later responsible for the design of the Lilongwe-Salima Road and the road
from Luchenza to Mlange and the Portuguese East African Border. It was at this time that he
developed a particular interest in aerial photography and its use as an aid to road design, evolving a
method of estimating flood flows which was successfully used in culvert design.
In 1956 the Nyasaland Firm opened a branch office in Lagos, Nigeria and Mervyn was appointed to
take charge.

The first two projects—Western Avenue, Lagos and the Maiduguri-Bama Road both employed the
techniques of pavement construction which had never before been used in Nigeria. Both roads were
highly successful and Mervyn contributed a paper to the Institution of Civil Engineers on Western
Avenue and a further paper with John Gandy on the Maiduguri-Bama Road.
His abilities were quickly recognised by both his staff and clients, and thus Mervyn laid the foundation
for what has developed into a continuing practice in a country larger in population than any other in
Africa and bigger in area than France and East and West Germany combined. In 1958 Mervyn was
appointed an Associate of the African Partnership and since 1961 has been a Partner.
Nigeria became independent in 1960. Despite the changing and often difficult conditions prevailing at
this time, Mervyn was successful in maintaining and developing our practice. At the suggestion of the
client, he opened an office for the Firm in Kaduna, the capital of the Northern Region. At a later date a
further office was opened in Enugu, the capital of the Eastern Region. It was during this early period
in Nigeria that we first started work on projects financed by the World Bank and the United Nations
Development Programme. On IBRD and UNDP projects we began our association with the Economist
Intelligence Unit, a relationship which still continues.
During leave from the Nigeria Office, Mervyn accompanied by Gordon Forrest spent three months
studying road design and construction in the USA. This study tour undoubtedly had a profound effect
on his approach to road design. Prior to Independence, the typical Nigerian road had a narrow and
often sunken cross section(sometimes referred to as the Drunkards Road, because it was almost
impossible to wander off it). Mervyn was instrumental in persuading the Authorities to abandon this
type of road in favour of a slightly raised road with wide shallow ditches on each side.
Today as you drive at speed and in comparative comfort and safety across the wide open bush
country of Northern Nigeria, you can see the result of Mervyn’s work. The chances are that you are
either driving on a road designed by him or designed on the basis of the thinking which he introduced.
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For reasons of health Mervyn left Nigeria in1964, and handed over to John Gandy and returned to
London. Today many Nigerian engineers of the Federal Ministry of Works remember the contribution
which Mervyn made to Highway Engineering in their country while he was Resident Partner.
In 1966 Mervyn was appointed an Associate of the London firm. In this role he took charge of the
design of the Wadi-Araba Road in Jordan. He continued as a Partner in the African firm, and was
actively engaged on roadworks in Tanzania, Kenya, Malawi and Nigeria. For a year he was in charge
of the Glasgow office.
During the quarter of a century Mervyn has been with us, we have come to know him well. His
outstanding characteristics have been his capacity for hard work, his good judgment, combined with a
dry sense of humour, and his ability to lead a team of engineers and inspire confidence in the clients.
His integrity and dedication to his work combined with his natural reticence commanded respect from
all those who came in contact with him.
Mervyn loves sociability and a good party, and we all remember the warmth of the welcome we
always received from him and his wife Rene in our visits to their home. In addition to his engineering
activities and despite his unsettled existence with frequent changes of residence he and Rene
managed to bring up a family of five girls, two of whom are now married. We shall miss Mervyn in our
day-to-day work, but we hope to be able to retain his services as a consultant for many years to
come. We all wish Mervyn and Rene a long and happy retirement. H Grace
Instant Buzzword Generator
Technology has created a new type of jargon that is nearly as incomprehensible as it is sophisticated.
We recently came across an unusual technique, called an Instant “Buzzword” Generator, which will
help you master this jargon. With it, you can generate an almost endless variety of intelligent
sounding technical terms.
The technique is easy to use. Merely select a digit from each of the three columns and combine the
words opposite each number into your own technical jargon. For example, select “3”, “9”,and “0” and
you generate: “parallel policy options”, an expression bound to command instant respect—and
confusion! MORAL: Watch your language

K Innes in Profile [St Andrews U; HK Tunnel]
In the last edition of Pontifact we mentioned that a small office had been established in Singapore and
this has now become a separate local Partnership, with Ken Innes as the Resident Partner. Jean
Innes will shortly be leaving to join Ken to establish a new life in the East and we wish them every
good fortune there.
Ken joined the Firm in 1954 having graduated with First Class Honours at Bristol University and since
then he has worked on a variety of projects including the Shell Centre, St. Andrews University, York
University, the Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst, Ronan Point Collapse Inquiry and the Hong Kong
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Cross Harbour Tunnel, and he has been successively promoted until he became an Associate in
1972. Ken is no stranger to the Far East having been concerned with the Cross Harbour Tunnel for
many years, and he can manipulate his chopsticks with the best of them!! GMJ Williams

PONTIFACT 34 Spring [April] 1975…………………………………………………………………………
Basingstoke News [M2 Dunsilly- Ballybentragh; Belfast-Castledawson M/way] [Extract]
Finally we were very sorry to have to say goodbye to Terry McDowell at the end of April. Terry joined
the Belfast Office as a Senior Assistant Engineer in 1964 and was appointed CRE on the Dunsilly to
Ballybentragh Section of M2 motorway in1968. In 1971 he was appointed Senior Engineer in charge
of our Office at Antrim, but he returned to fulltime site duties as Chief Resident Engineer on the
Belfast-Castledawson motorway in September, 1972.In January, 1974 Terry was reappointed Senior
Engineer and moved to the London Office where he worked on the Teesside Parkway Stafford Inner
Relief Road and Islington Link Road as well as retaining his close association with the Belfast job.
Terry is returning to Belfast to take up a civil service appointment and we wish him every success for
the future.
Glasgow Newsletter [Road cuts; New Regions; Clyderail; Aberdeen housing]
Since the cutback in road investment over the last eighteen months, and bearing in mind the
uncertainties arising from the reorganisation of local government in Scotland which takes place on
15th May, 1975, we have been endeavouring to diversify our work out of the highway engineering
field which has been virtually our only type of work in the Glasgow Office.
We have had some encouragement recently by obtaining work in new fields, even although they are
not on the scale of our recent highway work.
1. We are currently carrying out a large Origin-Destination bus passenger survey covering an area
containing about one-eighth of the population of the City of Glasgow and involving some 100,000
passenger movements. We are using what we believe is a fairly novel technique which appears to be
proving successful.
2. We have been appointed by British Rail to design part of the Clyderail proposals which are
extensions to the electrified suburban rail system in the Glasgow area. Our work involves a new
station and a section of new railway.
3. We have almost completed the design of roads for three housing sites for a total of 600 houses in
Aberdeenshire.
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There has been a sudden rush of staff abroad [Blackwood; Monteith; Holmes]
Hugh Blackwood is going to Nigeria. David Monteith is off to Oman for one year. William Holmes is
currently in Nigeria for a few weeks to assist with an interchange design in Lagos. Others are
interested. It is not known what this sudden exodus should be attributed to: (a) the weather, (b) the
budget, or (c) the current work in radically refurbishing the office.
NI Newsletter [Belfast-Castledawson M/way]
Over ten years ago SWKP started on the design of the Belfast Castledawson motorway. With the
passage of time, a whittling away of the length to be built at one end, and a steady if slow process of
building at the other, the inevitable completion is fast approaching. With no further contracts in the
Offing on this motorway the question of what next has become important. Thus the back pages of the
NCE are sifted through, producing the occasional nugget such as £5000± per week on site in London.
No wonder the streets are paved with gold! Rumour has it that even these sums are not enough to
entice Terry McDowell, and that he will be moving back to Northern Ireland to keep an eye on the
motorway from the client’s side of the fence.

The departure of Paddy Holt. who is going contracting around Bristol. is the start of a series of
departures. Jerry Kennedy expects to move to Humberside on the Brigg By-pass, here’s hoping there
is a convenient golf course. Hilary McCrory is moving to the DoE water service, and Chris Fink has
decided to transfer into the earthmoving business to prove that his theories on earthworks are not
really all hot air despite the contractor’s occasional assertions to the contrary. There are however
some plusses to balance the minuses.
Mrs. Joan McNeilly. who left us just before Christmas to add to her family, has been replaced by Mrs.
Patricia Johnston who had adapted well to the peculiarities of working in site offices, even to the
extent of providing chocolate biscuits for our betters from Basingstoke. Despite such additions we will
soon not be able to find a cricket team, though the current series of intermittent snow showers mean
this is not a high priority. There are hopes however of a final fling with a combined SWKP and Farrans
team against the local Templepatrick team.
We would like to finish this rather short note by sending out congratulations to Willie Scott who seems
to be making as big a mark in Africa as he did to the fair face of Co. Antrim. Gordon Allen
Partners in Profile: Willie Scott [Malawi]
The Partners of the African Firm were pleased to announce on the 1st April, 1975, that Steve Cotterell
and Charles Seale had become Partners of the Kenya Firm, Barry Paget a Partner of the Nigerian
Firm (resident in Libya), and Willie Scott a Partner of the Malawi Firm. At the same time Peter Erridge
and Mike Shalders were made Associates of the Kenya and Nigerian Firms respectively.
The Hong Kong Partners also announced on the 1st April that David Butler and Vincent Chan had
been appointed Associates of the Hong Kong Firm.
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We know that all of their many friends and colleagues in SWKP will join us in wishing them every
success in their new responsibilities.

W Scott
Willie Scott has been with SWKP since1965. For most of this time he has worked for the African Firms
in Nigeria, Kenya and Malawi, with a brief spell of home service when he was SARE (Roads) on the
Belfast Castledawson Motorway.
Starting in Nigeria as a soils engineer on road projects, he later became Resident Engineer for the
Lake Chad Road. After his period in Northern Ireland he returned to Africa and was Project Engineer
for Phase III of the Tea Roads. Subsequently he went to Malawi as Senior Roads Engineer on the
Malawi Road Study. He took charge of the Lilongwe Office in 1973 when he also became Project
Manager for the design of the Lilongwe-Kasungu Road and the Viphya Roads.
Hong Kong Newsletter [Bruce] [Extract]
John Bruce, after more than five years in Hong Kong, left in November to marry Maureen Finlayson
in South Africa; congratulations John and Maureen, and good luck in Canada. John’s departure was
given prominence by articles in the newspapers and the usual pilgrimage to the White Stag. John was
musical director for the Hong Kong Singers’ recent production of Yeomen of the Guard, in which
Richard Gamlen, Tim Conway, Peter Moody and Basil Bressler(Binnies) also sang or played.
Tuen Mun Road 1 Starts [Greig]
Tuen Mun Road, Stage 1, commenced officially on 2nd October, 1974 although the Contractor,
Kumagai Gumi (Hong Kong) Ltd, had started erecting offices and generally scratching around some
months before then.
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Mike Kennedy was temporary Engineer’s Representative; then in September, David Butler did off his
natty pinstripes and Gucci tie and did on his buckskin shorts when he was seconded to Site as
temporary CRE. David was replaced by SRE John Armitage (ex Cheshire CC) in November and
returned to Star House. Vrat Boury (Fred Berry to his friends) joined the staff as RE Earthworks in
July, and Tim Conway arrived in October as RE Measurement. Ex-Kai Tak IOW’s Bill (I’m the young
handsome one) McRae and Van(Yust cawl me Stompy) Aswegen joined the site in July and
September respectively, and IOW Andrew Lo came in October. Mike Kennedy, after being deposed,
resumed duties as RE Bridges and Goalposts. The real CRE, Colin Greig, arrived in December and at
last the contractor knows to whom (apart from Van) he ought to bow. Among other newcomers is
Barry Ward, transferred from Star House to make sure the geology works as it should.
The contractor laid on an opening ceremony, complete with Shinto priests and priestesses, on 2nd
October. A small explosion in rock was effected by the Acting DPW depressing a plunger (followed by
many sympathetic internal rumblings of a more personal nature caused by the opening of the bar),
people gave speeches, others clapped, and the Shinto priests performed a short ceremony with Mr.
Lindsay, Mr. Maslowicz and David Butler all taking an active part in the traditional ancient rites.
Those who have Pontifacts dating back to the mid-sixties may, after some research, discover the
proud mention of a Castle Peak Road in the Hong Kong newsletters. Well it took some time to get
around to it but that’s what we are building, only at some time between then and now the client
discovered that he already had a Castle Peak Road so he renamed this parallel one the Tuen Mun
Road.
Because of the original publicity given to the project many of the populace know only of the CPR and
remain unimpressed by the mention of the TMR, even though the letting of the job was attended by a
multitude of fanfares. The job comprises 15.5km of three-lane road(which, in the second stage, will
eventually be expanded to dual three-lane road of near motorway standard) between Tsuen Wan and
Tuen Mun in the New Territories. The terrain through which the road passes is mountainous and
rocky; deep gorges have to be crossed by bridges, and steep sidelong ground necessitates over
0.5km of viaduct. At Tai Lam Bay the road crosses the sea on a 700m long causeway thus allowing
the contractor to show his expertise at dredging and reclamation. The job is, at HK$222m (£20m),
the largest single contract let by the Highways Department of the Hong Kong PWD; it is also
one of the largest for which any of the SWKP firms has been solely responsible throughout all
stages from feasibility study to supervision.
I won’t say any more about it just now: let’s leave the juicy bits to later issues of Pontifact. More about
other well-known characters in the next issue (if he lets me play at left wing for the remainder of the
season). Tim Conway
PONTIFACT No. 35 Summer [July] 1976……………………………………………….............................
Glasgow Newsletter: Renfrew Motorway Stage I [McCafferty]
The Motorway is now well and truly out of the ground and now that spring has arrived an increased
effort is being made by main contractor Balfour Beatty Construction (Scotland) to have the Motorway
open to traffic in October this year. Sign gantries and high mast lights are being erected—blacktop is
going down and deck construction on the many graceful bridges is at an advanced stage.
Against an urban backdrop varying from chic suburbia to Glasgow's industrial heartland and what the
national press likes to call multiple urban deprivation, the effort and money being spent on
landscaping and the choice of elegant structures is already paying dividends. While having an urban
Motorway at the bottom of the garden can hardly be thought of as everyone's idea of the perfect view,
the end effect here looks like it will, after all, turn out more like a linear park than a concrete and
asphalt jungle.
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Renfrew1 Staff [Mackay; Walters; McCafferty; Mitchell; MacInally; Brownlee; Anderson]
Movements of staff have been fast and sometimes furious. Here are some of the more notable
moves—Neil Mackay (CRE) has returned to the Glasgow Office to take up his old post as Project
Engineer for this Contract and is rumoured to be leaving for his old stamping ground in Kenya in the
summer. Tudor Walters formerly Resident Engineer (Bridges) and resident Welshman has taken on
the job as Chief Resident Engineer and Jim McCafferty has moved from the Bridges section of the
Glasgow Office to Resident Engineer (Bridges).Harry Mitchell former Resident Engineer (Roads)
has gone, with his right-hand man Archie Maclnally to another firm and both are now based
somewhere in Saudi Arabia (a-ha the desert and the camels—hope they find some good looking
ones). Jimmy Brownlee has moved from Resident Engineer (Measurement) to Resident Engineer
(Roads) and Roger Anderson has taken on the job of Resident Engineer (Measurement). In spite of
these and other moves, the system still seems to be functioning satisfactorily.
This may be the last communiqué from Renfrew Motorway Stage I so look out all ye in overseas
partnerships—the wee men from Glasgow are coming. James McCafferty.
Footnote: Jim McCafferty transferred to SWK Hong Kong in November 1976 where he became
Project Manager for Tuen Mun Road linking the New Towns of Tsuen Wan and Tuen Mun along the
Kowloon Foothills. He was also engaged on, among other things, the preliminary report, and later
the independent check, for the elevated structure of Tsuen Wan Bypass; Roads & Bridges in Tsuen
Wan and bridge and other designs for the 90km long Kampong Patai – Long Pa Sia Road in the
mountainous jungle of Sabah, North Borneo. He returned to Glasgow to become Project Manager for
the design of major bridges for Nigeria’s new federal capital, Abuja in October 1981. Those five years
proved to be a period of downturn and difficulty for SWK Scotland!
Partners in Profile: KCW James [Belfast-Castledawson M/way]
On the 15th June the Partners announced that ten members of the staff had been taken into
partnership with effect from the 1st May, 1976. We now have pleasure in featuring these new partners
in profile, and know that their many friends and colleagues in SWK will join us in wishing them every
success.KCW James: Jimmy James joined the London Firm in 1963 after spending six years in the
Royal Engineers and thirteen years with the Public Works Department in Nigeria.

Following a year in the Doncaster and London Offices on the Howden-Selby study, he went to Belfast
to take charge of the office set-up to design the Belfast-Castledawson Motorway. From1966—68 he
was based in Hong Kong and was particularly concerned with our work in Brunei. On returning to the
UK he spent several years travelling extensively abroad for short periods, on both promotional and
project work. The latter included Phases I and II of the IBRD Labour Substitution Study in India and
Indonesia. He returned to the Roads Section in 1972 where he has been responsible for the design
and supervision of construction of our road projects in England and Northern Ireland.
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PONTIFACT 36 Summer [July] 1977…………………………………………………………………………
Front Cover —The Ocean Terminal Hong Kong [McCafferty] with the Queen Elizabeth II and the
Canberra tied up alongside. Star House, the home of SWK Hong Kong, is in the background.
(Photograph by kind permission of The Hong Kong and Kowloon Wharf & Godown Co. Ltd.)
Footnote: Star House is the building furthest to the right between Canberra and QE2. SWK HK later
moved to Ocean Centre, the curved building to the left. The Hongkong Hotel lies between the two
buildings. SWK HK occupied the 17th floor in both buildings. Jim McCafferty.

Retirement of Mr H Grace: Henry Grace retired as a Partner of the UK Firm on the 31st
December, 1976, and at the same time relinquished his Directorship of Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick &
Company and Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Company (Scotland). On his retirement he was retained as a
Senior Consultant to the UK Partnership and as a Consultant to the Hong Kong and African
Partnerships.
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Glasgow Newsletter
Renfrew 1 Opens – The end of an era [Breakey]
The planning, design and construction of the new Glasgow Highway System has been the main
concern of the Glasgow Office since its beginning in 1960. The end of this era has been marked for
us by the opening last autumn of our largest single motorway contract, Renfrew Motorway, Stage 1.
The Glasgow Highway work has been notable in several ways. The original origin-destination traffic
survey was the First on a city scale in Britain. The traffic assignment, in 1962, was the first computer
assignment to a large scale road network performed in Britain. The motorway system at the time of its
inception was unusually ambitious with many sections of motorway dual four-lane, and with one
section quadruple three lanes. The project has been implemented in accordance with original plans.
Allowing for inflation, actual costs have been close to the original estimates and actual traffic flows are
developing close to the original forecast, traffic flows up to 88,000 vehicles per day being observed.

Renfrew Motorway Stage I
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Projects [Highways; Water-Kenya/Nigeria; Buildings Middle East; N Sea Oil; Turkish Roads]
We are-still continuing with highway planning and construction in Glasgow but at the same time are
becoming involved in other fields of work. We are assisting Roger Whiting in the design of water
treatment works in Kenya and Nigeria, and Peter Innes in building structures in the Middle East. We
have our eyes focused on North Sea oil developments in Scotland and are opening a branch office in
Ross and Cromarty to be close to the action. Further afield, we are providing expertise to the
Highways Directorate in Istanbul for the construction of the Anatolian Freeway.
Staff numbers 30 but rising
The numbers of our staff, of course, varies with work-load and is presently about thirty and rising. The
photograph shows us outside our office in Park Circus. The Park district of Glasgow is a conservation
area adjacent to Kelvingrove Park. We have recently renovated and restored our own building and it
is now a most pleasant place of work.

Sport [Nidger and Clyderail Golf Trophies; Football; Brown; Crooks; Barron; McMillan]
Sport and recreation are not forgotten with golf and football, naturally for us, taking pride of place.
Recently we have won the Nidger Golf Trophy competed for annually by consultants and local
authority departments involved in Glasgow Highways, and the Clyderail Trophy presented this year
by British Railways and competed for by those involved in the reconstruction of a railway route
through the city centre. The Nidger Trophy is a heavy granite road sett mounted in a handsome teak
frame and won by us previously in 1967 and 1971. The railway trophy takes the form of a section of
rail suitably mounted and inscribed.
With the formation of the new Civil Engineering Summer Football League in Glasgow and district,, we
took the opportunity of reconstituting the Scottish Office football team. In a sporting joint venture with
Jamieson Mackay & Partners we have carried on the traditions of earlier years ably represented by
Alan Brown, Len Crooks, Alistair Barron and Steve McMillan. Their record to date is impressive:
P [6] W [6] L [0] D [0] F [41] A [6].
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One of our recreational activities is sailing WOW, an Enterprise dinghy, on Loch Lomond. Ex-Kendal
Office staff will be interested to hear that WOW is still in excellent condition and has given us some
exciting moments in the squalls that can come up suddenly on this beautiful island-dotted loch.
Donald Breakey.
Luxembourg Neil Mackay
In Luxembourg did EIB
A precious office block decree;
Where drizzle, sleet and run-off ran
Through fissures measureless to man
Down to a sandstone sea.
So wide expanse of plateau ground
With huts and tower cranes girdled round:
And there were mud meadows bright with ugly
pools,
Where blossomed many a vile and soily heap;
And delay, dire delay, was a daily word,
Enshrouding action with its misery.
But oh! Those deep romantic chasms which
gashed
The city grey-bastioned in winter light
Enhanced the enterprise with gaunt elegance
An awesome hole! As jagged and up-blasted
As e’er beneath an edict of the contract
The builder demurs against demolishment;
From such admonishments, with turmoil
seething,
As if vain hopes could fuse all the shifting sands
Of circumstance – there now grows a building!
A Note of Interpretation: The European Investment Bank of the EEC commissioned SWK and Denys
Lasdun & Partners (who were architects for the National Theatre in London) to provide a new HQ
complex. Site work started in September 1976, by main contractor Philipp Holzmann of West
Germany. Like many large constructions, it underwent foundation problems, such as the finding of
very deep rock fissures, and the gathering momentum of the project during its first winter was slow.
Footnote: Neil Mackay moved to the EIB from SWK Glasgow where he had been Project Engineer
and CRE, Renfrew Motorway Stage 1 – JP McCafferty.
Hong Kong Newsletter [Extracts] Celebrating 25 Years in Hong Kong 1952-1977
Tuen Mun Road [Slinn; McCafferty; Tsuen Wan Bypass II]
Previous issues of Pontifact have included information on Tuen Mun Road, Hong Kong’s first rural
road to be built to near-motorway standard. The construction of the first stage is programmed to be
completed in February next year and will provide a high-speed link between the new town of Tuen
Mun and the existing urban areas of Hong Kong.
The Hong Kong Government has decided to press ahead quickly with the second stage and Jim
McCafferty, fresh from the vigours of the Scottish winter, joined us in Star House to get design work
rolling. We expect to see some neo Glasgow style bridges springing up on the Hong Kong skyline
soon. Target date for the start of construction work is April next year. The construction involves
completion of the dualling of the road and is expected to cost about HK$85m (10m).
Meanwhile, the team responsible for keeping the first stage design in order suddenly found itself with
another baby to nurture. This baby is known as the Tsuen Wan Bypass Stage II Study. Our job has
been to recommend the form of this bypass and in so doing we have rather brashly decided it isn’t
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really a bypass at all, perhaps one of the disadvantages of employing somebody with a transportation
planning pedigree on the Study.
Our recommendations call for some 2 km. of elevated main carriageway, four interchanges and a
fairly substantial reclamation of a section of Tsuen Wan Bay over which the “Bypass” is routed. We
were fortunate to have globetrotter-extraordinary Harold Insley to sort out reclamation problems and
to decide where to relocate fishermen, walla-walla’s, oil tankers and assorted ferries. The structural
side of the Study was handled by Bob Luscombe aided by telexes from Peter Halls.
The Report on the Study has just (July)been completed, allowing Bob to take a year’s sabbatical
leave as a supernumerary adviser to the concrete design course at Imperial College. During the year
we have lost Wong Siu Fan to our provincial office in Tsuen Wan but recently were able to receive
back to civilisation both David Fang and Steve Dawson. Both should be very busy soon if we are
asked to design the Bypass. This project which includes the reclamation, is estimated to cost about
HK$250m (£3lm).
Whilst engineers come and go, we are able to rely on the steady support of Henley Lo (he keeps the
index to the Firm’s Library in his head) and Loong Chi Tung, who has probably in his time prepared
more report drawings than most of us have had hot meals. Mike Slinn
Long Service Awards [McCafferty et al]
The following are celebrating their Silver Jubilee with SWK: Stanley Elliott, Joe Lindsay, Michael
Guilford, Cheung Kam Chiu, Leung Yue Kai, Henley Lo.
20-Year presents since the last Pontifact: Lo Hsiao Shih, Mike Kennedy.
10-Year presents since the last Pontifact: Vic Lawley, David Butler, So On, Tsang Kar Ming, Jim
McCafferty, Harold Insley.

Ting Kau Viaduct Tuen Mun Road Hong Kong
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PONTIFACT………………………………THE END
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